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11 Cognitive rules 

1.11 Introduction 

Rule-guidedd behavior is central to many psychological theories. Cognitivism, the 
theoreticall  framework supporting rule-guided behavior, has dominated most areas 
off  research in psychology since the demise of behaviorism in the 1950's. There seems 
too be general agreement that many behaviors are rule-guided, although the notion 
off  rule-guided behavior is the subject of much debate. The behaviors associated 
withh high level cognition, such as language production and understanding, problem 
solving,, playing chess et cetera, are thought to be rule-guided. A set of rules 
thatt manipulate incoming information and produce output seems to provide and 
adequatee description of such behavior. In the theoretical framework provided 
byy such cognitive rules, a number of issues arise. First, we need to establish 
thee nature of rules. Second, we need to know in what circumstances, or under 
whichh conditions, it is warranted to attribute rules to persons, or any other entity 
thatt might be suspected of following rules. Third, in order to further develop 
psychologicall  knowledge, we need models that provide a viable implementation of 
rules. . 

Theree has been, and still is, plenty of debate about all these issues. In my 
masterss thesis (Visser, 1996), I contrasted the Wittgensteinian and the Chomskyan 
conceptionn of rules. I argued that the Chomskyan conception of rules lacks two 
importantt features, namely an embedding in behavior and an embedding in what 
Wittgensteinn denotes a practice or institution (Wittgenstein, 1978). In particular, 
thee problem with the Chomskyan conception is the looming infinite regression: 
symbolss are analyzed or laid out in terms of other symbols which are further 
„„„1,-„ C^^ ;^+^ 04-;u ,̂+VioT. CTTrriKril o p+ pcifoT-Q At q C**T+  s»in nr»int t h is 9tr\»Ivsis h as 

too stop, as Wittgenstein puts it: 

"Iff  I have exhausted the justifications I have reached bedrock, and my 
spadee is turned. Then I am inclined to say: 'This is simply what I do.' " 
(Philosophical(Philosophical investigations, §217) 

Searlee (1983) introduces the term 'Background' to describe the need for rules and 
symbolss to be useful as such. The Background provides the necessary connection 
betweenn a symbol and what it stands for in the world. Embedding of rules and 
symbolicc structures in modes or patterns of behavior has been dubbed 'grounding' 
inn recent literature (Harnad, 1990; Sun, 2000). 

AA necessary prerequisite for grounding rules and symbols is learning. Learning 
providess a means of tying mental states, i.e. representations, to behavior. Moreover, 
thee learning process, as present in say language learning, also constitutes an em-
beddingg in a social practice in which language use is bound by certain rules. Hence, 
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forr models of cognition to be viable as models of rule-following behavior, learning 
iss an essential feature. 

Inn this thesis I study rule-following in three different guises. First, models of 
rule-followingg are considered. In particular the classical cognitive view on rule-
followingg is contrasted with neural network models. I argue that these latter may 
alsoo be interpreted as implementing rule-following behavior. Second, hidden Markov 
modelss are studied as statistical models of rule-following behavior that can be used 
too analyze both human behavior and neural network behavior. Third, implicit 
learningg is studied as a task in which rule-following behavior is acquired by an 
associativee learning process. In the remainder of this chapter I wil l address these 
threee themes and provide an overview of this thesis. Before doing so however, some 
remarkss on the nature of rules are in place. 

Withinn the scope of this introduction, it is impossible to provide complete or even 
partiall  answers to the issues raised above about rules. The conception of rules that I 
amm considering here is the classical conception of syntactic or formal rules (Chomsky, 
1980;; Fodor, 1981; Fodor and Pylyshyn, 1988). The origins of this conception 
aree the notion of formal languages as it is put forward in the Chomsky hierarchy 
(Chomsky,, 1959a) and the Turing machine (Turing, 1950/1990), which implements 
suchh languages. In this conception, rules are strictly syntactic or formal entities that 
manipulatee (syntactic, formal) representations, i.e., the contents of a representation 
aree irrelevant with respect to application of these rules. This is called the formality 
conditionn (Fodor, 1981). It is this conception of rules that Wittgenstein criticized. 
Apartt from this formality condition of rules, another aspect of rules is important 
here.. In general, cognitive rules need not be conscious. Hence, the conception 
off  rules that is used here, is more liberal than is the case in many psychological 
applications.. For instance, in developmental psychology children are classified as 
followingg certain rules in proportional reasoning, for example in solving the balance 
scalee task. The rules that are used in models of this task are thought to be conscious 
rules,, i.e. children are thought to consciously apply a rule in solving a given balance 
scalee problem (see Jansen, 2001, for a discussion of children's strategies in solving 
thee balance scale task and models for analyzing these). 

Thee construction of models that implement rule-guided behavior is a major part 
off  modeling in psychology. It may seem that the straightforward way of modeling 
rule-basedd behavior is by using the computational model of the Turing machine and 
thee associated notion of formal languages. In fact, as the Turing machine is the 
paradigmaticc machine that implements rule-following behavior, why should we not 
usee it to model cognition? There are important problems in implementing cognition 
byy means of the Turing machine model. In the Turing machine model, there is no 
naturall  way of grounding internal states, i.e., its representations. Next, there is the 
issuee of learning that I discussed above. The Turing machine model has no natural 
placee for learning as a process in which output is conditioned on feedback from its 
environment. . 
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1.22 Rules in neural networks 

Thee alternative to this classical model of cognition, which may be conceived as 
implementingg syntactic rules and formal representations, is connectionism. Con-
nectionismm has gained much popularity over the past 15 years since the publication 
off  the PDP books (Rummelhart and McClelland, 1986). Neural networks, more 
specificallyy feedforward or recurrent neural networks with supervised learning, pro-
videe models of cognition that naturally learn to represent a domain of knowledge 
onn the basis of examples and feedback. However, neural networks are not without 
theirr own problems. 

AA first possible problem with neural networks concerns their representational or 
computationall  capabilities. In debates between connectionists and cognitivists, it 
hass been put forward that neural networks do not have sufficient representational 
andd computational resources to represent, say, human linguistic competence (Levelt, 
1990).. Fodor and Pylyshyn (1988) argue that even if neural networks prove to have 
thesee resources they would be 'merely' implementing classical rule-based structures. 
Inn chapter 2 of this thesis, mathematical results are discussed that provide insight 
intoo the computational capabilities of neural networks. The internal representations 
off  such networks are compared to the mode of representation in classical models of 
cognition.. This may provide answers to Fodor & Pylyshyn's arguments. 

Thee second concern is whether neural networks implement rule-following. The 
wayy in which networks learn is often conceived of in terms of associative learning 
orr conditioning. What then should be the criterion for deciding whether neural 
networkss follow rules? At least, the tasks that neural networks learn or perform 
shouldd be of the kind that we associate with rule-following behavior, e.g. language 
productionn or proportional reasoning. Next, we should be able to study the behavior 
andd the internal representations of the network to answer the question whether they 
doo indeed implement rules in some sense or whether they form different kinds of 
representations.. These two points are addressed in chapter 3. Neural networks are 
trainedd to recognize languages and the representations that these networks form in 
thee learning process are analyzed. 

1.33 Psychometrics 

Onee characteristic of rules that is pervasive in models of cognitive tasks, is that they 
mayy be unconscious or implicit. In the Chomskyan and Fodorian conception of rules 
thatt I sketched in the introduction, most rules are unconscious. For example, the 
ruless that constitute knowledge of language, i.e. the rules that enable us to produce 
grammaticallyy correct sentences, are unconscious (Chomsky, 1980). Also, the rules 
thatt are invoked in models of storing and retrieving memories, for example, are 
generallyy not open to conscious inspection. Indeed, it would be rather awkward 
iff  they were. Having to witness, within the confines of your own mind, say, the 
computationn of the Bayesian a posteriori probabilities of two competing memory 
tracess in a lexical decision task, would be, I imagine, a rather tedious experience. 
Hence,, introspection is not always an option in trying to gain insight into cognitive 
processes.. Most of the rules and representations that are used in psychological 
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modelss and theories are unobservable entities. Even if they are open to conscious 
inspection,, they would still be unobservable in the sense of objective observability. 
Theyy would only be observable in the first person perspective, whereas a scientist 
requiress a third person perspective. Hence, their existence can only be inferred from 
theirr observable manifestations in behavior. Psychometrics is explicitly involved in 
developingg statistical models that relate observed variables to latent variables, which 
inn turn stand for unobservable entities (see Borsboom et al., 2001. for a discussion 
off  the relation between latent variables and the unobservable entities that they 
represent). . 

Manyy different latent variable models are in use in current work in psychology. 
Possiblyy the best known model is the common factor model which is invoked to 
orderr subjects on a latent trait such as intelligence, arithmetic skills or a personality 
trait.. Markov models have been popular models in the area of learning and memory 
(Wickens.. 1982). Latent or hidden Markov models form an extension of Markov 
models,, which have a natural interpretation as models of rule-following. Hidden 
Markovv models naturally allow this interpretation because they are equivalent to 
stochasticc finite state automata, i.e. the canonical representation of simple gram-
marss (Hopcroft et al., 2001). In chapters 4 and 5 of this thesis, statistical issues that 
arisee in using hidden Markov models for psychological data are presented. Solving 
issuess such as model selection and assessment of goodness-of-fit of latent variable 
modelss is crucial in their application to psychological phenomena. 

1.44 Implicit learning 

Implici tt learning is an active field of research that concerns (the acquisition of) rule-
followingg behavior. In this thesis implicit learning is studied as a form of associative 
learningg that gives rise to rule-following behavior. In implicit learning grammatical 
structuress are presented to subjects, which they have to reproduce or learn. During 
suchh experiments subjects are unaware that the material they have to learn is 
structuredd according to grammatical rules. Although we know from behavioral 
measuress that subjects seem to grasp some of the structure underlying the stimuli, 
typicallyy they remain unaware of what they have learnt. This is witnessed by 
subjectss who say they :felt they were responding appropriately*  but can not provide 
thee reason for responding in a particular way (cf. the quote from Wittgenstein in 
thee first section). 

Somee researchers claim that the knowledge that subjects acquire in implicit 
learningg is abstract, rule-based knowledge (Reber, 1993). On the contrary, others 
claimm that such knowledge is merely a set of statistical associations shaped by the 
orderr of the stimuli (Cleeremans and Jimenez, 1998). Implicit learning described 
inn this latter way is more akin to association learning or conditioning, and hence 
veryy different from rule-based knowledge. This difference in opinion expresses itself 
inn differences in the models that are proposed to describe the knowledge acquired 
inn implicit learning. Cleeremans and McClelland (1991) propose a neural network 
modell  that satisfies the statistical constraints inherent in the sequences of stimuli 
thatt are typically used in implicit learning. Using this model, they can account for 
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aboutt 80 % of the variance of reaction times in an implicit learning task. On the 
otherr hand, there are accounts in terms of chunk learning or rule induction (see 
Shankss and St-John, 1994, for a review of different accounts of implicit learning). 

Inn studying implicit learning behavior, the same question arises as in studying 
neurall  network behavior: which criteria should be used to establish whether cer-
tainn behaviors are based on rule-like representations, or whether they are merely 
statisticall  associations? The dividing lines between these views of implicit learning 
mayy not be as sharp as these authors claim. In particular, in the context of implicit 
learningg it proves to be hard to differentiate between models in terms of their 
predictions.. Wittgenstein (1978) argues that one of the ways of grounding rule-
followingg behavior is a process like conditioning or associative learning. As I have 
statedd before, the neural network model of implicit learning is usually viewed as a 
modell  of associative learning. Upon this interpretation, the neural network model is 
nott in conflict with the rule-induction model but rather a detailed extension of it. In 
chapterss 6 and 7 of this thesis, direct and indirect measures of sequence knowledge 
aree compared in two implicit learning experiments in order to gain insight into the 
naturee of the knowledge that subjects acquire in such experiments. 

1.55 Overview of the chapters 

Inn chapter 2, I discuss mathematical results relating to the computational capabili-
tiess of neural networks. Three major results are discussed that pertain to what can 
andd what can not be represented in neural networks. The nature of representations 
inn neural networks is said to be subsymbolic (Smolensky, 1988). I analyze neural 
networkk representations and compare them with the canonical representations of 
formall  languages in the Chomsky hierarchy (Hopcroft et al., 2001). In so doing, 
thee nature of subsymbolic representations is clarified. 

II  use hidden Markov models to analyze neural network behavior in chapter 3. 
Thiss method of analyzing neural network behavior is contrasted with several other 
methodss of gaining insight to the representations that neural networks build during 
learning.. In particular, I analyze a neural network that has been trained to recognize 
thee language of a finite state automaton. An empirical approximation of the entropy 
iss used to compare fitted hidden Markov models to the language that the neural 
networkk was trained to recognize. 

Confidencee intervals are crucial in assessing whether a fitted model is adequate 
forr a given data set. When fitting hidden Markov models to long timeseries, as is 
thee case with implicit learning data, the standard method of estimating confidence 
intervalss or standard errors of parameters on the basis of the Hessian fails due to 
computationall  problems. Hence, in such a case alternative methods are necessary 
too compute confidence intervals. In chapter 4, I compare three alternative methods 
off  computing approximate confidence intervals. 

InIn fitting hidden Markov models to psychological data a number of problems 
arise.. First, model selection criteria are not readily available to compare fitted 
models.. Second, goodness-of-fit measures are required to verify whether fitted 
modelss are adequate. Third, there is no general method for fitting models subject 
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too equality constraints on the parameters, which is desirable in some applications. 
Possiblee solutions to these problems are discussed in chapter 5. I also present two 
applicationss of fitting hidden Markov models to psychological data in which the 
proposedd solutions are applied. One data set is from a concept identification task 
andd the other from an implicit learning experiment, which is further detailed in 
chapterr 7. 

Inn chapters 6 and 7, two implicit learning experiments are presented in which 
differentt measures of knowledge are compared. In chapter 6, performance on a 
predictionn task is compared with performance on a reaction time task. In chapter 7, 
II  compare performance on a free generation task with reaction time performance. In 
thiss chapter, a novel way of analyzing free generation with hidden Markov models is 
introduced.. Hidden Markov models are used to characterize and quantify subjects' 
knowledgee in terms of (stochastic) rules. This quantification of acquired knowledge 
allowss for precise comparisons with performance on the reaction time task. 

Finally,, in chapter 8. I address the issues raised in this introduction, provide 
aa summary of the main results, and sketch possibilities for future research. The 
chapterss 2 through 7 of this thesis were all written as journal articles and have 
beenn published or are submitted. As a consequence, there is some redundancy in 
thee text of this thesis, notably in the parts on hidden Markov models which are 
definedd or described in four chapters. However, in all four chapter, their function is 
differentt and the description of the model is adapted to that function. Hopefully, the 
resultingg emphasis on hidden Markov models wil l help to uncover their usefulness 
inn psychological research. 



Partt  I 

Theor yy and simulation s 





22 On th e computationa l powe r and 
interpretatio nn of subsymboli c 

processe s s 

Abstract t 

Inn debates between connectionists and cognitivists it is often claimed that 
neurall  networks do not have the computational power to represent all cognitive 
functionss of interest. In the last decade some mathematical results have ap-
pearedd that characterize the computational powers of neural networks and the 
subsymbolicc processes that they instantiate. There are three types of results. 
Thee first results show that neural networks are universal function approxima-
torss (Hornik et al., 1989). Although this result establishes neural networks 
ass powerful computational devices, the type of neural network described in 
thiss result has only limited applicability in cognitive science. The second 
resultt shows that it is possible to construct a neural network that implements 
aa universal Turing machine (Siegelmann and Sontag, 1995). For modeling 
purposes,, this type of result is not very helpful, because the neural network 
soo constructed shares many of its fundamental properties with the classical 
cognitivee architecture. It therefore misses typical advantageous properties of 
aa neural architecture such as noise tolerance and graceful degradation. The 
thirdd type of result is concerned with learning formal languages by recur-
rentt neural networks. This type of result is a promising line of research for 
cognitivee science for several reasons. These networks perform like rule-based 
cognitivee architectures and at the same time retain the advantages of a neural 
architecture.. Analysis of these networks provides insight into the nature 
off  subsymbolic processin°". We discuss these results and our own work in 
thee analysis of neural network behavior and the internal representations that 
givee rise to it. Our aims are to establish the computational power of neural 
networks,, to provide insight into the nature of subsymbolic processing and, in 
soo doing, clarify the relation between symbolic and subsymbolic processing. 

2.11 Cognitive architectures 

Thee importance of rule-like behavior, as observed for example in language use and 
learning,, is virtually undisputed in psychology (see Shanon, 1993, for discussion 
off  this point). Wi t h respect to language use, Chomsky's influential paper has 
madee it clear that behaviorist and associationist models have insufficient resources 
too model linguistic competence (Chomsky, 1959b). Although Chomsky's paper is 
concernedd only with linguistic behavior, or rather with competence in language 
use,, his rule-based account is now used widely in many fields in psychology, such as 
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memoryy research, learning, perception. Fodor and Pylyshyn (1988) argued that the 
classicall  cognitive architecture is needed. The basis of this architecture is formed 
byy "representational states that have combinatorial syntax" (Fodor and Pylyshyn. 
1988,, p. 1) in order to sustain rule-like behavior. Representations or representational 
statess can be manipulated using syntactical rules which manipulate the syntax of 
ann expression, and are independent of its content1. 

Inn the last 15 years, connectionist models have been used extensively in cognitive 
psychologyy as an alternative to the classical architecture (see e.g. Chauvin and 
Rummelhart,, 1995; Quinlan, 1991; Arbib, 1995; Baddeley et al., 1999, for overviews 
off  applications and algorithms). In the connectionist architecture, symbol manipu-
lationn is replaced by subsymbolic processing. Smolensky (1988) argues that the con-
nectionistt architecture can give rise to rule-like behavior, but also reveals limitations 
inn processing symbolic information. He identifies a number of important challenges 
andd goals for the connectionist enterprise. First, one of Smolensky's goals is "de-
terminingg whether the approach [of connectionist modeling] offers computational 
powerr adequate for human cognitive competence and appropriate computational 
mechanismss to accurately model human cognitive performance*' (Smolensky. 1988, 
p.. 2). Second, these computational mechanisms — read subsymbolic processes — 
needd to be clarified in order to see how they can give rise to symbolic information 
processingg or rule-like behavior. 

2.1.12.1.1 Computational power 

Computationall  power refers to the capabilities that a representational or compu-
tationall  system possesses in principle. A system may be capable, for example, of 
producingg or recognizing languages of a certain strength, e.g. regular languages or 
context-sensitivee languages (see Hopcroft et al., 2001, for an introduction to formal 
languages).. As a consequence of this computational power, the system is capable of 
performingg cognitive functions or producing certain behaviors. In fact, recognition 
orr production of formal languages is the paradigmatic test of computational power. 
Noww it is often argued against connectionism that connectionist models can not 
modell  certain types of behavior, because they lack the computational power to do 
so.. As Levelt (1990) puts it: "I t makes littl e sense to spend years implementing a 
domainn of knowledge in a network that cannot contain it." More recently Marcus 
ett al. (1999) argued that the way in which infants learn artificial grammars can 
nott be modeled by a neural network. In response to this, both Christiansen et al. 
(2000)) and Schultz and Bale (In press) have designed connectionist networks that 
modell  artificial grammar learning in infants. We believe that such disputes can be 
resolvedd in a formal manner using the mathematical results that we discuss in this 
chapter. . 

*I tt is not our goal here to provide a complete picture of the what the classical cognitive 
architecturee amounts to. Instead, we just provide the essential features that enable a comparison 
wit hh the connectionist architecture. 
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2.1.22.1.2 Overview of the chapter 

Thee present chapter has three goals. First, to establish the computational power of 
neurall  networks, second to clarify the notion of subsymbolic processing and third 
too clarify the relationship between subsymbolic processes and symbolic information 
processingg which is deemed necessary for some cognitive tasks. We first present 
mathematicall  results that concern the computational power of connectionist models 
orr neural networks. There are three types of results that we discuss. The first type 
off  result concerns the representation of neural networks as function approximation 
devices.. Second, we discuss a proof that it is possible to implement a (Universal) 
Turingg machine in a neural network. Third we discuss a collection of papers that 
havee established equivalences — either by formal proofs or by simulation results — 
betweenn (specific) formal languages and certain types of neural networks, mostly 
simplee recurrent networks. In our own research with neural networks works, we 
relatee neural network behavior, and the internal representations that give rise 
too that behavior, to the tradition of mathematical models of behavior which is 
establishedd for example in Miller (1952). We focus on performance models rather 
thann competence models by which we mean models of actual behavior instead 
off  models of an idealized set of possible behaviors. The argument in Chomsky 
(1959b),, is explicitly set against behaviorist models of competence, and not against 
performancee models. Mathematical models of performance have a long tradition 
inn cognitive psychology, which goes back at least to the 1950s (Miller, 1952; Miller 
andd Chomsky, 1963). 

2.22 The computational power of neural networks 

Thee assessment of the computational power of neural networks originates in the 
classicc paper by McCulloch and Pitts (1943). They analyzed neural networks by 
meanss of propositional logic, specifically by constructing logical operators such as 
AND,, OR and NOT using binary threshold neurons. McCulloch and Pitts (1943) 
provedd that they could represent any propositional expression using such basic 
neurons.. Their conclusion was that any neural network can be analyzed in terms of 
thee propositions it finds to be true. Although neural networks constructed in this 
wayy can indeed represent any proposition, as a tool for cognitive science this type of 
networkk is not very useful. There are several reasons for this. First, each proposition 
requiress its own network and hence large numbers of networks are needed to even 
representt a small domain of knowledge. Second, such networks are open to the 
samee criticisms that have been leveled against the classical cognitive architecture. 
Theyy are very sensitive to 'injury' and can not handle degraded inputs in the way 
thee human cognitive system can. Third, perhaps most importantly, the approach 
takenn by McCulloch and Pitts (1943) concerns deductions made by neural networks. 
Theyy have shown that networks can be constructed that deduce propositions from 
otherr propositions given as inputs. Such processing is very far removed from the 
cognitivee functions in which psychologists are interested. Finally, these networks 
cann not be trained to represent propositions but need to be handcrafted for each 
neww proposition that needs to modeled. The possibility of neural networks to learn 
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representationss by being presented with exemplars from a knowledge domain, is 
ann important advantage of neural networks over the classical architecture. The 
McCullochh and Pitts (1943) networks lack this property. 

2.2.12.2.1 Computability as universal function approximation 

AA second approach to assessing the computational power of neural networks is 
moree recent, with an early exponent in the 1960s. The approach is to represent 
neurall  networks as function approximators: basically, a neural network computes 
aa function from input to output. Studying the possible functions that networks 
cann compute therefore provides insight into the capabilities of neural networks. Of 
course,, for any neural network to be realistic and usable as a model for cognitive 
behavior,, it should have a finite number of inputs and outputs. Therefore, it is 
requiredd that both the input and output are of finite dimension. The work by 
Minskyy and Papert (1969) can be viewed as a formal characterization of neural 
networkss in terms of function approximation. Minsky and Papert (1969) showed 
thatt neural networks without hidden layers — also called perceptrons — are limited 
too distinguishing linearly separable inputs. They also showed that perceptrons can 
learnn these representations by training. However, the category of linearly separable 
inputss in very limited. It does not, for example, include the xor-problem which 
iss often used as an initial benchmark for establishing the capabilities of neural 
networks.. Since Minsky and Papert (1969), however, an efficient learning algorithm 
hass been developed to train neural networks with one or multiple layers of hidden 
unitss (Rummelhart and McClelland. 1986), namely the backpropagation algorithm. 
Thiss has widened the scope of applicability of neural networks immensely. Two 
resultss that concern the representation of neural networks as function approximators 
discusss multilayer networks: Hornik et al. (1989) and Hartman et al. (1990). These 
resultss are very similar and we limit our discussion to Hornik et al. (1989) as it 
appearedd first, and because it hardly differs from Hartman et al. (1990). 

Thee result by Hornik et al. (1989) concerns multilayer feedforward networks. 
Feedforwardd networks are neural networks that only propagate activation forward 
inn the network from input to output layers. That is, these networks have no 
recurrentt or feedback connections. In contrast with the neural networks analyzed 
byy Minsky and Papert (1969), the neural networks discussed by Hornik et al. (1989) 
aree multilayer neural networks that have an input layer, one or more hidden layers 
andd an output layer. In fact, Hornik et al. (1989) show that one hidden layer 
sufficess for their purposes, and that any network with more than one hidden layer 
cann be reduced to one with a single hidden layer, with different connection strengths 
betweenn the units. 

Hornikk et al. (1989) prove that multilayer feedforward networks can approximate 
anyy Borel measurable function to any desired degree of accuracy. What does this 
meann for modelers in cognitive science? The result holds for the class of Borel 
measurablee functions and Hornik et al. (1989, p. 361) state that this class "contains 
virtuallyy all functions relevant in applications". Now it is certainly the case that 
thee class of Borel measurable functions contains many functions of interest for 
functionn theorists. However, this is not necessarily so for the cognitive scientist. 
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Theree are two reasons for this. First, Borel measurable functions are real-valued 
functionss with finite input and output dimensions. Symbol manipulation in general 
iss concerned with discrete inputs and outputs, and hence real-valued functions may 
nott be appropriate to model behavior that is best described in terms of symbol 
manipulation.. Second, many interesting cognitive functions do not terminate on a 
givenn input. Hadley (2000) notes that partial recursive functions are defined only for 
certainn inputs but not for others. One such function is finding a proof of a theorem 
off  number theory, given the theorem. This function is certainly well defined and 
partiallyy recursive, but, since this computation does not always halt on a given input 
—— not all well-defined theorems have proofs — it is hard to say what we expect from 
aa feedforward neural network in a case where no proof exists. The conclusion is that, 
althoughh finding a proof for a theorem in number theory is a cognitive function, 
albeitt highly specialized, such a function can not be appropriately modeled by a 
feedforwardd network. 

AA possibly more serious limitation of the theorem is that it only holds on 
compacta.. For practical purposes, this means that the input must be bounded. 
Cognitivee competence in language production, however, is generally thought to be 
unboundedd (Chomsky, 1959b; Fodor and Pylyshyn, 1988), and the limitation to a 
finitefinite domain may therefore be crucial. Interestingly, this point has been advanced 
ass an argument for and against the usefulness of neural network architectures. On 
thee one hand, Levelt (1990) argues that the finiteness is a real limitation that 
renderss the result irrelevant to cognitive science. He argues that we can recognize 
andd produce arbitrarily long sentences by using recursive constructions such as and. 
Forr example, a sentence such as "John and Peter and Karen and Frank and . .. went 
home""  can be extended indefinitely and we would still be able to understand it. A 
feedforwardd network for recognizing such sentences would break down at a certain 
point.. Hence, unlimited productivity as required for cognitive models by Fodor and 
Pylyshynn (1988), can not be captured by such feedforward networks. In contrast, 
vann der Velde (1993) argues that this limitation to finite sentences is exactly what 
wee need in cognitive science. Although he agrees with Levelt (1990) that recursive 
constructionss are part of the competence of language users, he also argues that a 
limitationn in performance is essential, given that the goal is to arrive at realistic 
modelss of actual language users. More generally, van der Velde (1993) argues that 
anyy finite and actual machine, such as computers or brains, are in fact finite state 
machines,, and are hence bounded in the functions they can compute. 

Asidee from this disputed limitation of the 'universality' of function approxima-
tionn capabilities of neural networks, there are other, and more important limitations 
too the use of feedforward neural networks as models for cognitive behavior. One is 
mentionedd by Hornik et al. (1989) themselves. Their proof is limited to deterministic 
functionss and so the result does not imply anything about stochastic functions. 
Somee form of stochastic behavior or mechanism is often essential in modeling 
experimentall  data, and hence in modeling cognitive behavior. A second concern 
aboutt these networks and the functions they can approximate relates to learnability. 
Althoughh Hornik et al. (1989) prove that feedforward neural networks can represent 
aa large class of functions, they do not specify how such representations may be 
learned.. For cognitive science, this is an essential condition for arriving at a valid 
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explanationn of cognitive behavior. It should be noted here that the theorem and 
prooff  of Hornik et al. (1989) does not give any hint whatsoever how this question 
couldd be answered. Finally, neural networks may represent a certain function, but 
thiss leaves unanswered the question whether it does so in a plausible way; i.e., does 
thee network present an explanation of the internal representations that cognitive 
scientistss are after? 

Leveltt (1990). for example, constructs a feedforward network that distinguishes 
grammaticall  from ungrammatical sentences. From the construction of that network, 
wee can see that the network performs this task like a look-up table. In fact, for every 
possiblee sentence it represents whether it is grammatical or ungrammatical accord-
ingg to a particular grammar. The network does not in any way label different parts 
off  the sentence as verbs and others as nouns et cetera, whereas we would certainly 
expectt that to occur in realistic models of language processing. In conclusion, the 
analysiss of neural networks in terms of function approximators reveals that they are 
veryy powerful computational mechanisms. However, the results also reveal that this 
vieww on neural networks is not very useful for cognitive scientists that are searching 
forr models that can serve as explanations for cognitive behavior. 

2.2.22.2.2 Universal Turing machine computability 

Whenn representing neural networks as function approximators one of the drawbacks 
iss that only real-valued functions can be considered whereas cognitive behavior 
iss often symbolic and discrete, albeit noisy. The generally accepted model for 
symbolicc computation is a Turing machine. In fact, the computational mechanisms 
off  a Turing machine define computational power (Hopcroft et al., 2001). Siegel-
raannraann and Sontag (1995) have shown that it is possible to compute any Turing 
computablee function using a recurrent neural network (RNN), which suggests that 
neurall  networks have the same unbounded systematicity and generativity needed 
forr modeling cognition. In contrast with the feedforward networks discussed so far, 
suchh networks have connections in both directions between groups of units. Their 
resultt would seem to settle the question concerning the computational powers of 
neurall  networks. Unfortunately, inspection of the proof given by Siegelmann and 
Sontagg (1995) reveals that the situation is not so simple. 

Siegelmannn and Sontag (1995) determine the computational powers of RNNs by 
implementingg a Universal Turing machine in the nodes and connections of such a 
network.. As a consequence, the resulting RNN is an artificial construction, which in 
noo way resembles the neural networks that are used in modeling cognitive functions. 
Inn particular, the Turing network contains dedicated nodes that form the memory 
(inn Turing machine parlance called the tape), other dedicated nodes that read 
symbolss from the memory , yet other nodes that transform these symbols, et cetera. 
Inn fact, the neural network contains all the elements that feature in the construction 
off  the normal Turing machine. As a result it also inherits all the disadvantages of 
suchh machines, and therefore lends itself to the familiar criticism on the classical 
cognitivee architecture. For example, the brittleness of the classical cognitive archi-
tecturee carries over to the implementation of Turing machines in RNNs: removing 
aa node from the network influences its behavior catastrophically. Moreover, neural 
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networkss constructed in this way lose all the advantageous properties that make 
themm desirable models of cognitive functions in the first place. 

Thee conclusion from the result by Siegelmann and Sontag (1995) must be that 
—— in principle — RNNs can perform any function that the classical architecture 
can.. However, it must also be concluded that the result does not greatly help 
thee case for connectionists. Each network has to be hand-crafted for a specific 
functionn because there are no learning routines available. The style of computation 
usedd in these hand-crafted networks is identical to cognitive functions implemented 
inn a classical architecture. Hence, subsymbolic processing — the hallmark of 
connectionismm (Smolensky, 1988) — does not take place in these networks. The 
stylee of computation in the networks proposed by Siegelmann and Sontag (1995) 
doess therefore not differ from the classical model. We must conclude that system-
aticityy and productivity can be captured in RNNs, but not in such a way that the 
advantageouss features of a connectionist architecture are retained. 

2.33 The interpretation of neural network behavior 

Inn most applied work with RNNs, the style of computation is very different from 
thee networks by Siegelmann and Sontag (1995). In recent work, RNNs are shown 
too be able to recognize (regular) languages in a way that is, at least in some as-
pects,, different from the canonical representation of such languages by (finite state) 
grammars.. First, these networks do not suffer from the brittleness of the networks 
thatt implement Turing machines because they have distributed representations, at 
leastt at the hidden layers. Second, these networks learn to recognize languages by 
beingg presented with examples of grammatical sentences. The goal of this section 
iss to clarify how languages are learned by and represented in these networks. 

Thee first result about language recognition by recurrent neural networks that 
wee discuss is the paper by Cleeremans et al. (1989). The network architecture 
theyy use is the simple recurrent network (SRN) introduced by Elman (1990), which 
iss depicted in Figure 2.1. In contrast to the networks analyzed by Hornik et al. 
(1989),, this network has feedback or recurrent connections to its hidden layer. In 
contrastt to Siegelmann and Sontag (1995), the approach taken here is characterized 
byy learning specific languages to networks instead of proving a general recognition 
capacityy of such networks. Before describing and evaluating the results, we first 
providee some background information about the SRN architecture which is essential 
too understanding the results. 

Thee simple recurrent network consists of three layers: input, hidden and output. 
Thee hidden layer has recurrent connections to itself through the context units. 
Whenn a stimulus or symbol is presented to the network, the hidden layer forms an 
internall  representation of that stimulus. This internal representation is then stored 
inn the context or recurrent units for use at the next time step. When the next 
stimuluss or symbol is presented at the input units, a new internal representation 
iss formed on the hidden layer. This new representation is a combination of the 
previouss internal representation, which is stored in the context units, combined 
withh the current input. In this way, the network keeps track of previous inputs and 
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Figuree 2.1: The simple recurrent network. See the text for details. 

itss output is conditioned on this. The network is trained with the backpropagation 
algorithmm (Rummelhart and McClelland, 1986). 

Inn their simulation study, Cleeremans et al. (1989) showed that the SRN builds 
aa reliable representation of a (small) regular language, that is, a language generated 
byy a finite state automaton (FSA)2. In particular, the SRN is trained to predict the 
nextt grammatical symbol in a sequence of symbols produced by an FSA. Cleeremans 
ett al. (1989) have shown that the network not only reproduces the behavior of an 
FSA,, but also forms internal representations of the structure of the grammar. This 
workk has been followed up by formal proofs that SRNs can represent FSAs (Sontag, 
1995;; Omlin and Giles, 1996). Although FSAs are not nearly powerful enough 
forr many cognitive tasks, such as natural language processing, it is worthwhile to 
exploree the representations that neural networks build in learning FSAs. Some 
workk has been done in which SRNs are trained to represent context-free languages 
(Rodriquezz et al., 1999) which we will discuss of at the end of this section. First, 
however,, an exposition of the techniques used to train and analyze networks that 
learnn formal languages is in order. 

2.3.12.3.1 Exploring internal representations of neural networks 

Manyy neural networks have been shown to be adequate models for all kinds of cogni-
tivee tasks, such as language learning (Elman, 1993), implicit learning (Cleeremans 
andd McClelland, 1991; Dienes et al., 1999) and memory (Bower, 1993; O'Reilly 
andd Rudy, 2000). However, as many connectionist modelers know, finding in-
terpretationss of the internal representations that give rise to the neural network 
behaviorr can be cumbersome. It is therefore interesting to find principled ways of 
analyzingg neural network representations and, in doing so, to clarify the notion of 
subsymbolicc processing. This also allows for comparisons between neural networks 
andd rule-based representations of a body of knowledge. Some work has been done 

22 Finite state languages are the simplest languages from the Chomsky-hierarchy (Hopcroft et al., 
2001). . 
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inn analyzing feedforward neural network behavior (see e.g. Berkeley, 2000; Intrator 
andd Intrator, 2001, for recent developments in this area). In this section however, we 
focuss on the SRN because it is naturally suited for processing sequential structures 
suchh as required for language production and recognition. Learning and recognition 
off  symbolic languages is considered a benchmark for modeling of cognitive tasks and 
hencee much work with neural networks has focused on accomplishing this. 

Afterr training an SRN to recognize an FSA, Cleeremans et al. (1989) studied the 
statee space of the hidden layer units of the trained SRN. They recorded the hidden 
unitt activations at successive stimulus presentations and, using cluster analysis, 
showedd that hidden unit activation values represented the history of presented 
stimuli.. Clusters of these activation values correspond closely to the states of the 
FSAA that was used to train the SRN. 

Thiss work has seen many follow-ups. First, Giles et al. (1992) trained second-
orderr RNNs to recognize finite state languages. In addition they refined the method 
too obtain useful representations from the internal state-space of the trained network 
usingg a technique called automata extraction. Giles et al. (1992) recorded trajecto-
riess of the hidden unit state space as stimuli were presented to the network. Next, 
theyy partitioned the state space into hypercubes, which were then labeled, and 
featuredd as the states of an FSA that mimics the behavior of the network. When 
aa transition from a certain hypercube to the next occurred, a connection between 
thee corresponding states in the FSA is drawn. Using this technique, Giles et al. 
(1992)) showed that they can recover the original FSA used to train the network. 
Inn so doing, they show that the network accurately captures the structure of the 
FSAA in the training phase. This technique provides information about the internal 
structuree of the network and hence about the manner in which it represents the data 
thatt were presented to it. The method of automata extraction was subsequently 
refinedd by Tino and Köteles (2000). 

Visserr et al. (2001a) have done similar work in analyzing neural network behavior 
byy representing the behavior of these networks as state space models, in particular 
discretee state space models which are also known as hidden Markov models (HMM). 
Theyy showed that based on the input/output relations of a neural network, it is 
possiblee to construct a state space model of its behavior and its internal representa-
tionss which are the states of the HMM. Visser et al. (2000) showed that estimating 
suchh models can be done reliably and accurately in the sense that it is possible to 
retrievee the model that was used to generate data. 

Visserr et al. (2001a) trained an SRN to recognize symbol sequences from a 
finitee state grammar. When training was completed, the network was used to 
generatee sequences of symbols. These sequences were then used to fit an HMM. The 
fittedd HMM provides a good interpretation of the internal structure of the neural 
networkk (Visser et al., 2001a). Hidden Markov models may be viewed as stochastic 
counterpartss of FSAs; as such HMMs are interpretable as probabilistic rule-like 
models.. This is important because it shows that SRNs can represent stochastic 
functions.. This is in contrast with the work from Hornik et al. (1989) in which 
neurall  networks are analyzed as approximators of deterministic functions3. 

3Notee however that, although SRNs are here interpreted as stochastic automata, a trained 
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Theree are a number of differences between automata extraction based on ana-
lyzingg trajectories in the hidden state space of a neural network and using hidden 
Markovv models to arrive at interpretations of neural network behavior. First, 
HMM ss are fitted on sequences generated by a neural network. Hence, recording 
off  the hidden state space trajectory is not necessary. HMMs are used as a model 
off  neural network behavior and to make inferences about the internal represen-
tationss that give rise to that behavior. Second, because fitting HMMs is done 
usingg standard maximum likelihood procedures, there are statistics available for 
selectingg the best model. In contrast, in automata extraction, the partitioning of 
thee state space is arbitrary and as a consequence the resulting automata may contain 
manyy redundant states. These redundant states are removed by a technique called 
minimizationn (Hopcroft et al., 2001). A disadvantage of minimization is that, when 
usingg stochastic data, there is no natural end point for the procedure. In HMMs 
thee natural end point is clearly defined by statistics that indicate overfitting or 
underfitting.. Third, because HMMs are models of overt behavior, similar models 
cann be fitted on experimental data. This allows a direct comparison between ex-
perimentall  data and neural network models for these data. Given this possibility of 
fittin gg HMMs to experimental data directly, why should one retain neural networks 
ass models for cognitive tasks? An important reason is that in neural networks. 
att least at the hidden layers, there are distributed representations which is not 
thee case in HMMs. As a consequence of having distributed representations, many 
well-knownn advantages of neural networks arise naturally such as noise tolerance, 
speed-accuracyy trade-offs, pattern completion et cetera (Bullinaria, 1999). 

Ourr discussion in this section so far is limited to finite state behavior. For natural 
languagee understanding, more processing power is required. Some results have been 
obtainedd with training the SRN with sentences from more complex languages such 
ass context-free languages (Rodriquez et al., 1999). The way in which the SRN 
representss these languages is similar to the above discussed networks. 

Rodriquezz et al. (1999) trained an SRN with the context-free language consisting 
off  the strings anbn. One of their networks successfully learned to recognize this 
languagee and also generalizes to longer strings, that is, it recognizes longer strings 
thann were presented to it in the training phase. Rodriquez et al. (1999) analyzed 
thee hidden state space of the trained network to gain insight into its internal 
representations.. Their analysis revealed that the network counts the number of 
a'ss and then counts the number of 6's backwards. This result is interesting for a 
numberr of reasons. First, the network is trained to recognize the language and 
iss hence not hand-crafted such as the Siegelmann and Sontag (1995) network. 
Second,, the analysis of the network shows that the dynamics governing its internal 
representationss instantiated a general principle of counting which is an essential 
featuree needed for recognizing context-free languages. Hence, the results can be 
generalizedd to arbitrary context-free languages. The internal representations that 
aree formed by the network during training bear the hallmark of the infinite state 
machinee needed to recognize a context-free language. The infinite number of states 

network,, with fixed weights, computes a fully deterministic function. For a description of more 
dynamicc neural networks, with weights that develop, without being provided with feedback, during 
recognitionn or recall see Ramacher (1994). 
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havee to be represented in a finite and continuous state space. As a result, due to 
limitationss in precision, performance fails for longer strings. The representations 
formedd in this network are very different from the network representation proposed 
byy Levelt (1990). The internal representations of the SRN reflect characteristics 
off  the language that is represented instead of labeling all possible sentences as 
belongingg to the language or not belonging to the language. Hence, as a model for 
languagee users, the SRN is much more realistic. 

Otherr network architectures have been proposed for the representation of con-
text-freee languages. Tabor (2000) provides a proof that a fractal encoding of 
context-freee grammars lends itself for natural implementation in neural networks. 
Thee style of representation of these fractal networks is similar to the networks of 
Rodriquezz et al. (1999), but learning of these languages is not investigated. Another 
networkk for context-free languages is the long short-term memory network (Gers 
andd Schmidhuber, 2001) which is a recurrent network. Although the network can 
learnn context-free languages, the units that are formed are highly specialized and 
theree are no distributed representations. As a result, it lends itself to the same 
criticismm as the Siegelmann and Sontag (1995) network. 

Thee possibility of training a neural network to recognize an FSA and the reverse 
processs of extracting FSAs or HMMs from such networks establishes an interesting 
linkk between these classes of models. In particular, it shows that neural networks can 
performm rule-like behavior, while retaining the advantageous properties of connec-
tionistt models such as noise tolerance. In addition, neural networks can be trained 
too perform these tasks by presenting them with sentences produced by FSAs which 
iss an important advantage over the networks presented by Hornik et al. (1989) and 
Siegelmannn and Sontag (1995). 

2.3.22.3.2 Subsymbolic processing 

Thee automata extraction techniques described above provide valuable insights into 
thee internal representations of the simple recurrent network. In particular, it is 
foundd that the states of extracted automata correspond closely, sometimes even 
one-to-one,, to the states of the FSA that was used to train the network. The 
hiddenn state space of the SRN is divided into regions that play the same role as the 
statess of an FSA, that is, they determine the next output to be produced. 

Berkeleyy (2000) argued that the activities of hidden units should be interpreted 
ass subsymbols. He shows that different regions of the hidden unit state space 
implementt the application of different rules to the input that result in the correct 
output.. Similarly, in the SRN that we trained on an FSA, the activities of the 
hiddenn units can be interpreted as subsymbols, in the sense required by Smolensky 
(1988).. Clusters of such units with certain activities, i.e. subsymbols, together 
definee a region, which is identified with a (symbolic) state of an FSA. 

Theree are important differences between subsymbolic representations of regular 
languagess and their canonical representation in finite state automata. First, the 
hiddenn state space of an SRN is continuous. During learning, hidden unit activities 
clusterr into regions of the state space. However, when presented with identical 
symbolss at different times, the hidden unit activities are hardly ever exactly identical 
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evenn though they fall into the same region that represents a state of the FSA. This 
meanss that, although different clusters of subsymbols are functionally equivalent, 
theyy also show context dependence which is an important feature of cognitive 
representationss (Smolensky, 1988). Second, a small perturbation of the hidden 
unitt activities, by noise for example, does not affect the behavior of the network. In 
contrast,, in an FSA, a random change of state would catastrophically influence 
itss behavior. Third, in the trained SRN, representations at the hidden states 
aree distributed such that a number of hidden units together define a region that 
correspondss to a state in an FSA. 

2.44 Discussion 

Thee viability of connectionist modelling depends to a large extent on our ability 
too establish the computational power of neural networks. From the results that 
wee discussed, especially those of Siegelmann and Sontag (1995), it is clear that 
RNNss have the same computational power as the classical architecture. This 
computationall  power is deemed essential for models of cognitive functioning (Fodor 
andd Pylyshyn, 1988). Hence, arguments of the form put forward by Levelt (1990) 
—— "I t makes littl e sense to spend years implementing a domain of knowledge in a 
networkk that cannot contain it" — are not warranted by these results because any 
domainn of knowledge can be implemented in a neural network. However, it is equally 
clearr that doing so by means of the neural networks constructed by Siegelmann and 
Sontagg (1995), does not provide a viable alternative to the classical architecture, 
becausee in essence they have the same structure as that architecture. 

Wee argued that the SRN is more promising as a model for cognitive tasks. The 
SRNN can represent finite state languages. The representations that an SRN builds in 
learningg a finite state language are, intensionally, very close to those of a finite state 
automatonn with the important difference that the states are represented in a dis-
tributedd way. In addition, there are many advantages that arise naturally in neural 
networkss such as frequency effects in learning, graceful degradation after lesioning, 
speed-accuracyy trade-offs, noise tolerance and pattern completion (see Bullinaria, 
1999,, for an exposition of these points). These characteristics are desirable features 
off  models for cognitive behavior since they are observed in many experimental 
situations.. Most importantly, the SRN learns to recognize a language, and hence is 
ann important extension to classical models that have more static representations. 

Inn our own research, we compared hidden Markov models with simple recurrent 
networkss (Visser et al., 2001a). We showed that by fitting HMMs to sequences 
generatedd by the SRN we can get useful interpretations of the behavior of the 
SRN.. In so doing, it is shown that the states of an FSA correspond to clusters of 
activitiess at the hidden units of the network. The hidden unit activities are thereby 
interpretedd as subsymbols that together define a symbolic state of an FSA. 

Neurall  networks that learn languages are characterized by the same generative 
capacityy and systematicity as the classical architecture. For languages from finite 
statee automata, this result is well established (Sontag, 1995). For higher order 
languagess such as context-free languages, there are important simulation results 
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(Rodriquezz et al., 1999; Rodriquez, In press) and a more formal result by Tabor 
(2000).. Hence neural networks certainly have the competence required of a model 
off  cognition. Neural networks also reflect limitations in performance. Although, 
inn principle, people should be able to recognize arbitrary linguistic constructions, 
inn practice their performance is very limited. Such limitations in performance 
naturallyy show up in training neural networks. These limitations are due to the 
factt that the state space of a neural network is finite and continuous and because 
arbitraryy precision is impossible. From the point of view of building performance 
modelss of cognition, such limitations should therefore be viewed as a bonus. 
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33 Hidde n Marko v mode l 
interpretation ss of neura l network s 

Abstract t 

I tt is well known that simple recurrent networks can learn regular languages, 
thatt is the languages from finite state automata (Cleeremans et al., 1989). In 
thee last decade also the reverse process has become increasingly popular, that 
iss extracting rules from neural networks in order to get interpretable automata. 
Extractingg rules from such neural networks is generally done by partitioning 
thee hidden state space of the network. Hidden Markov models, alternatively 
calledd stochastic finite automata, can be estimated from a series of responses 
fromm a neural network. The difference with the approach used by Cleeremans 
ett al. (1989) is that it is not necessary to use the hidden state activities of the 
networkk to extract the finite state automaton: only the input-output relations 
off  the network are necessary for fitting a hidden Markov model. Nevertheless 
equivalentt automata can be extracted. Hidden Markov models can thus be used 
too provide interpretations for the representations of neural networks, such as 
thee simple recurrent network for implicit learning. 

3.11 Introduction 

Modelingg cognitive tasks with (back-propagation) neural networks has become in-
creasinglyy popular over the last decade and neural networks are successful in dif-
ferentt fields such as memory, vision and learning. This success is, at least partially, 
duee to the ease of use of neural networks as a means of modelling. It is fairly easy 
andd straightforward to apply neural networks to a given cognitive task that one 
iss interested in: simply feed the network with the input a subject would get in 
ann experiment and give it feedback about its errors. Another marked advantage 
off  neural networks over classical models is that learning is a natural part of the 
system.. Not only can a neural network represent certain cognitive abilities, it also 
showss how such representations are built from scratch during the learning process. 

Onee of the problems with neural networks is that, although they are successful 
att replicating certain da ta from human subjects, they do not really show us how 
thiss is accomplished. One could defend the view that in using a neural network for 
aa cognitive task one just creates another black box, just as the human mind one 
wantss to model, that, accidentally, performs the same task. Obviously, this extreme 
vieww is not held by many cognitive scientists, but the core of the argument is not to 
bee taken lightly. More specifically, the weights of a neural network and the internal 
statess it has during responding to a certain input are, in general, hard to interpret. 
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Severall  researchers have tried to overcome this problem by interpreting the 
dynamicss of neural networks in terms of finite state automata (Giles et ah, 1992; 
Cleeremanss et al., 1989; Omlin and Giles, 1996; Tino and Köteles, 2000). In this 
chapterr we also extract finite state automata from neural networks. The main 
differencee between our approach and earlier approaches is that we only use the 
overtt behavior of the network, that is input/output pairs, to build a finite state 
representationn instead of dissecting the hidden state space of the neural network in 
onee way or another. The remainder of this chapter is organized as follows: first we 
outlinee the general approach used by above authors to extract finite state machines 
fromm networks. Then we contrast this with our approach which is based on hidden 
Markovv models. In the next two sections we show simulation results with hidden 
Markovv model extraction from recurrent neural networks. Finally we discuss our 
resultss and see how they can shed some light on interpretational problems that exist 
withh neural networks. 

3.22 Extracting finite state automata from networks 

Thee main reason for extracting finite state automata (FSA) from neural networks 
iss for purposes of interpretation. An FSA abstracts the activities of the hidden 
statee space of a neural network into a set of clearly expressible rules. These 
ruless are stated in the form of (stochastic) dependencies between consecutive stim-
uli/responses. . 

Thee common starting point for extracting FSAs from neural networks is to 
recordd the activities of the hidden state space during a training or testing session 
off  the network. Suppose that the network has N hidden units, then the result of 
thiss recording is a trajectory through an A^-dimensional state space. From here on, 
theree are several ways to continue. 

Thee first approach to interpreting neural network behavior is based on some 
formm of clustering. Again the starting point is a recorded trajectory through the 
statee space of the hidden nodes of a neural network that has learned a finite state 
grammar.. Cleeremans et al. (1989) use clustering to identify states of a FSA that is 
representedd by a neural network. Cleeremans et al. (1989) however do not actually 
constructt FSAs from their trained neural networks but use the clusters to draw 
inferencess about the internal representations of the networks. 

Giless et al. (1992) begin with partitioning the hidden state space of the network 
intoo hypercubes. These hypercubes are numbered and they are the states of the 
FSA1.. Transitions between states in the FSA are added whenever there is a corre-
spondingg transition in the recorded state space trajectory. The transition is labeled 
withh the input which is fed to the network at that point in the trajectory. The 
derivedd FSA is then minimized using standard algorithms (Hopcroft and Ullman, 
1979). . 

Tinoo and Köteles (2000) also use a form of clustering on the state space tra-
jectory.. In particular they use a procedure similar to K-means clustering on the 

xNott all hypercubes actually become states in the FSA because the recorded trajectory does 
nott necessarily pass through all the possible hypercubes. 
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hiddenn state space activations that are recorded during a test run of the network. In 
additionn to Giles et al. (1992), the FSAs that Tino and Köteles (2000) extract from 
theirr network are stochastic FSAs: transitions between states have probabilities 
associatedd with them. 

Inn this study we use hidden Markov models to extract finite state representations 
fromm (recurrent) neural networks. This approach differs from earlier approaches in 
severall  respects. First, we do not use recorded hidden state space trajectories but 
onlyy input/output pairs from the trained networks. Because of this we do not 
havee to make any assumptions about this state space as, for example, in K-means 
clusteringg where the number of clusters has to be decided beforehand. The optimal 
numberr of states of the hidden Markov model can be determined by several selection 
criteriaa that we discuss later. An advantage over the approach by Giles et al. (1992) 
iss that no minimization is required after extraction of the (stochastic) FSA. 

3.33 Recurrent neural networks 

Inn this chapter we chose to study simple recurrent networks (SRN) for several 
reasons.. Firstly, SRNs have been shown to be able to learn languages generated by 
finitee state automata (Cleeremans et al., 1989). Secondly, and more importantly 
too us, SRNs have been used successfully in modeling cognitive tasks in the domain 
off  language learning (Elman, 1990) and in implicit learning (Cleeremans and Mc-
Clelland,, 1991). As Elman (1990) points out, SRNs are successful in these domains 
becausee the recurrent connections of the network allow it to have a memory for past 
events,, in casu stimuli that have been presented to the network. 

Thee architecture of the simple recurrent network we used is from Elman (1990). 
Thee network is shown in Figure 3.1. The network consists of three layers, input, 
hiddenn and output nodes. In addition the network has a context or recurrent layer 
thatt keeps a copy of the hidden unit activity at time t — 1. The dynamics of the 
networkk are given by simple feedforward relations and learning is done with the 
back-propagationn rule (Elman, 1990). 

Becausee of its recurrent connections the SRN keeps a copy of its internal repre-
sentationss at t — 1, that is, its representation of the stimulus that was presented to 
itt at the former trial. This kind of memory makes the SRN especially suitable to 
learnn sequentially structured data. 

3.44 Hidden Markov models 

Hiddenn Markov models (HMM) are mainly used in the area of speech recognition (cf. 
Schmidbauerr et al., 1993; Chien and Wang, 1997; Rabiner, 1989). There are a rare 
applicationss in other fields such as psychology (Yang et al., 1997) and physiology 
Beckerr et al. (1994). Another recent application is in the extraction of propositions 
fromm written text (Durbin et al., 2000)2. 

2I tt should be noted that hidden Markov models are identical to latent Markov models, which 
havee quite a few applications in psychology (for examples see Arminger et al., 1995, see also 
chapterr 5). However, there is an important difference between these psychological applications 
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Figuree 3.1: Simple recurrent network as used by Elman (1990). In this 
examplee the network has four input nodes that each correspond to a 
differentt input symbol. The output of the network is determined by 
feedforwardd relations. The network is trained with back-propagation. See 
thee text for more details. 

HMM ss are basically stochastic finite state automata3. Formally, an HMM 

consistss of the following (notations are adapted from Rabiner, 1989): 

1.. a set of states Si, i = 1 , . .. , N 

2.. a set V of observation symbols Vk, k — 1 , . .. , M 

3.. a matrix A of transition probabilities a,ij for moving from state Si to state Sj 

4.. a matrix B of observation probabilities bj (k) of observing symbol Vk while being 
inn state Sj 

5.. a vector IT of initial state probabilities 7T; corresponding to the probability of 
startingg in state Si at t = 1 

Thee equations describing the dynamics of the model are as follows: 

St+iSt+i = ASt + Ct+i 

OOtt+i+i  = B St + £t+i, 

wheree St is the hidden process and 0t is the observed process; £t+i and £t+i are 
zeroo mean martingale increment processes, cf. Elliott et al. (1995, p. 20) for further 

andd the others, which is in data sets involved. In speech recognition, as in the application of 
HMM ss discussed here, there are typically long series of observations, say with T > 100. In 
contrast,, in psychological applications shorter sequences of observations are usual. Although this 
iss not a principled difference, it does have profound consequences for estimation of parameters and 
theirr standard errors (see chapter 4 and 5). Possibly this difference also accounts partially for the 
factt that the literature on latent Markov models and hidden Markov models is largely separate. 

33 HMM s come in many different guises and under many different names: latent Markov models, 
( tractable)) Boltzmann machines, (tractable) belief networks and (tractable) state space models to 
namee but a few. 
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details4. . 
Thee set of parameters A = (A, B, IT) can be used to express certain notions about 

HMMs.. For example, the HMM can be used to generate a series of observations 
andd given the above parameters it is easy to compute the likelihood L(0\X) of such 
aa series by taking the product of the individual probabilities of moving from one 
statee to the next and producing the observations Ot, t = 1 , . .. ,T, Ot £ V, in those 
states.. More interestingly, given a series of observations, it is possible to compute 
thee parameter values of an HMM that optimize this likelihood. Rabiner (1989) 
describess a version of the EM algorithm to maximize the likelihood L{0\X). 

3.55 Simulations 

3.5.13.5.1 Method 

Withh the FSA depicted in Figure 3.2 we produced a string of 420.000 symbols long 
usedused for training of the network. This length of the training sequence was taken 
fromm Cleeremans et al. (1989). Apparently the network needs such a long sequence 
too learn the grammar. 

Duringg training the network is presented with consecutive symbols of this string. 
Itss task is to predict the next symbol in the string, hence the error between this 
targett and the actual prediction of the network is backpropagated. The SRN had 
33 hidden nodes. The weights of the network had random starting values between 
-0.55 and +0.5; the learnrate was set to 0.01 and the momentum term to 0.5. The 
criterionn for learning was that the (normalized) activation of the node corresponding 
withh the next symbol was over 0.3. 

Att regular intervals during training, the SRN was made to predict a string of 
symbolss by itself. This was done with the following steps, 1) the network was 
presentedd with the begin symbol B and activity was fed forward through the 
connections;; 2) the output activations of the network were normalized; 3) the 
normalizedd activations were treated as a probability distribution from which the 
nextt symbol was drawn; 4) this next symbol was then given to the network as 
input;; 5) these steps were repeated until a sequence of 1000 symbols was generated. 

Thee so generated sequences are used to extract FSAs. That is, HMMs with 
increasingg numbers of states are fitted on these sequences until a best model is 
found.. Which model is the best model is determined by a number of factors. First, 
thee loglikelihood: if the loglikelihood does not increase anymore when the number of 
statess increases, this means that adding more states to the HMM does not make for 
aa better model. The loglikelihood however does not differentiate very well between 
modelss that are very similar or have the same number of states. As a second 
fitmeasuree for the models, a prediction error is determined (see also chapter 5, for 

4Thee (,t+i  and £t+i  m these equations are residual terms, similar to those that occur in 
regressionn equations for example. In computing the likelihood of discrete hidden Markov models 
thesee terms drop out. Intuitively the reason for this is simple: the residual terms give rise to 
noise.. However, the noise can not be distinguished from the normal process outputs, except in a 
confirmatoryy analysis. When fitting an HMM to an observed sequence, with noise added to that 
sequence,, wil l result in close to zero parameter estimates that were not part of the original model; 
i.e.. the noise is simply absorbed in the parameter estimation process. In confirmatory analyses it 
mayy be possible to explicitly estimate residual terms. 
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Figuree 3.2: Finite state grammar which Reber(1967) used in his implicit 
learningg experiments. Cleeremans et al. (1989) also used this grammar to 
trainn their networks. Sentences are made by this grammar by starting with 
thee begin symbol B. With equal probability one of the arcs leaving state 

 1 is chosen and the corresponding symbol is, is the next symbol in the 
string.. This process of selecting arcs and noting the corresponding symbol 
continuess until the end state # 7 is reached whence the process starts in 
statee # 1. 

aa more complete description of this measure). This prediction error consists of 
comparingg the number of symbols, pairs of symbols, triples of symbols et cetera in 
thee sequence that the model is fitted on, and the expected numbers for these same 
symbols,, pairs of symbols et cetera. For each of these categories (pairs, triples) a x2 

distancee can be computed between the actual sequence and the model predictions. 
AA third fitmeasure that is used, is the entropy measure of complexity for symbolic 
sequences. . 

Entropyy is a measure of information density that is designed for languages or 
setss of sentences5. The definition is as follows (Shannon, 1948; Lind and Marcus, 
1995;; Tino and Köteles, 2000): 

hh = lim hn, 
n—n—>oc >oc 

wheree hn is the entropy rate which is defined as: 

hhnn==   ̂ - PM log(p(u>)), 
w€Sn n 

wheree a; is a word (string of symbols) and Sn is the collection of allowed sentences 
off  length n. Entropy is an interesting invariant of languages/symbolic sequences 

55 Entropy can be seen as a generalization of the above-mentioned prediction error. Whereas the 
X22 prediction error is computed for fixed n-tuples of observations, entropy concerns the distribution 
off  all n-tuples simultaneously. The entropy is an invariant of such a distribution. As such, entropy 
providess a distance measure between the intended distribution, i.e. the observed distribution, and 
thee modeled distribution. 
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becausee it measures a global property of such sequences. The reason for using 
entropyy is that we can hardly expect a neural network to predict a sequence of 
420.0000 symbols exactly. Moreover, we are interested whether the SRN captures the 
generall  rules of the grammar and not the exact order of a given training sequence. 
Sincee entropy is a global invariant of sequences produced by, for example, finite 
statee languages, we expect the sequences that the network generates to have the 
samee entropy as the grammar has. 

Too be able to compute entropy we would need the total language that either 
aa HMM or SRN can produce. In practice this is never the case so we need an 
approximation.. The approximation we use is the so-called Lempel-Ziv entropy 
(LZE).. Suppose we have a string S=ABDACDABDADACABDC. We parse this 
stringg into substrings by noting the smallest substring that has not yet occurred. 
Sincee we start with an empty set of substrings A is the first substring that is 
parsed.. Continuing this procedure until the end of the string is reached results 
inn the following set of substrings: A, B, D, AC, DA, BD, AD, ACA, BDC. The 
Lempel-Zivv estimate of the entropy of the string is: 

,, c(S)logc(S) 
LZLZ = N ' 

wheree c(S) is the number of substrings resulting from the parsing procedure above 
andd JV is the total length of the string S (Tino and Köteles, 2000). 

Howw do we use this as a fitmeasure? By comparing the LZE of the sequence 
onn which a HMM is fitted with the LZE of the HMM itself we know how closely 
thee behavior of the HMM matches that of the sequence and hence of the SRN that 
producedd that sequence. 

3.5.23.5.2 Results 

Ass expected, the SRN learned the grammar perfectly. We trained 20 SRNs with 
randomm starting values, 2 of which came to represent the grammar perfectly within 2 
epochss of training. At twelve points before, during and after training we recorded a 
sequencee of predictions by the SRN. On each of these sequences we fitted HMMs. In 
Figuree 3.3 at the bottom the numbers of states of these twelve models are provided. 

Thee final HMM, that is the HMM that is fitted on the final sequence generated 
byy the SRN, has an LZE of 1.709 which is very close to the LZE of the true model 
whichh is 1.704. The consecutive models have nicely decreasing values for their LZEs 
whichh in the end converge to the entropy of the true model. 

3.66 Discussion 

HMMss can be successfully used to extract automata from networks. This can 
bee done without having to record the hidden state space activities of the neural 
network6.. This is an advantage since it means that the same procedure of fitting 

6Notee of course that it is still possible to do so and then link these recorded activities to the 
hiddenn states of the HMM . 
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Lempel-Zivv entropy 
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## states of consecutive models 

Figuree 3.3: At the bottom of this figure is the number of states of the 
consecutivee models. The first model, that is the model before the start of 
training,, has three states, the last model has 12 states, exactly the same 
ass the true model, that is the model that was used to generate the data. 
Forr details on the entropy see the text. 

HMM ss can be used for extracting models from data generated by human subjects. 
Thiss can be done for example on generation data that subjects produce in implicit 
learningg experiments (see chapters 5 and 7 for applications of hiddenn Markov models 
forr analyzing implicit learning data). 

Oncee HMMs are extracted from recurrent neural networks, they provide inter-
pretablee models of the network behavior. The description of the behavior of a 
networkk with a hidden Markov model gives clearly expressible rules that describe 
itss behavior. 

Sincee fitting of HMMs is done with the maximum likelihood method, all advan-
tagess of that approach are available: exact inference about parameter values, stan-
dardd errors for the parameter estimates (see Visser et al., 2000, and chapter 4), the 
possibilityy of fitting HMMs with (equality) constraints on the parameters et cetera 
(seee also chapter 5). Another advantage resulting from the maximum likelihood 
frameworkk is the availability of fitmeasures. In comparison with the partitioning 
methodd from Giles et al. (1992) this has the advantage that minimization is done 
automatically.. When fitting HMMs one will never end up with extremely large 
modelss that then have to be minimized. 

Thee use of HMMs for extracting FSAs is closely related to the approach by (Tino 
andd Köteles, 2000). Using HMMs expands on their method by having maximum 
likelihoodd estimation of parameters. This results in having fitmeasures that can be 
usedd for model selection and determining goodness-of-fit. 

Maximall entropy 
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Marko vv mode l parameter s 

Abs t ract t 
Threee methods for computing confidence intervals (CIs) of hidden Markov model 
parameterss are compared in the context of 'long' timeseries, T > 100, namely 
likelihoodd profiling, bootstrapping and CIs based on a finite differences approx-
imationn to the Hessian. First it is shown that with 'long' timeseries computing 
thee exact Hessian is not feasible. In simulation studies quadratic and cubic 
interpolationn polynomials for the likelihood profiles are compared. Likelihood 
profilingg and bootstrapping produce similar CIs whereas the CIs from the finite 
differencess approximation of the Hessian are mostly too small. 

4.11 Introductio n 

Recentlyy hidden Markov models have found many fields of application besides 
speechh recognition (Schmidbauer et al., 1993; Chien and Wang, 1997), such as 
physiology,, see e.g. Becker et al. (1994), and human action learning (Yang et al., 
1997).. Hidden Markov models are extensions to Markov models where each observed 
statee is the result of a stochastic process in one of several unobservable states, see 
e.g.. Rabiner (1989). This model is less restrictive then a Markov model because 
inn the hidden Markov model (HMM ) there are two embedded stochastic processes 
involved.. Firstly there is the, unobservable, Markov process and secondly there 
iss the process of producing the observable states or observations, according to a 
probabil i tyy distr ibution that varies from state to state. Formally an HMM consists 
off  the following elements; notat ions are adapted from Rabiner (1989): 

1.. a set of states St, i = 1 , . .. , N 

2.. a set V of observation symbols 14, k = 1 , . .. , M 

3.. a matr ix A of transit ion probabilit ies a^ for moving from state Si to state Sj 

4.. a matr ix B of observation probabilit ies bj(k) of observing symbol Vk while being 
inn state Sj 

5.. a vector n of initial state probabil it ies TTJ corresponding to the probabil ity of 
start ingg in state S{ at t = 1 

Thee equations describing the dynamics of the model are as follows: 

St+iSt+i = ASt + 0 +i 

Ot+iOt+i  — BSf + £t+i, 
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wheree St is the hidden process and Ot is the observed process; Q+1 and £t+i  a re 

zeroo mean martingale increment processes, cf. Elliott et al. (1995. p. 20) for further 
details. . 

Thee set of parameters A = (A, B. TT) can be used to express certain natural 
notionss about HMMs. For example, the HMM can be used to generate a series of 
observationss and given the above parameters it is easy to compute the likelihood 
L{0\\)L{0\\) of such a series by taking the product of the individual probabilities of mov-
ingg from one state to the next and producing the observations Ot.t—\ T. Ot G 
V,V, in those states. More interestingly, given a series of observations, it is possible to 
computee the parameter values of an HMM that optimize this likelihood. Rabiner 
(1989)) describes a version of the EM algorithm to maximize this likelihood L(0\X). 
Thee basic equations in this algorithm wil l be outlined in the next section. 

Nott much attention has been paid to the computation of standard errors and Cls 
forr parameter estimates of hidden Markov models. The usual way to compute Cls 
throughh the exact Hessian, as described in section 4.2.1, is not practical for long 
timeseries,, over 100 datapoints, because of computational problems that wil l be 
outlinedd in section 4.2.2. Next, in section 4.3 the methods of likelihood profiling, see 
e.g.. Venzon and Moolgavkar (1988) and Meeker and Escobar (1995), bootstrapping 
andd finite differences approximation for the Hessian are described. In section 4.4 
simulationss are presented to compare these methods. 

4.22 Hidden Markov models 

Thee likelihood of a timeseries given an HMM *, L(0\ A), has the following expression 
(Rabiner,, 1989, p. 283): 

N N 

L(0\\)L(0\\) = Y,<*TU), (4.1) 
33 = 1 

wheree T is the index of the last observation in the series Ot, t — 1 , . .. , T, Ot € V; 
thee variables Q-TU) in expression 4.1 are the so called forward variables which have 

11 Note that the expression for the likelihood is very different from the canonical expression which 
iss used for latent Markov models (and similar expressions for latent class models). The canonical 
versionn of the likelihood for hidden Markov models is the following (Rabiner, 1989, p. 272): 

L{0\\)L{0\\) — 22, ^i\b<i\  (Oi)aqiQ2bq2{02) QT_iqTbqT(0T), 

wheree qt € S, and q runs over the set of possible sequences of states of length T denoted Q. As can 
bee seen easily the number of summands in this expression is NT which is impractical too compute, 
evenn for moderate N. The product runs over IT probabilities which are generally smaller than 
1,, which quickly leads to problems of underflow, even for T as small as 100. Hence, a different 
methodd for computing the likelihood is necessary (Rabiner, 1989) which in fact results in the 
loglikelihood. . 
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thee following recursive definitions: 

tti(j)tti(j)  =7TJ&J(OI; 

at+iD')) = 

JV V 

y^at(i)oi i 
, i = i i 

*>j{O*>j{O t+t+ i) i) 

(tt = l ) 

( *>1 ) ) 

(4.2) ) 

(4.3) ) 

Thiss means that cni(j) is the likelihood of starting in state Sj and observing symbol 
0\\0\\ ott{j) is the combined likelihood of all the paths through the states of the 
HMMM that arrive in state Sj at time t, having produced the correct observations. 
Fromm the definition of the forward variables in equation 4.1 follows that OLT{J) is the 
combinedd likelihood of all paths leading to Sj and having produced the observations 
andd hence the total likelihood of the data given the model L(0\X) is the sum of 
thesee Q.T{J) over j . For example, for t = 3 and N — 2, as(l) is: 

"3( 00 = SS X^MOO^j  bA°^)a3l 
J = l l 

bi(0bi(033) ) (4.4) ) 

Givenn a certain timeseries 0\,.. -Or the logarithm of the function L(0\X) can 
noww be optimized using a version of the EM algorithm (Rabiner, 1989). Having 
computedd the optimal values for the parameters it is customary to compute their 
CIs,, i.e. how much variation is allowed in the parameters without significant changes 
inn the loglikelihood function? In the next section theoretical results are presented 
thatt are necessary for computing CIs. 

4-2.14-2.1 Hessian and confidence intervals 

Seberr and Wild (1989) show a way of computing CIs for parameters based on the 
covariancee matrix of the parameters; their method is conditional on asymptotic 
normalityy of the maximum likelihood estimators, henceforth m.1. estimators. As-
ymptoticc normality of the m.1. estimates of the parameters around the true values 
iss mentioned in Timmer and Klein (1997) and proven in Baum and Petrie (1966) 
forr HMMs with discrete output probabilities. The covariance matrix in turn is 
computedd using the Hessian matrix, the matrix of second partial derivatives of the 
loglikelihoodd function for the parameters. 

Givenn the Hessian H, the covariance matrix C for the parameters can be com-
putedd in the following way (Huizenga et al., Under revision; Seber and Wild, 1989): 

CC = D D - l l D~D~llK'K' KD~lK' 

withh D = H + K'K 

KD KD - l l 

Heree _1 denotes matrix inverse and an apostrophe denotes matrix transposition; H 
iss the Hessian, K is a c x p matrix, with p the number of parameters, and c the 
numberr of (linear) constraints imposed on them. The parameters of an HMM are 
alll  conditional probabilities and they are therefore not independent. For example: 
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J2J=IJ2J=I
 aij  = 1> that is the transition probabilities of a certain state sum to one. Now 

KK is defined as the Jacobian of the constraints and the parameters, thus it contains 
thee partial derivatives of the constraints to the parameters. For example, one of the 
constraintss is J2f=i aij  - 1 = 0. and so the derivative wil l be g f - Q ^ l i atJ-l) = 1. 
Thee number of parameters is p = n2 +n  m + n and the number c of constraints is 
cc = n + n + l, corresponding to all the rowsums of the transition and observation 
matricess being one and one constraint for the initial probabilities which should also 
summ to one. 

Whenn the number of observations N — DC the confidence region around A now 
consistss of all A*  such that (Huizenga et al.. Under revision): 

(r-xyc-Hy-v^qF^ (r-xyc-Hy-v^qF^ 
Heree F£n_p is the Fisher distribution with q and n -p degrees of freedom and with 
confidencee a; A is the vector of the m.1. estimates of the parameters, p is the number 
off  free parameters, that is p = p - c and q is the number of hypotheses to be tested 
aboutt the parameters and their confidence regions. The values of A*  for which the 
equalityy hold are the boundaries of the confidence region. 

4-2.24-2.2 Computational issues 

Inn order to compute the Hessian matrix we need the second partial derivatives to 
thee likelihood function. These have the following form: 

OBKOBKL[OWL[OW = £fl& t t r( 0 (45) 

Ass can be seen in equations 4.3 and 4.4, the forward variables are computed as 
nestedd sums over products of probabilities. It is easily understood that these 
productss tend to zero exponentially as the number of observations, T, increases. As 
aa consequence these forward variables can not be computed, nor can the likelihood. 
Thereforee we actually optimize the loglikelihood and in the EM algorithm the 
forwardd variables are scaled at every iteration, that is at every time step (Rabiner, 
1989).. This results in the following relation between the scaled and unsealed versions 
off  the forward variables: 

t t 

ottU)ottU) = X\csat{3), (4.6) 
ss = l 

wheree dt (j) are the scaled versions of the forward variables that are actually com-
putedd in optimizing the loglikelihood. The scaling is such that all sums Y,N=i  <* t{j) 
aree 1. When we use the scaled versions of the forward variables for computing 
L(0\X)L(0\X) we get the following: 

TT N 

WIAHEK'ËM OO (4-7) 
3 =11 i = l 
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Rabinerr (1989) shows that this scaling procedure does not affect the m.1. es-
timatee of the parameters. However, when computing the Hessian matrix of the 
loglikelihoodd function, the unsealed versions of the forward variables show up again 
inn the following way: 

dd22 1 d2 

\ogL(0\X)\ogL(0\X) = -——  ——L(0\\) (4.8) d\d\qqd\d\pp
 ö v ' ' L(0\\) dXqdXp 

11 d 

L{o\xyL{o\xy dx, 
L{0\X)L{0\X) (4.9) 

Inn the definition of L(0\X) the unsealed forward variables are needed, which cannot 
bee computed. Because of this, computing the Hessian is not feasible for series 
forr which the likelihood is not computable, as is the case with timeseries of more 
thenn 100 datapoints2. In the next section we present three different methods for 
computingg CIs. 

4.33 Methods 

4-3.14-3.1 Likelihood profiles 

Thee method of likelihood profiling for computing CIs relies on the notion of finding 
aa value of the parameter under consideration that results in a significant change in 
thee loglikelihood, whereby the other parameters are treated as nuisance parameters 
(Meekerr and Escobar, 1995). A likelihood profile is an expansion or plot of the 
likelihoodd function around the optimal value, that is a plot of the function viewed 
ass a univariate function in the parameter under consideration. To get this profile 
thee parameter of interest is fixed on some value, and the other parameters are 
reestimated,, i.e. treated as nuisance parameters (Meeker and Escobar, 1995). 

Inn detail the method of likelihood profile based CIs is as follows. Suppose A is the 
m.1.. estimate for an HMM which yields a certain value L(X) as its likelihood. Then 
fixingg a parameter, say Ap at a value different from its m.1. value, and reestimating 
thee model, yields a new likelihood Lp. Now define the likelihood ratio as follows: 

RRpp = - 2 [log(Lp) - log(L)] (4.10) 

Heree L — L(X). This likelihood ratio Rp follows a x2 distribution with df degrees 
off  freedom, where df is the difference between the degrees of freedom of L and Lp; 
inn this case, because we only fix one parameter, df = 1. We can use this property to 
findd a CI for a parameter. The idea is to find a value of the parameter in which we are 
interestedd such that Rp = 3.841, the significance level corresponding to a = 5 % in a 
XX22 distribution with df — 1. Finding such values on both sides of the m.1. estimator 
off  the parameter then results in a CI. For an outline of computing likelihood profile 
basedd CIs see Meeker and Escobar (1995) and Venzon and Moolgavkar (1988). 

22 Recently a new scaling procedure for the forward variables has been devised (Lystig and 
Hughes,, 2002/in press). This procedure has the advantage that it can be used to compute the 
observedd Hessian using the scaling variables which are used in computing the likelihood. The 
Hessiann can in turn be used for computing confidence intervals and standard errors by the here 
describedd procedures. 
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4-3.24-3.2 Bootstrapping 

Thee second method we used to compute CIs is bootstrapping. The procedure is 
aa parametric (Efron and Tibshirani, 1993) or non-naive (Langeheine et al., 1995) 
bootstrapp : 

1.. generate a new data set (of the same size as the original data sample) using the 
m.1.. estimate of the parameter vector A 

2.. fit a model on this data set, i.e. optimize the model for these data resulting in 
aa new A ,̂ b = 1 , . .. AT, where N is the number of bootstrap samples 

3.. repeat N times 

Forr each parameter A, this results in an empirical distribution around the true 
value,, i.e. the m.1. estimate of the parameter that is used to generate the data set. 
Fromm this distribution we can compute the standard error ë% of the parameter by 
takingg the standard deviation of the resulting distribution. The approximate 95 % 
CII  of the parameter A» is, Efron and Tibshirani (see 1986, 1993, p. 153): 

XiXi  1.96 x êi 

4-3.34-3.3 Finite differences approximation 

Since,, as we saw in section 4.2.2, computing the exact Hessian is not feasible for 
longg timeseries we use a finite differences approximation. The general definition of 
thee finite difference approximation to the derivative of a function ƒ in a; is given by: 

fl(fl(  ̂ r f{x + Ax)-f (x) 
tt (x) = hm - — -— 

vv ' Ax-o |Aar| 
Repeatingg this derivation for the second (partial) derivatives of the loglikelihood 
functionn L(0\X) results in following approximations for the entries of the Hessian 
matrix: : 

dd2 2 

dx~d\~dx~d\~nx) nx) 

LijLij  — Li — Lj + L\X) 

IAA A» A Aj I ' 

L(AA +AAje^ + AAj-ej) 

L(AA + A V 0 

L(AA + AAje,-) 

wheree h  ̂ is the 27-th entry of the Hessian matrix and Az and \j are the i-th and 
j'-thh parameter of the loglikelihood function; L is the loglikelihood function, et is 
thee i-th unit vector (Dennis and Schnabel, 1983). 

Thiss amounts to evaluating the loglikelihood function with parameter i and j 
fixedd on the values Â  + AAi and Aj + AAj respectively and one more evaluation 

U U 
LL3 3 
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withh both these parameters fixed on these values. In these evaluations the other 
parameterss of the loglikelihood function are considered to be nuisance parameters, 
thatt is they are considered to be free parameters. Care should be taken that the 
incrementss AAj are not too small because the terms in the equation might become 
tooo small to compute. Dennis and Schnabel (1983) state that AXi > tfë with 
ee the machine precision wil l prevent this. In practice however the precision of the 
loglikelihoodd function is much bigger than the machine precision and in that case the 
AA tt > v/i should be used with e the maximal precision to which the loglikelihood 
functionn is optimized. 

4.44 Simulation results 

Inn order to test the three methods for computing CIs we generated data with a 
simplee HMM consisting of two hidden states and three observation symbols. The 
parameterss for this model are given in Table 4.1, in the column marked true. Using 
thosee values we generated a data set of 2000 points on which we fitted a 2-state 
HMM.. The resulting parameter values are in Table 4.1, in the column marked rule. 

4-4-14-4-1 Likelihood profile based confidence intervals 

Too be able to apply the method of likelihood profiles to compute CIs one must 
assumee that the likelihood ratio's Rp are \2 distributed as N —*  oo. To check 
whetherr this assumption is adequate simulations were run using the model described 
above,, that is a two-state, three observation symbols model; a total of 100 data sets 
weree generated with the set of parameter values given in Table 4.1. On those 
dataa sets 100 models were fitted with random starting values for the parameters, 
alll  of which converged. To test if the Rp

:s are approximately \2 distributed 
wee transformed them to a standard normal distribution using the formula: z = 
yj2R~pyj2R~p - \/2a - 1, where a — df, the number of degrees of freedom (Abramowitz 
andd Segun, 1964, p. 942). Figure 4.1 shows a plot of the resulting cumulative 
frequencyy distribution of the transformed Rp's. A Kolmogorov-Smirnov test does 
nott provide evidence that the distribution is not standard norma) (2-tailed p > 0.9). 

Givenn a loglikelihood profile in order to calculate the CIs for an individual 
parameterr Ap we need the value of Ap for which Rp =3.841, being the significance 
levell  for df = 1 corresponding with a = 0.05. In particular we need two CI endpoints 
beingg the upper and lower limi t of the interval. To compute these endpoints we can 
usee several interpolation methods which will be presented in the following sections. 

PiecewisePiecewise linear approximation 

Venzonn and Moolgavkar (1988) describe a (modified) Newton-Raphson algorithm 
forr finding the endpoints of CIs. This method is not applicable to HMMs because 
thee gradients of the loglikelihood function are not available, nor are the second 
(partial)) derivatives of the loglikelihood function. Therefore a different method was 
pursuedd using piecewise linear approximations, also called the secant method, see 
forr example Gill et al. (1981). The algorithm consists of the following steps: 
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100 0 

Figuree 4.1: Resulting cumulative frequency distribution after transforma-
tionn of Rp

:s. See the text for details on the transformation. Plotted over 
thiss for comparison is the cumulative normal distribution. 

1.. Find an upper (lower) limi t of the CI by increasing (decreasing) Ap until Rp is 
abovee the desired value. Set this value to be the upper (lower) limit . 

2.. Set the highest value of the parameter which still gives a value lower than the 
desiredd loglikelihood ratio to be the lower (upper) limit ; note that in both cases 
thee m.1. estimate of the parameter is such a value. 

3.. The next estimate of the critical value of Ap is found as follows: 

^target ^target h h *up*up Mow , j-, p \ 
11 "T" ,-, p {^target ^low) 

Thee p-subscript, indexing the number of the specific parameter, is dropped for 
reasonss of clarity. 

4.. The next step is to compute the Rp corresponding to this new Ap and set it 
too be the upper limi t if it is higher than the target value and set it to be the 
lowerr limi t if it is lower than the target value. Repeat these last two steps until 
convergence. . 

Eachh step in this algorithm requires a constrained m.1. estimate of a model, 
wherebyy Ap is fixed and the model is optimized for the other parameters. Naturally 
thee m.1. estimates of the parameters of the unconstrained model are used as starting 
valuess for the EM-algorithm which reduces computation time considerably. Using 
thiss procedure it takes on average 8 model optimizations to get the CI endpoint right 
withinn two digits, that is Rp is correct in two decimal places. It should be noted 
thoughh that the initial increment used for finding an upper or lower limi t of the 
intervall  endpoint strongly influences the number of steps needed until convergence. 
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QuadraticQuadratic approximation 

Thee linear method has as a big advantage that it can be easily fine-tuned to yield 
resultss with arbitrary precision and it is therefore useful for parameters in which 
onee is especially interested. For quicker results a quadratic approximation to the 
loglikelihoodd function is useful, albeit less precise. 

Thee curves in this section and the next are fitted using multiple regression on 
RRpp,, Xp and Xp for the quadratic curves and additionally A^ for the cubic curves. 

Thee result of a simulation with this procedure is shown in figure 4.2. Using 
sixx optimizations, three on each side of the m.1. value of the parameter under 
consideration,, reasonably accurate results are achieved. Also the approximating 
curvee in figure 4.2 can be seen to not exactly match the loglikelihood profile. 
Wheneverr the m.1. estimate of a parameter is close to a boundary, i.e. zero or one, 
thee profile is expected to be skewed (Venzon and Moolgavkar, 1988). A quadratic 
curvee cannot capture this skewness accurately as it always produces symmetric CIs 
aroundd the minimum of the curve. When the real profile is skewed, the minimum of 
thee approximating curve wil l not coincide with the m.1. value of the parameter as can 
bee seen in figure 4.2, resulting in relatively bad approximations for the CI endpoints. 
Too accommodate skewness of the loglikelihood profile, and thus asymmetric CIs, 
wee used cubic polynomials to interpolate the loglikelihood profile. 

CubicCubic approximation 

AA cubic approximation of the loglikelihood profile is shown in figure 4.2. The 
curvee fits better then does the quadratic curve. When using cubic interpolation 
caree should be taken that the interpolation points are beyond the sought for CI 
endpoints,, that is the furthest interpolation points should have an likelihood ratio 
largerr then 3.841. If this is not the case there is a risk that the CI becomes too 
large. . 

Too clarify this, note that the cubic curve in figure 4.2 is skewed to one side, 
resultingg in a skew CI. The continuation of this curve would show that the point of 
inflexionn of the fitted curve is close Lo the latest estimated value. At this point the 
interpolationn of the likelihood profile is no longer accurate and as a consequence 
thee CIs would come out too large, due to underestimation of the likelihood ratio. 

4-4-24-4-2 Bootstrapping results 

Thee CIs resulting from two bootstrappings with 500 and 1000 samples respectively 
aree shown in Table 4.1. For each sample 2000 datapoints were generated using 
thee m.1. estimates of the parameters shown in the third column of Table 4.1. It 
shouldd be noted that, just as with likelihood profile based CIs, bootstrap CI's can 
alsoo be computed separately for the right and left endpoints by using the percentile 
method:: for example, when using 1000 samples the left CI endpoint for a parameter 
iss given by the 25th sample value of that parameter and similarly the 975th sample 
valuee for the right endpoint of the CI (Efron and Tibshirani, 1993, ch. 13). 
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Figuree 4.2: Plots of quadratic and cubic interpolation polynomials of the 
likelihoodd profile of parameter an. As can be seen the cubic polynomial 
fit ss better than the quadratic one. 

4-4-34-4-3 Finite differences approximation 

Too compute the Hessian matrix we used a finite differences approximation as ex-
plainedd in section 4.3.3. Using the same model as described above we computed 
thee approximation for several values of AA^ with similar results, provided that 
A A , << 0.001. The results for A = 0.0001 are shown in Table 4.1. The increment 
AA couldn't be much smaller since the precision of loglikelihood function is at 
mostt 1.0e-15, although this is machine and implementation dependent. Optimizing 
beyondd this precision doesn't result in any changes in either parameter values or 
thee loglikelihood. 

4.55 Comparison 

Tablee 4.1 shows the resulting CIs from likelihood profiling, bootstrapping and the 
finit ee differences approximation. In order to make comparison possible between the 
likelihoodd profile intervals and the others the left and right CIs are averaged in the 
columnn marked prof. The profile likelihood based CIs are the results from cubic 
interpolation. . 

Thee three methods of interpolation of the likelihood profiles give the results 
ass shown in Table 4.2; here only the results of one parameter. Between brackets 
thee distance between the m.1. estimate and the interval endpoint is given. As can 
bee seen the differences in results are marginal. Only the quadratic approximation 
givess a bad result for the upper limit of the CI. This is due to the fact that when 
fittingfitting a quadratic curve, because of its symmetry the curve does not necessarily 
goo through the m.1. estimate of the parameter. It is clear that the CI for this 
parameterr is skewed. Furthermore it should be noted that the results for the linear 
approximationn are somewhat arbitrary because they could be made more precise if 
moree iterations are allowed in the algorithm described in section 4.4.1. 

Inn likelihood profiling the initial estimate is very important for the number of 
optimizationss needed for convergence. This is due to the fact that the gradients are 
nott available, which only leaves guessing as an option for a first approximation. Us-
ingg a quadratic optimization scheme this problem is not as pronounced as it is using 
thee cubic scheme. This is caused, as mentioned before, by the point(s) of inflexion 
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Tablee 4.1: Confidence intervals for parameters. 
par r 
an n 
«12 2 

Ö21 1 

«22 2 

fell fell 
^13 3 

&23 3 

true e 
.9 9 
.1 1 
.3 3 
.7 7 
.6 6 
.4 4 
.3 3 
.7 7 

mle e 
.8843 3 
.1157 7 
.2864 4 
.7136 6 
.6163 3 
.3837 7 
.3102 2 
.6898 8 

prof f 
.0285 5 
.0285 5 
.0492 2 
.0492 2 
.0385 5 
.0385 5 
.0523 3 
.0523 3 

left t 
.0320 .0320 
.0250 .0250 
.0468 8 
.0517 7 
.0370 .0370 
.0400 0 
.0489 9 
.0558 8 

right t 
.0250 0 
.0320 0 
.0517 7 
.0468 8 
.0400 0 
.0370 0 
.0558 8 
.0489 9 

bb (500) 
.0295 5 
.0295 5 
.0486 6 
.0486 6 
.0394 4 
.0394 4 
.0561 1 
.0561 1 

bb (1000) 
.0280 0 
.0280 0 
.0501 1 
.0501 1 
.0379 9 
.0379 9 
.0520 0 
.0520 0 

fdh h 
.0269 9 
.0269 9 
.0690 0 
.0690 0 
.0328 8 
.0328 8 
.0387 7 
.0387 7 

CIss for parameters from likelihood profiles, bootstrapping and finite 
differencess Hessian (the zero parameters are left out). The second column 
givess the true values of the parameters that were used to generate the 
originall  data; the third column contains the maximum likelihood estimates 
off  the model; the next column contains the means of the left and right 
CIss from the likelihood profiles which are in the following two columns; 
afterr that the CIs resulting from the bootstrap with 500 and 1000 samples 
respectively;; the last column contains the intervals from the finite differences 
approximationn to the Hessian. The likelihood profile based intervals and the 
bootstrapp intervals, especially those based on 1000 samples agree agree well 
whereass the finite differences intervals are mostly too small. 

Tablee 4.2: Comparison of linear, quadratic and cubic interpolation. 
method d 
linear r 
quadratic c 
cubic c 

estimate e 
0.895 5 
idem m 
idem m 

lower r 
0.8566 (-0.039) 
0.8566 (-0.039) 
0.8555 (-0.040) 

RRp p 

3.841 1 
3.737 7 
3.700 0 

upper r 
0.9277 (+0.032) 
0.9244 (+0.029) 
0.9266 (+0.031) 

RRp p 

3.830 0 
3.155 5 
3.742 2 

Comparisonn of results for transition parameter an. For both limits of the 
CI,, the corresponding likelihood ratio's are given in the following column. 
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whichh might be near the lowest or highest actually computed optimization, giving 
risee to a deviation in the resulting endpoint of the CI. Quadratic approximation of 
thee loglikelihood profile has as its main disadvantage that its results deviate from 
thee real endpoint proportional to the skewness of the interval: the more skewed the 
interval,, the worse the results. Skewed intervals mainly occur for parameters that 
aree close to their boundary values, i.e. 1.0 or 0.0. Both the piecewise linear and the 
cubicc approximation do not suffer from this deficiency. 

4.66 Conclusion 

Inn this article three methods are presented for calculating confidence intervals for 
hiddenn Markov model parameters when the usual method to do so, through the 
exactt Hessian, fails because of computational problems. This is the case when 
thee timeseries that is to be modeled consists of more than about 100 datapoints. 
Usingg the present approximation of the loglikelihood profile to construct CIs for a 
givenn parameter yields results which are at least asymptotically equivalent to those 
obtainedd using the Hessian method (Meeker and Escobar, 1995). In fact the present 
methodd may be expected to be more accurate. When using the Hessian to compute 
CIss one assumes that the loglikelihood profile is quadratic around the m.1. estimate. 
Inn the case of skewed profiles, which arise especially near the boundary values of 
thee parameters, this assumption does not hold. Although this problem may be 
alleviatedd by parameter transformations (Sprott, 1973), Meeker and Escobar (1995, 
p.. 49) pointed out that "likelihood based confidence regions/intervals are invariant 
too such transformations, and generally do as well or better than the best transfor-
mation.""  We compared three methods of approximating the loglikelihood profiles, 
beingg the piecewise linear approximation and approximations using quadratic and 
cubicc polynomials. 

Ass can be seen in Table 4.1, likelihood profile based CIs and bootstrap based 
CIss are very similar. The CIs based on the finite differences approximation to 
thee Hessian tend to be erratic and mostly too small. This is probably due to the 
factt that the likelihood profile is not quadratic around the m.1. estimate of the 
parameters,, as is shown in figure 4.2. Moreover the finite differences approach is 
inn general very sensitive to truncation and round-off errors, especially when the 
Hessiann is close to being singular which is almost always the case when there are 
dependenciess between parameters. 
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55 Fittin g hidde n Marko v model s to 
psychologica ll  data 

Abstract t 

Markovv models have been used extensively in psychology of learning. Applications 
off  hidden Markov models are rare however. This is partially due to the fact that 
comprehensivee statistics for model selection and model assessment are lacking 
inn the psychological literature. We present model selection and model assess-
mentt statistics that are particularly useful in applying hidden Markov models in 
psychology.. These statistics are presented and evaluated by simulation studies 
forr a toy example. We compare AIC, BIC and related criteria and introduce a 
predictionn error measure for assessing goodness-of-fit. In a simulation study, two 
methodss of fitting equality constraints are compared. In two illustrative examples 
withh experimental data we apply selection criteria, fit models with constraints and 
assesss goodness-of-fit. First, data from a concept identification task is analyzed. 
Hiddenn Markov models provide a flexible approach to analyzing such data when 
comparedd to other modeling methods. Second, a novel application of hidden 
Markovv models in implicit learning is presented. Hidden Markov models are used 
inn this context to quantify knowledge that subjects express in an implicit learning 
task.. This method of analyzing implicit learning data provides a comprehensive 
approachh for addressing important theoretical issues in the field. 

5.11 Introduction 

Markovv models have been used in psychology at least since the 1950's (Miller , 1952; 
Mille rr and Chomsky, 1963). They have been applied mostly in the areas of learning 
andd memory (Brainerd, 1979; Kintsch and Morris, 1965; Nicolson, 1982). In the 
areaa of learning, Markov models have proven to be very flexible models in describing 
andd formalizing the development of knowledge. Although hidden or latent Markov 
modelss have been around for a while in psychology (see e.g. Wickens, 1982), there 
havee been relatively few applications. This is possibly due to inherent problems in 
est imatingg latent variable models. Est imat ion of parameters was usually based on 
thee method of moments, which is hard to adapt to different kinds of da ta to be mod-
eled.. Using method of moments estimation, i t is not feasible to model long sequences 
off  tr ials or many different sequences of trials, such as those gathered in implici t 
learningg experiments. Hidden Markov models are very flexible and can be used to 
modell  any set of sequences of trials, whether these are fixed length sequences, single 
sequences,, or mult iple sequences of different lengths. New applications are available 
duee to the flexibility  in parameter estimation. The maximum likelihood framework 
providess methods for comparing models with different constraints imposed on their 
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parameters.. Adopting the framework of hidden Markov model (HMM) parameter 
estimationn in applications of Markov models has many advantages. 

Inn spite of the improvement of model estimation, for applications in psychol-
ogyy to be feasible, some important statistical features are lacking in the HMM 
framework.. First, model selection criteria are needed to compare models and to 
decidee which model best describes the data. In the present chapter we compare and 
evaluatee several candidate criteria for examplee data sets. Second, absolute measures 
forr goodness-of-fit. called model assessment criteria, are needed to decide whether a 
modell  is adequate for the data at hand. We propose a prediction error measure for 
thiss purpose, which is applicable to a wide range of Markov models. Other measures 
forr testing goodness of fit, and for testing specific hypotheses, are considered as well. 
Third,, in some applications it may be necessary to impose equality or other linear 
constraintss on parameters for theoretical reasons. As far as we are aware, equality 
constraintss in HMMs have received littl e attention. We compare three methods for 
fittin gg equality constraints, and, in specific cases, general linear constraints. There is 
similarr work on equality constraints in latent class analysis (Mooijaart and van der 
Heijden.. 1992). which points to difficulties in finding general solutions for fitting 
equalityy constraints. We developed a program for fitting HMMs, based on the EM 
algorithmm (Rabiner. 1989). which incorporates all these features. Many goodness-
of-fi tt statistics are standard output, others are available on request (Visser, 2001). 

OverviewOverview of the chapter In the present chapter only discrete hidden Markov models 
(HMM )) are considered, that is, HMMs with a discrete hidden state space and 
discretee observation symbols. In Section 5.2. we first present the definitions and 
notationn that we use throughout the chapter. Next, we describe a toy model and 
dataa set. We discuss model fitting with and without equality constraints, using 
thiss data set. In Section 5.3, we compare and evaluate model selection criteria 
andd criteria for assessing goodness-of-fit. In Sections 5.4 and 5.5, we present 
twoo applications of fitting HMMs to experimental data. The first data set is 
fromm a concept identification experiment. Models are fitted in both exploratory 
andd confirmatory analyses. We discuss fitting an HMM with a linear constraint 
betweenn parameters, which is based on theoretical considerations. We show how 
thee likelihood ratio statistic can be used to test the tenability of such constraints. 
Thee second data set is from an implicit learning experiment. In this experiment 
subjectss unconsciously learn finite state languages by reproducing them. In order 
too gain insight into the knowledge that subjects acquire in such an experiment, we 
fitt HMMs to the data. In addition, we discuss the connection between HMMs. finite 
statee automata and regular languages in this section. 

5.22 Fitting hidden Markov models 

5.2.15.2.1 Definitions and notation 

AA discrete HMM may be represented as a five-tuple < 5, O. A, B, n >. S represents 
aa set of states Si,i = 1 . .. n. O is a set of observation symbols Oj, j = 1 . .. m. 
Observationn symbols are alternately called observations, symbols or responses. A 
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representss a transition matrix with conditional probabilities aij,i,j  = 1 . .. n of 
movingg from state Si to state Sj, i.e. â  = P(Si\Sj). B is the matrix of conditional 
observationn probabilities bi3 of observing symbol (or category) Oj in state Si, i.e. 
bijbij  = P(Oj\Si). TT is a vector of initial, unconditional probabilities 7̂  of starting 
inn state Si, i.e. 7̂  = P(Si). All parameters are probabilities and are subject to 
constraintss of the form Y^j=i aij  = ^ an<^ similarly for the observation probabilities 
(H?=ii  &ij ' = 1) a nd initial state probabilities ($]" = 1 ^i — 1)- The parameters 
togetherr are denoted A = (A, B, 7r). This notation is taken from Rabiner (1989), 
andd is used throughout this chapter. 

5.2.25.2.2 Toy model and data 

Inn this section, we consider a two-state HMM with three observation symbols. The 
twoo states are called S\ and £2 and the observation symbols 1, 2, and 3. The 
parameterr values are: 

AA /0.9 0. l\ „ fO.7 0.0 0.3\ f , 
AA=[o.s=[o.s 0.7J B = (,0.0 0.4 o.ej  ff=(°-5 °-5) 

Fromm this model, we generated a data set consisting of a single sequence of 1000 
symbols.. This data set is used below to illustrate parameter estimation, estimation 
withh equality constraints, model selection, and model assessment. 

5.2.35.2.3 Parameter estimation 

Throughoutt this chapter, parameter estimates are obtained by maximizing the 
likelihoodd using the Baum-Welch or EM algorithm for HMM parameters (Rabiner, 
1989).. The EM algorithm is an iterative procedure for finding maximum likelihood 
(ML)) parameter estimates of a given model and a data set. The likelihood of a data 
sett is denoted P(0|A). The general expression for the likelihood is (Rabiner, 1989, 
p.. 272): 

,, where O is a sequence of T observations 0\ .. .Or, bqt{Ot) is the observation 
probabilityy b  ̂ with i — qt and j = Ot- The sum runs over all possible sequences of 
thee hidden states. The EM algorithm finds the parameter values A that maximize 
thee likelihood. In our implementation of the EM algorithm we maximize the 
logarithmm of the likelihood or the loglikelihood, rather than the likelihood itself. 
Thiss is necessary because for long sequences, computing the likelihood leads to 
problemss with underflow, i.e., the likelihood becomes too small to compute as can 
bee seen easily from the expression for the likelihood above. 

Thee loglikelihood may have many local maxima. Hence, in order to retrieve 
thee model parameters and to find the global maximum of the loglikelihood, it is 
necessaryy to fit a model repeatedly with different starting values for the parameters. 
Onn the data set specified above, we fitted 100 two-state models, using random 
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startingg values for the model parameters A. Al l the models converged to the same 
solution,, up to a reshuffling of states. Note that in specifying an HMM, states 
aree assigned arbitrary designations, and hence the identity of a given state is only 
determinedd by the transition probabilities to other states, the observation symbol 
probabilities,, and the initial state probabilities. The loglikelihood of the model 
equalss —883.068. The parameter estimates of the fitted model is 

/0.8888 0.112\ /0.708 0 0.292\ _ , , 
~~ VO.316 0.684,1 V ° ° -3 84 ° -6 1 6/  ̂ ~~  ̂ * 

Notee that the parameter estimates are very close to their true values, except for 
thee initial state probabilities which are estimated as one for state S\ and zero for 
statee S2- The reason for this is that the sequence of symbols that was generated 
actuallyy starts with the symbol 1 which can only be produced from state S\. As 
aa result, the value for that initial state probability has to be one. In order to be 
ablee to estimate initial state probabilities, multiple sequences have to be available 
becausee these probabilities can only be estimated on the basis of the first symbols 
off  a number of sequences. 

Whenn fitting HMMs to single sequences it is (almost) always the case that one 
off  the initial state probabilities is estimated at a value of one and the others at 
zero.. For long sequences of observations, the contribution of this parameter to the 
loglikelihoodd is negligible. This is not the case for non-ergodic models, i.e. models 
withh absorbing states, but in general, non-ergodic models can not be estimated on 
thee basis of single sequences. In section 5.4 a non-ergodic model is fitted on multiple 
sequences. . 

5.2.45.2.4 Equality constraints 

Inn some applications it may be desirable to estimate parameters subject to equality 
constraints.. Some models of concept identification and paired associate learning, 
containn free parameters that theoretically should be equal. In these applications, 
thee hidden states of an HMM are interpreted as knowledge states. Theory may 
dictatee that in some situations, or at specific trials, two knowledge states should lead 
too identical responses. As a consequence, the associated observation probabilities 
shouldd be estimated at equal values. In the EM algorithm for HMMs, it is not 
obviouss how to implement equality constraints within the steps of the algorithm 
itself.. At each iteration of the algorithm, the model parameters are re-estimated 
independentlyy of each other. Re-estimation is only subject to row sum constraints 
thatt ensure that the rows of the matrices A and B and the vector of initial 
statee probabilities n sum to one. These constraints are defined explicitly above 
inn section 5.2.1. As far as we are aware, no solutions exist for imposing equality 
constraintss in HMMs using the EM algorithm. 

Thiss problem is similar to the situation in latent class analysis. In latent class 
analysis,, solutions have been found for some special cases that are of particular 
interestt for psychologists (Mooijaart and van der Heijden, 1992). In particular, in 
re-estimationn of response probabilities in latent class analysis, these probabilities 
aree weighted with the class proportions, i.e., the proportion of subjects that are 
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memberr of that class. Without changing the optimization routine, specification 
off  equality constraints in HMMs may be achieved by setting the parameters of 
interestt to be equal after each iteration of the EM algorithm, i.e., after the M-step 
off  the algorithm and before the next E-step. This is done by calculating a weighted 
averagee of these parameters. Weighting is necessary because different parameters 
havee different contributions to the loglikelihood. When weighting is not applied, 
thee maximization does not result in ML estimates of the parameters. 

Thee weight factor for parameters that we used is the long term expected pro-
portionn of passages through the state with which the parameter is associated. The 
expectedd proportion of passage times through each state of the model is different for 
eachh state because the transition probabilities from each state to itself are different. 
Forr example, there are more passages through state S\ in our toy model. In general, 
thee expected proportions are computed by solving p from the following equation: 

p AA = p, 

wheree p is a probability vector of length n, the number of states in the model, and 
AA is the transition matrix of the model (Kemeny and Snell, 1960). The vector p 
containss the long term probabilities of the process being in each state. For a regular 
andd ergodic Markov chain (not for non-ergodic or cyclic chains), p is found easily 
byy computing increasing powers of A. The convergence of the series A n is fast. For 
thee transition matrix from this model: 

/0.8888 0.112\ . i s /0.73838 0.26162\ 
AA ~ ^0.316 0.684,1 ' ~ \0.73815 0.26185,1 

Ass can be seen from this example, the probabilities in A15 are converged up to the 
thirdd decimals. This procedure can be repeated until the desired degree of accuracy 
iss reached. 

Thee justification for using this weighting scheme is best illustrated with an 
example.. Suppose a model has three states. Suppose further that 95 % of the 
observationss results from only one of these states. This means that observation 
parameterss belonging to this state contribute more to the loglikelihood than the 
observationn parameters from other states do. Conversely, changing one of these lat-
terr observation parameters is unlikely to result in a large change in the loglikelihood 
sincee the contribution of these parameters is small. 

Forr the toy model, we imposed an equality constraint on two parameters of the 
observationn matrix, 6u and 623. Weighting was done by the expected proportions of 
passagee times. In order to check whether in fact the ML estimates of the parameters 
weree found, instead of weighting, a search algorithm within the EM algorithm was 
usedd to optimize the loglikelihood of this model with the equality constraint in 
place.. After each iteration of the EM algorithm, i.e., after the M-step of the 
algorithm,, the maximum likelihood for a range of values of 611 and 623 is found 
byy the secant method {Gil l et al., 1981). In this search, the other parameters 
off  the model, i.e. the transition parameters and initial state probabilities, remain 
fixed.. For each step in this search, the likelihood has to be evaluated so this may 
seemm a time-consuming procedure. However, in comparison with an iteration of 

file:///0.73815
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Tablee 5.1: Parameter estimates for model with equality constraint 
methodd observation matrix parameters log L 

weight t 0.689712 2 
0 0 

0 0 0.310288 8 
0.3102888 0.689712 -886.732 2 

search h 0.689961 1 
0 0 

0 0 0.310039 9 
0.3100399 0.689961 -886.732 2 

noo weights 0.639599 9 
0 0 

0 0 0.360401 1 
0.3604011 0.639599 

-889.662 2 

thee EM algorithm, computing the loglikelihood for a fixed set of parameter values 
iss relatively fast. In Table 5.1 we present the resulting parameter estimates and 
thee corresponding loglikelihood. For comparison, we also present the parameter 
estimatess of the model without the weighting. In Table 5.1, only the parameter 
estimatess of the observation matrix are provided, because the other parameters 
hardlyy differ between the models. 

Thee parameter estimates that result from the weighting method and the search 
methodd are identical to the third decimal, but differ slightly thereafter. The loglike-
lihoodss were identical to the fifth decimal number. As can be seen, when weighting is 
nott applied during optimization of the model, both the parameter estimates and the 
loglikelihoodd are very different from the other results. An important disadvantage 
off  the search method in fitting equality constraints is that it can not be implemented 
forr general models within the EM algorithm, whereas the weighting method can. 
Unlesss parameter estimates need to be more precise than in this example, i.e., up to 
andd including the third decimal, it is therefore easier to use the weighting method 
forr fitting equality constraints. When analyzing relatively small data sets, as wil l 
generallyy be the case in applications in psychology, the differences in parameter 
estimatess are far from significant. 

Thee method of computing weighted averages of parameters within the EM algo-
rithmm is, however, not without problems. In latent class analysis, it is known that 
usingg this method for particular types of (complex) equality constraints leads to bad 
estimatess (Mooijaart and van der Heijden, 1992). We suspect that similar problems 
mayy arise in fitting HMMs. By computing likelihood profiles (see section 5.3.4), it is 
alwayss possible to find out whether the difference between the maximum likelihood 
andd the likelihood of the fitted model is significant. That is, when the parameter 
estimatess are not the ML estimates, the likelihood profile has negative values in the 
neighborhoodd of the estimated value (cf. section 5.3.4). 

5.2.55.2.5 Likelihood ratio statistic 

Inn both the comparison of models with an identical number of states, and in testing 
thee tenability of specified equality constraints, the likelihood ratio statistic can be 
used.. It is defined as follows (Wald, 1943): 

# cc = -21og 
.. P(0|A) . 

(5.2) ) 
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wheree Rc is likelihood ratio statistic, logP(0|Ac) is the loglikelihood of the con-
strainedd model, e.g. a model with an equality constraint, and logP(0|A) is the 
loglikelihoodd of the unconstrained model. If the model specified by Ac is correctly 
specified,, i.e., it is the true model, and it is nested under A, Rc follows a x2 

distributionn with the df degrees of freedom, where df equals the difference in freely 
estimatedd parameters in logP(0|Ac) and logP(0|A). 

Forr the above fitted model with an equality constraint between bu and 623, 
dfdf equals 1 because the equality involves two parameters, i.e., one of them is not 
freelyy estimated in the constrained model. In this case Rc = 7.328, p < 0.01. 
Hence,, if a = 0.05, the equality constraint results in a model that is worse than the 
unconstrainedd model and the constraint should be dropped. However, this decision 
shouldd ultimately also depend on the power, i.e., on the number of datapoints used 
too estimate the parameters. The likelihood ratio statistic is also used in computing 
likelihoodd profiles which are discussed in section 5.3.4. 

5.33 Model selection and model assessment 

Thee EM algorithm estimates parameters of a fully specified model, that is, a model 
withh a fixed number of states and a fixed number of observation symbols. We only 
fittedd a two-state model to the data set from the toy model. In general however, 
thee optimal number of states for a given data set may not be known beforehand. In 
suchh a case, it is necessary to fit a number of models with an increasing number of 
states,, to find the model that best describes the data. Of these, the best model is 
selectedd by some criterion that weights the model fit, i.e., the loglikelihood, and the 
economy,, the number of parameters of the model. The latter restriction is needed, 
becausee for a sequence of observations of length X = 100, it is possible to specify a 
modell  with 100 states which wil l have a likelihood of one. Such a model does not 
reducee the data in any useful sense. 

Statisticss for model selection are, for example, the Minimum Description Length 
principlee (Grünwald, 2001), Akaike's Information Criterion (Akaike, 1973), the 
Bayesiann Information Criterion (Schwarz, 1978), and many variants of these (Boz-
dogan,, 2000). Because these statistics are denned for all kinds of models, simulation 
studiess are necessary to gain insight into their applicability to specific models. In 
thiss section, the AIC, the BIC, and a variant of the BIC are compared in selecting 
fittedd HMMs in a simulation study. 

5.3.15.3.1 Definitions 

Whenn comparing HMMs with a fixed number of states, the likelihood ratio statistic 
cann be used as a selection criterion. In fact, it is implicitly used when selecting the 
modell  with the best likelihood from a number of fitted models with equal numbers 
off  states. When comparing HMMs with different numbers of states the situation 
iss different. In particular, HMMs with different numbers of (hidden) states are not 
nested.. The reason for this is the following. In order to arrive at, say a two-state 
modell  from a three state model, a number of parameters have to be set to zero, in 
particularr one initial state probability and the transitions to and from that same 
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state.. As a consequence the observation probabilities of that particular state are not 
identifiedd anymore. Moreover, when constraining a three-state model to a two-state 
model,, the functional roles of the remaining two states may be very different from 
thee states in the three-state model (see Clogg, 1995, for the similar case in latent 
classs analysis). As a consequence of the models not being nested, the likelihood 
ratioo test for comparing model fits can not be used, because the distribution of the 
likelihoodd ratio is unknown. Criteria for comparison of non-nested models include 
Akaike'ss Information Criterion (AIC) and Bayesian Information Criterion (BIC) 
criterion.. They are defined as follows: 

AICAIC = -21ogL + 2np (5.3) 

BICBIC = -21ogL + nplog(T), (5.4) 

wheree L is the likelihood of the fitted model, np the number of parameters of the 
modell  and T the number of observations used in fitting the model (see Bozdogan, 
2000.. for definitions and theoretical foundation of these measures and Lin and 
Daytonn (1997) for an application in latent class analysis). Both criteria consist 
off  two terms: one for the model fit, i.e. the loglikelihood, and a second term for 
parsimony.. The second term is the penalty term, as it increases with the number of 
parameterss used in fitting the model. Usually np is taken to be the number of freely 
estimatedd parameters. In the present example np = 2x (2 — l ) + 2x (3—1) + (2 — 1) = 
7.. The first contribution is from the transition matrix, the second is from the 
observationn matrix and the last is from the initial state vector (because each row of 
parameterss sums to one, one of those parameters is not freely estimated). In fitting 
HMMs,, we also use two variants of these measures that we denote the adjusted AIC, 
(A-AIC )) and adjusted BIC (A-BIC). The adjustment of these measures is in the 
numberr of parameters that are counted as freely estimated parameters. In fitting 
largee HMMs, with more than 5 states say, often a large number of both the transition 
parameterss and observations parameters is found to be zero. This is certainly the 
casee when fitting data from finite state automata, as we do in section 5.5. In the 
A-AI CC and A-BIC, instead of using np as above, we first determine the number of 
freelyy estimated parameters and then subtract the number of parameters estimated 
att zero. Next we add the number of parameters that is estimated at a value of one. 
Thee justification for this is that parameters that are estimated at zero do not provide 
informationn about the data, i.e. they do not occur in computing the loglikelihood. 
Thee parameters that are estimated at one are added because otherwise there would 
bee no difference in the numbers of parameters between, say a four- and a five-state 
model,, with all zeroes and ones in the parameter matrices. In particular, in such 
modelss the number of parameters would be zero. A similar procedure for counting 
parameterss is used in latent class analysis (Vermunt, 1997). 

5.3.25.3.2 Simulation 

AA 3-state model was optimized for the above described data set from the toy model. 
Off  100 sets of random starting values, only two converged within the preset limi t of 
5000 iterations. In comparison, all two state models converged within 100 iterations. 
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Figuree 5.1: AIC, BIC, A-AI C and A-BIC selection criteria for models with a 
differentt numbers of hidden states. 

Wee should note here, that this is not generally the case. Especially for larger 
models,, the EM algorithm is quite sensitive to different starting values and there 
cann be many local maxima in the likelihood. Therefore we always generate many sets 
off  random starting values and choose the model with the maximum loglikelihood 
fromm the (converged) models. In this case, setting the maximum to 2000 iterations 
improvedd the situation somewhat, 4 of 100 3-state models converged. Similarly, 100 
4-statee models were fitted on the same data set (the maximum number of iterations 
wass again set to 2000) of which 4 converged. In Figure 5.1 the resulting values of 
AIC,, BIC, A-AI C and A-BIC are plotted for models including one to four states. 

Accordingg to the AIC, BIC and A-BIC criteria, the two-state model is the best, 
model.. The A-AI C is lower for the three-state model and even lower for the four-
statee model, though the two-state model is the correct model. Also in examples 
withh larger models, we noted that the A-AI C is too liberal in selecting the correct 
model.. With larger models and many datapoints, we have observed that the A-
BICC performs very well. When fitting large models, the AIC tends to select even 
largerr models, whereas the BIC (especially with many data points) tends to select 
modelss that have less states than the true model has. More importantly, the A-
BICC can also be used for choosing between models with equal numbers of states. 
Althoughh in general the likelihood suffices in selecting models with equal numbers 
off  states, in cases where many parameters are estimated at zero, it could be argued 
thatt resulting models are not nested. For example, when, in fitting two seven-
statee models, different parameters are estimated at zero in the resulting models, 
thesee models are no longer properly nested. As a consequence, the likelihood ratio 
statisticc can not be used. In such a case the BIC does not discriminate between 
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Tablee 5.2: Prediction errors 
tuple e 
2 2 
3 3 
4 4 
5 5 

3.43 3 
17.64 4 
78.81 1 

208.07 7 

df f 
2 2 
20 0 
74 4 

236 6 

p-value e 
0.178 8 
0.612 2 
0.329 9 
0.905 5 

p-valuee (b) 
0.26 6 
0.44 4 
0.18 8 
0.62 2 

66 625.72 722 0.996 0.66 

models,, because when both models are seven-state models their theoretical numbers 
off  freely estimated parameters are equal. Hence, model selection using the BIC in 
thiss case reduces to choosing the model with the largest loglikelihood. 

5.3.35.3.3 Assessing model fit: prediction errors 

Thee AIC, BIC and A-BIC measures work well for selecting models. They do not 
however,, provide information about the absolute fit of the model. That is, they can 
nott be used to assess whether a fitted model is an adequate probability model for 
thee data. A measure that can be used for this purpose is a prediction error statistic 
basedd on occurrences of n-tuples in the data. For example, the fitted two-state 
modell  predicts a certain (relative) frequency for the occurrence of the triples 123, 
3222 etc, which can be compared with the data. The prediction error measure P€ 

usedd here is a Pearson x2 and is defined as follows: 

PP - V^ (F° ~ FE) 
e ~ ^  ̂ FE ' 

wheree Fo are observed frequencies, Fg are expected frequencies based on the model 
andd the sum runs over all n-tuples of interest. See for example Wickens (1989) for 
XX22 measures of goodness-of-fit for contingency tables. For n — 5 the sum runs over 
355 = 243 cells since there are three observation symbols in these data. Theoretically, 
forr a correctly specified true model, Pt follows a x2-distribution with df = k-np — 1 
degreess of freedom, where k is the number of frequencies over which the sum is 
computed,, and np is the number of free parameters in the model. If any of these 
assumptionss is false, Pe follows a non-central ^-distribution. In Table 5.2, the 
valuess of Pe, df and p-values arte given for the 2-state model fitted on the data set 
fromm the toy model. P€ is given for 2-tuples to 6-tuples of observed sequences. 

Thee third column has the d/'s, which are the theoretical values of df. As can 
bee seen from the table, the p-values in column four of the table, are very high, 
indicatingg that the model captures the frequency information in the data very 
well.. For two reasons, there may be an error in the number of degrees of freedom. 
First,, there are dependencies between the parameters. Rabiner (1989) shows that 
forr a particular two-state model, with constrained parameter matrices, there is a 
structurall  dependence between the parameters. For larger models, with many more 
parameters,, this is certainly also the case. Second, there are dependencies between 
thee cells from which Pe is formed. In general, the frequencies of different sequences 
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off  symbols are dependent on each other. For example, if the frequency of 12 is very 
low,, the frequencies of 122 and 123 tend to be low as well, when compared with 
otherr triplets of symbols. For these reasons we also computed bootstrapped p values 
(Langeheinee et al., 1996). For an introduction to the principles of bootstrapping 
seee Efron and Tibshirani (1993). We generated 100 data sets and fitted a two-
statee model on each data set. The bootstrapped p-values are now computed as 
thee proportion of models for which Pe of the originally fitted model is smaller than 
thee bootstrapped models. As can be seen in the fifth column of Table 5.2, these 
p-values,, p(b), are substantially lower than the p-values based on the theoretical 
valuess of df except for the 2-tuples. 

5.3.45.3.4 Confidence intervals/standard errors 

Computingg confidence intervals or standard errors is an important part of estab-
lishingg that a model is adequate. Large confidence intervals may be indicative of 
identificationn problems of the model. The standard way of computing confidence 
intervalss is by calculation of the Hessian, the matrix of second partial derivatives of 
thee loglikelihood to the parameters. The diagonal of the inverted Hessian provides 
thee variances of the parameters. Visser et al. (2000) have shown that in fitting 
timeseriess with HMMs, with the length T of the series over 100, it becomes compu-
tationallyy unfeasible to compute the Hessian. Therefore, they compare three other 
methodss of computing confidence intervals for HMM parameters: the bootstrap, 
likelihoodd profile and the finite differences approximation to the Hessian. The latter 
methodd is very sensitive to round-off errors, to differences in machine precision, and 
shouldd therefore be used with care. 

Inn likelihood profiling (Venzon and Moolgavkar, 1988; Meeker and Escobar, 
1995),, a parameter is fixed at a series of values just off its ML estimate and the 
otherr parameters are re-estimated. The plot of the fixed parameter values against 
thee likelihood ratio of the refitted models is the likelihood profile. Using likelihood 
ratioo testing, the confidence interval can be determined. That is, the fixed values of 
thee parameter, below and above its ML estimate value, that result in a likelihood 
ratioo of 3.84, provide the 95 % confidence interval. 

Inn bootstrapping, a data set is generated using the fitted model and a new 
model,, with the same number of states as the fitted model, is optimized for these 
data,, resulting in a new set of parameter values. The standard deviations of the 
resultingg distributions of the parameters are the approximate standard errors of 
thee parameters (Efron and Tibshirani, 1986, 1993). In Table 5.3 the bootstrapped 
standardd errors are given along with the mean of the bootstrapped distribution of 
thee parameter. Note that only standard errors of four parameters are given. Some 
parameterss are estimated at zero or one, and hence have no standard errors. The 
standard-errorss of the other non-zero parameters are identical to those parameters of 
whichh they are the complement. For example, the standard error of a\2 is identical 
too the standard error of an because they sum to one. 

Ass can be seen from the standard errors of the parameters, the parameters are all 
significantlyy different from zero, i.e., their confidence intervals do not include zero. 
Thee t-ratio, which is computed as the ratio of the standard error and the parameter 
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Tablee 5.3: Bootstrapped standard errors 

parameter r 
an n 
0-21 1 

on n 
^22 2 

value e 
0.8882 2 
0.3155 5 
0.7085 5 
0.3841 1 

mean n 
0.8884 4 
0.3237 7 
0.7071 1 
0.3876 6 

stdd error 
0.0172 2 
0.0358 8 
0.0278 8 
0.0453 3 

t-ratio o 
51.65 5 
8.81 1 
25.50 0 
8.48 8 

value,, is also provided. It is used to check whether parameters are significantly 
differentt from zero using the rule of thumb that it should be larger than two. when 
oo equals 0.05. For a more precise statistic to test whether parameters are different 
fromm zero, the likelihood ratio statistic R can be used (cf. section 5.2.5). which in 
thiss case is defined as R = -2 x (logL0 - logLj). where LQ is the likelihood of 
thee model that results from setting the parameter of interest to zero and Lj is the 
likelihoodd of the fitted model. This statistic has a \2 distribution with df — 1. if 
thee parameter is zero in the true model. Note that for computing this likelihood 
ratioo statistic, the parameter of interest has to be set to zero, and the model has to 
bee re-estimated. Hence, for large models this can be a time consuming procedure. 
Forr the parameters in this model, the likelihood ratio statistics are infinite for the 
transitionn matrix parameters and for parameters bn and 622- That is, setting any 
off  these parameters to zero, leads to an inadmissible model with a likelihood of 
zeroo and a loglikelihood of — oo. Hence, this provides an extra confirmation that 
thesee parameters are significantly different from zero. Parameters 613 and 623, have 
associatedd likelihood ratios of 60.99 and 80.22 respectively. Using an a equal to 
0.05.. it follows that these parameters are also significantly different from zero. 

5.44 Concept identification 

Markovv models were used frequently in psychology in the 1970's and 1980"s (Wick-
ens,, 1982). Applications of Markov models include paired-associate learning (Brain-
erd,, 1980) concept-identification (Raaijmakers, 1981), forgetting (Kingma and Reu-
vekamp,, 1987b), and conservation learning (Brainerd, 1979). Judging by the large 
numberr of specialized programs for different applications — Markov-forget for 
modelss of forgetting (Kingma and Reuvekamp, 1987b), Markov-count for 2-stage 
learningg (Kingma and Reuvekamp, 1987a), an SAS module for testing homogene-
ityy in Markov response sequences (Faraonc, 1986) a comprehensive framework 
forr parameter estimation seemed to be lacking. In many applications moment-
estimatorss of the parameters are used {Wickens, 1982). For example, parameters 
aree estimated on the basis of the mean number of errors until a certain criterion 
iss reached or the number of errors on the first trial, the second trial et cetera. In 
fittin gg simple models, such as the all-or-none model of paired-associate learning, 
thiss method works well. For more intricate models, however, maximum likelihood 
(ML)) estimation of parameters is more efficient and powerful. Brainerd (1985) used 
MLL estimation for obtaining parameter estimates of a three-state Markov model 
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Figuree 5.2: Stimuli used in the concept identification experiment. Stimuli differ 
inn two dimensions, size and shape, resulting in a total of four possible stimuli. 

forr memory development. Adopting the framework of hidden Markov models for 
parameterr estimation for these models has many advantages. Maximum likelihood 
parameterr estimates are easily obtained, model selection statistics are available and 
likelihoodd ratio statistics are available for testing whether constraints on parameters 
aree in agreement with the data. Moreover, the HMM framework provides the possi-
bilit yy of explorative model fitting. We illustrate these advantages using data from a 
conceptt identification experiment. In particular, we discuss model selection, fitting 
andd testing linear constraints between parameters, exploratory and confirmatory 
approachess to model fitting and goodness-of-fit tests. 

5.4-15.4-1 Experimental data 

Inn concept identification tasks, subjects are typically presented with two stimuli, 
thatt differ in various dimensions, from which they have to choose. After a choice 
iss made, feedback is given on their correctness of the choice. From a series of such 
trials,, subjects have to deduce the features of the stimuli that identify the concept. 
Thee stimuli that were used in this experiment are shown in Figure 5.2. 

Inn the experiment, two of the four stimuli shown in Figure 5.2 were presented on a 
computerr screen. Subjects' task was to choose one of them and identify the intended 
concept.. Subjects were required to respond quickly. They received a financial 
rewardd for responding within the preset time. When subjects responded outside 
thee time limit , feedback was withheld at that trial, and one Dutch guilder was 
subtractedd from their financial rewards. At each trial, subjects were told whether 
thee chosen stimulus was correct or incorrect. To succeed, subjects needed to find 
outt which concept defined the correct stimuli. In this case, the set of concepts to 
choosee from is 'small', 'big', 'circle' or 'triangle'. Sixty two subjects participated in 
thee experiment, producing 62 sequences of responses scored as correct or incorrect. 
Subjectss were said to have identified the concept when the last ten responses were 
correct.. Once this condition was satisfied, the experiment was stopped. On average, 
subjectss needed 22.3 trials before they learned the concept. Usually, in such an easy 
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task,, less trials are needed to identify the correct concept. However, because of the 
timee pressure applied, subjects did not have much time to consider their best choice. 
Wee compare two candidate models of concept identification data, the all-or-none 
model,, and the win-stay/lose-shift model or concept identification model. To check 
whetherr other models may describe the data better, we also fitted unconstrained 
modelss and included those in the analysis. 

5-4-25-4-2 Model fits and constraints 

Thee all-or-none model has two states, whereas the concept identification model 
hass three states. Both models have a learned state, in which subjects are when 
theyy have mastered the task (Wickens, 1982). In this state, the probability of 
producingg a correct answer is one or close to one. In order to accommodate for 
thee possibility that subjects make an error, say due to a lapse of concentration, 
evenn though they have mastered the task, the probability of making an error in 
thee learned state is estimated instead of being set to zero. The all-or-none model 
supposess that learning is an all-or-none process: either subjects have mastered the 
conceptt or they have not. If they have not, the probability of producing a correct 
answerr is hypothesized to be 0.5, because there are two possible alternatives. This 
iss the guessing probability and the knowledge state that underlies this is called the 
guessingg state. In the fitted model, the guessing probability was estimated instead 
off  being fixed at 0.5. In Figure 5.3(a) this model is represented graphically. Once 
subjectss enter the learned state, they can not leave it, and hence the transition 
probabilityy an of remaining in the learned state is one. The probability of learning, 
a,a, of moving from the guessing state to the learned state, was estimated. In Markov 
modelingg this parameter is usually called the learning rate. 

Inn the win-stay/lose-shift model or concept identification model ('ci model' 
henceforth),, an extra assumption is introduced into the model. This assumption is 
thatt learning is an hypothesis testing process and that learning only occurs after 
ann error has been made (Wickens, 1982). Just as the all-or-none model, the ci 
modell  has a learned state, which represents the knowledge state of subjects who 
havee mastered the concept. In the learned state, the probability of making an 
errorr is zero or close to zero. In addition, there are a guessing state and an error 
state.. Subjects remain in the guessing state as long as they are producing correct 
answers,, but fail to identify the concept. They move to the error state, when they 
havee made an error. When in the error state, subjects choose a new hypothesis 
aboutt the concept to be learned, which is informed by their last error. The ci 
modell  is depicted in Figure 5.3(b). 

Thee parameters of the ci model are constrained in the following way. First, 
thee probability of guessing the correct hypothesis before the first trial is 0.5 times 
thee learning rate. Learning only occurs after an error. An error implies that only 
halff  of the possible hypotheses remain to be chosen from, since the other half is 
inconsistentt with the error just made. As a result, when the learning rate is a, 
thee initial probability of the learned state is a /2. This constraint is fitted in the 
followingg way. After each iteration in the EM algorithm, the optimal likelihood 
iss found by varying a and the parameters that systematically depend on it. The 
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Figuree 5.3: The all-or-none model and the win-stay/lose-shift model for concept 
identification n 

valuee of a that maximizes the likelihood is then entered into the next iteration of 
thee EM algorithm. It is important to note here that in this search, only a and 
thee parameters that depend on it vary. The parameters that depend on a are in 
thee same row of the transition matrix and the initial state probabilities. The other 
parameterss in the model remain fixed, which makes the search very fast to compute. 
Byy computing the likelihood profile of a, it is easily verified that indeed the ML 
estimatee is found (cf. section 5.3.4). 

Too be able to better evaluate the confirmatory model fits, several unconstrained 
modelss were fitted as well. A number of models with 2, 3, and 4 states were 
fitted.. Fitting was done using 100 sets of starting values for each n-state model. 
Inn Table 5.4, parameter estimates for all the models are presented, that is, the 
alll  or none model (all), the ci model (ci) and exploratory two- and three-state 
models,, denoted exp 2 and exp 3, respectively. In columns two to four the estimated 
parameterss are listed, A gives the transition matrix, pc is the probability for a 
correctt answer in each state and 7r are the initial state probabilities. 

Wee have left out the four-state explorative model because it does not fit any 
betterr than the exp 3 model. Table 5.4 shows that the all-or-none model and the 
unconstrainedd model (exp 2 in the table) are very similar. The exp 2 model clearly 
hass a learned state in which the probability of a correct answer is very high (0.948) 
andd a guessing state in which this probability is close to 0.5 (0.569). The exp 2 model 
hass only one additional free parameter which the all-or-none model does not have 
whichh is ai2, i.e., the transition from the learned state back to the guessing state. 
Inn fact, setting this parameter to zero and reestimating the other parameters results 
inn the all-or-none model. The likelihood ratio statistic for this model constraint is 
equall  to R = - 2 x (logLa„  - logLe ip2) = - 2 x (-669.574 + 667.685) = 3.778, df = 
l,pl,p = 0.0519. It follows that the parameter is not significant. As a consequence 
thee exp 2 model reduces to the all-or-none model. 

Thee exp 3 model, which is the result from exploratory fitting of three-state 
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Tablee 5.4: Models for concept identification: parameter estimates 
model l 

expp 2 

all l 

expp 3 

ci i 

Si Si 
ss2 2 
S3 S3 
Si i 
ss2 2 
S3 S3 

A A 
SiSi 0.985 0.015 
SS22 0.114 0.886 
Sii  1 0 
SS22 0.088 0.912 

1 1 
0.233 3 
0.034 4 

1 1 
0 0 

0.204 4 

0 0 
0.767 7 

0 0 
0 0 

0.5 5 
0.398 8 

0 0 
0 0 

0.966 6 
0 0 

0.5 5 
0.398 8 

Vc Vc 
0.948 8 
0.569 9 
0.957 7 
0.603 3 
0.940 0 
0.467 7 
0.626 6 
0.945 5 

1 1 
0 0 

7T T 

0 0 
1 1 
0 0 
1 1 
0 0 

0.753 3 
0.247 7 
0.102 2 
0.405 5 
0.493 3 

logL L 

-667.685 5 

-669.574 4 

-660.918 8 

-671.305 5 

models,, has clearly identifiable states. State 1 is the learned state with pc = 0.940. 
Thee other two states can both be interpreted as guessing states, but with a different 
learningg rate, i.e., a different transition probability to the learned state. States 2 
andd 3 are best interpreted as guessing states for two types of persons, slow learners 
andd fast learners. State 2 has a learning rate of 0.233, which is comparable to the 
cii  model, whereas state 3 has a learning rate of 0.034. It might be suspected that 
thiss latter parameter is non-significant. The likelihood ratio statistic associated with 
settingg the parameter to zero is 12.83 which makes the parameter highly significant. 
Also,, the interpretation for the resulting would be very different from the one given 
above:: instead of having a group of slow learners we would have a group of non-
learnerss represented by the disconnected state. Discussion of the ci-model is deferred 
untill  after presentation of the goodness-of-fit measures. 

Inn Table 5.5, the goodness-of-fit measures of these models are provided, except 
forr the exp 2 model, since it reduces to the all-or-none model. In Table 5.5, first the 
loglikelihoodd logL is given, then the BIC and the number of free parameters df that 
iss used in computing the BIC, the (bootstrapped) prediction errors Pe for 5-tuples, 
i.e.,, P  ̂ is the \ 2 statistic for observed and expected frequencies of sequences of five 
symbols,, df(Pe) is the theoretical number of d/'s for Pe, p is the p-value associated 
withh Pf and p(b) is the bootstrapped p-value associated with Pt. 

Tablee 5.5: Models for concept identification: goodness-of-fit measures 

model l 
all l 
expp 3 
ci i 

logL L 
-669.574 4 
-660.918 8 
-671.207 7 

BIC BIC 
1375.30 0 
1401.36 6 
1371.33 3 

df df 
5 5 
11 1 
4 4 

Pe(o) Pe(o) 
25.43 3 
27.81 1 
24.02 2 

df(Pdf(Pee) ) 
27 7 
21 1 
28 8 

P P 
0.55 5 
0.15 5 
0.68 8 

p(b) p(b) 
0.97 7 
0.97 7 
0.99 9 

Ass can be seen from the p~values associated with Pe, all three models are 
adequatee descriptions of the data. The current data set may not be large enough 
too bring out differences between these models. The bootstrapped p-values are close 
too one, which may indicate that the models are overfitted. To alleviate this, the 
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modelss can be further constrained. According to the BIC criterion, the ci model 
iss the best model for these data. As expected, the states of the model are clearly 
interpretable.. The probability correct in the learned state is comparable to the 
otherr models, pc = 0.945. The fact that it is not 1 can be explained by imprecision 
off  the subjects. The learning rate a — 0.204 is somewhat smaller than expected. 
Givenn a total of four possible hypotheses, after having made an error, the probability 
off  choosing the correct hypothesis should be 0.5. Alternatively, when the position 
off  the stimulus is also considered as a possible hypothesis, the total number of 
hypothesess becomes six and correspondingly a is hypothesized to be 0.33. The 
955 %- confidence interval of a is 0.165 < a < 0.267 and 0.33 is not in the interval. 
AA possible interpretation for this is that the hypothesis sampling procedure that 
subjectss engage in is not very efficient. This inefficiency may be due to the time 
pressuree imposed on subjects while performing the task. 

Wee tested the constraint that we imposed on a and the initial state probability 
forr the first state for significance with the likelihood ratio statistic. Fitting the 
modell  again without the constraint results in a loglikelihood of -670.569. Using the 
likelihoodd ratio statistic R, which equals 1.277 (df — 1, p = 0.258), we conclude 
thatt the constraint is warranted. 

5.4-35.4-3 Conclusion 

I tt can be seen from this example that using the HMM framework for estimating 
parameterss for well-known Markov models provides much flexibilit y in comparing 
modelss and in testing the significance of parameter values and constraints. It is 
thereforee much easier to test model assumptions that are provided by theoretical 
considerationss than it is when using standard estimation procedures such as the 
methodd of moments. Moreover, a single estimation program can be used for all 
thesee applications instead of the specialized programs such as those of Kingma and 
Reuvekampp (1987a,b). 

5.55 Implicit learning 

HMMss are equivalent to regular grammars. As such, they can be used for de-
scribingg data of several kinds of experiments, such as inductive learning, systems 
controll  and implicit learning experiments. In this section we focus on this latter 
kindd of experiment. In both systems control and implicit learning experiments, 
oftenn regular grammars are used to generate stimuli (see Hopcroft et al., 2001, 
forr an introduction to formal languages). The canonical representations of regular 
grammarss are finite state automata (FSA). In this section we wil l consider HMMs 
andd FSAs as representations of regular grammars. 

HMMss can be represented as FSAs, by shifting from an edge representation 
too a vertex representation, that is, instead of having labeled states, FSAs have 
labeledd arcs (see e.g. Lind and Marcus, 1995, for different representations of FSAs). 
Thee example data that we wil l present are from an implicit learning experiment in 
whichh an FSA is used to generate stimuli. In Figure 5.4 both an HMM and an FSA 
representationn of the same grammar are depicted. 
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(a)) Finite state automaton used to generate (b) H i d d en Markov representation of the same 
FSA A stringss for the experiment. ran.. 

Figuree 5.4: Finite state automaton and hidden Markov model for the same 
grammar.. In both figures the thickness of the arrows represents the probability 
off  going from one state to the next. The probabilities of arcs leaving a state 
summ to one. See the text for further details. 

Inn Figure 5.4(b) the grammar is represented as HMM. The generation of strings 
inn the HMM is very similar to the procedure with the FSA: starting from a particular 
state,, one of the arcs leaving that state is chosen and the letter in that state becomes 
aa symbol in the sequence. Again it can be seen that ADBC is a legal sequence as 
i tt is in the FSA, but BAC is not; none of the nodes with labels B, A and C 
aree connected in that particular order. This FSA is depicted in Figure 5.4(a). 
Sequencess are generated using this FSA by moving from state to state, starting in 
statee  1/7 until state # 1/7 is reached again. For example, the sequence ADBD 
iss a grammatical sequence that passes through states 1, 3, 4, 6 and 7. 

5.5.15.5.1 Experimental data 

Sequencee learning has become the paradigm of choice in studying implicit learning 
ass witnessed many recent papers using that paradigm (Jimenez and Mendez, 2001, 
1999;; Shanks and Johnstone, 1999; Seger, 1997; Shanks and Perruchet, In press). 
Typically,, in sequence learning, subjects are presented with a sequence of stimuli 
that,, unbeknownst to them, is manipulated such that the order is not random. 
Subjectss are required to reproduce the stimuli by typing a key that corresponds 
too the presented stimulus. Subjects' performance is measured by reaction times 
(RT).. The typical result is a larger decrease in RTs for subjects in the experimental 
conditionn than for subjects in the control condition where the sequence of stimuli 
iss random. From this result, we can conclude that subjects use knowledge of the 
sequentiall  structure to respond faster than subjects in the random condition. When 
asked,, subjects are usually not aware of the fact that the stimulus sequence is 
manipulated.. Hence, the knowledge that subjects have is said to be implicit. 

Ass an illustration, we use data from an experiment by Visser et al. (2002). In 
theirr experiment, there were four different stimuli and the sequence of stimuli that 
wee used was generated by the FSA in Figure 5.4(a). There were a total of 12000 
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trialss that were divided into 24 blocks of 500 trials each. Each block of 500 trials 
wass divided into runs of trials that subjects had to reproduce. Alternated with the 
standardd RT trials, subjects were presented with free generation trials. At those 
trials,, instead of reproducing the stimulus, subjects were required to guess where 
theyy thought the next stimulus would appear. In each block of 500 trials, there was 
ann average of 95 such trials, in runs from 3 to 7 trials. These are the data that we 
aree interested in here. Blocks 6, 12, 18 and 24 were blocks with randomly ordered 
stimulii  to provide a baseline for the RT analysis. Those blocks are not analyzed 
here. . 

Thee generation trials are seen as a direct expression of knowledge from the 
grammarr that subjects gained during the sequence learning experiment. It is 
thereforee interesting to compare this knowledge with the grammar in such a way 
thatt it is possible to quantify how much subjects have learned. This is accomplished 
byy fitting HMMs to the data generated by subjects and comparing these with the 
HMMM representation of the grammar. In this case, the similarity or dissimilarity 
betweenn models is of interest, which is quantified by a distance measure. 

5.5.25.5.2 Distance between models 

Comparingg fitted HMMs in general can be done by the model selection criteria 
thatt were described in section 5.2. Model selection criteria can be very helpful in 
selectingg the best model. However, in the case of implicit learning data, it would 
bee interesting to compare a fixed model, the grammar, with the fitted model and 
modell  criteria are not very helpful in this case. For comparing models in this sense, 
i.e.,, for determining the similarity or dissimilarity between models, Rabiner (1989) 
providess a distance measure. In the implicit learning experiment, we expect free 
generationn data to become more like the grammar as learning continues. Hence, 
wee expect the distance between fitted models and the grammar to decrease. The 
distancee measure for comparing models for this purpose, is computed as follows 
(Rabiner,, 1989, p. 281): 

D(X„D(X„  At) = ^ W i + M W ) , (5.5) 

wheree Ot,t = 1 . .. T is a sequence generated by the true model, that is, the gram-
mar,, T is the length of the sequence, log P(Ot\\t) is loglikelihood of the sequence Ot 

givenn the parameter values of the true model A( (i.e. the HMM representation of the 
grammar)) and logP(0(|A/) is loglikelihood of the sequence Ot given the parameter 
valuess of the fitted model A/. Note that we use the real values of the loglikelihood 
heree which are all negative. 

Thiss distance measure expresses how well the fitted model can describe data that 
aree generated from the grammar in comparison with how well the grammar itself 
doess so. The distance measure can be interpreted as the cross-entropy between the 
modelss (see e.g. Whittaker. 1990, for an introduction to entropy and information 
distancee measures). Cross-entropy or entropy in turn can be interpreted as a 
measuree of coding-efficiency. When, in comparison with another model, a model has 
aa lower entropy, this means that the latter model represents a more efficient coding 
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off  the data than the first model. Hence, positive values of D indicate that the fitted 
modell  Xf is less efficient in coding data from the true model Xt than the true model 
itselff  is (Lind and Marcus. 1995: Li and Vitanyi, 1997). Conversely, negative values 
off  D indicate that the fitted model represents a more efficient encoding of the data 
thann does the original model. 

Notee that this distance is not symmetric. It measures the distance from the 
truee model to the fitted model but not vice-versa. In general, it can be made to be 
symmetricc by computing (Rabiner. 1989): 

D.(»,>»)D.(»,>») =  D{XlM+
2
DlX* )kl) 

Thiss can only be done however, when the values logP(0;|Aj)for all combinations 
off  i.j = 1,2 exist. This is only the case when data produced by the one model can 
bee fitted by the other and vice versa. If for example, the model given by parameter 
valuess A2 allows a transition AB but Ai does not, then logP(02|Ai ) becomes —oo. 
Computingg a distance with this likelihood then is not possible. 

5.5.35.5.3 Fitting hidden Markov models to generation data 

Inn implicit learning, generation data are often analyzed by counting numbers of 
n-tupless that subjects generate. For example, triples of generated sequences are 
countedd and compared with a control group or control condition in which subjects 
weree presented with random sequences of stimuli (Shanks and Johnstone, 1999; 
Perruchett and Amorim, 1992). Alternatively, n-tuples may be compared with 
chancee levels of generating them (Cleeremans and McClelland, 1991). Using HMMs, 
analysiss of n-tuples is done simultaneously. That is, instead of analyzing pairs, 
triples,, quadruples, et cetera, separately, HMMs provide a way of finding a model 
thatt best describes all these n-tuples simultaneously. 

Thee goal of fitting HMMs on implicit learning data is to compare them with 
thee grammar that was used in the experiment. Hence, it is important that the 
distancee defined in (5.5) is computable. In computing this distance, we use a data 
sett generated by the grammar. For the distance to be computable, the likelihood 
off  this data set under the fitted model should exist. This is achieved by using the 
HMMM representation of the grammar as a starting point. When the fitted models 
containn all the state transitions that also occur in the grammar, the distance is 
surelyy computable. Because subjects do not only generate grammatical sequences, 
thiss model has to be adapted such that it can accommodate arbitrary sequences. 
Startingg with the transition probabilities from the grammar, this is achieved by 
settingg all other transitions to random values different from zero. The observation 
probabilitiess of the model remain fixed at the values from the grammar. In this 
way,, we ensure that the fitted models can generate grammatical sequences, while 
att the same time allow for arbitrary sequences of subjects to be modeled. 

Thee implicit learning data consist of sequences of trials generated by the sub-
jects.. The generation data from the subjects were pooled for each grammatical 
experimentall  block, resulting in a total of 20 data sets to be analyzed. Each of these 
dataa sets consists of 152 sequences of trials, varying in length from 3 to 7 symbols 
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resultingg in data sets of approximately 800 data points1. HMMs were fitted to these 
setss in the following way. We generated 300 sets of starting values for each data 
set,, according to the scheme described above. These models were optimized and 
thee A-BIC criterion was used to select the best model. In this case, the A-BIC is an 
appropriatee selection criterion because all the models have equal numbers of states 
andd hence equal numbers of freely estimated parameters. However, fitted models 
mayy differ in the numbers of parameters in the transition matrix that are estimated 
att zero. Hence these models are not nested and the likelihood ratio can not be 
usedd to select the best model. Using either AIC or BIC results in identical models 
ass using the likelihood ratio because all fitted models have equal numbers of freely 
estimatedd parameters. Hence, we used the A-BIC criterion for model selection. For 
thee resulting 20 models we computed their distance to the grammar. 

Thee distances decrease from 0.619 in the first experimental block to 0.371 in 
thee last block. A regression analysis of the distances with the block numbers as 
predictorr shows that the distances decrease significantly due to training (R2 = 
0.636,, p < 0.0001). Our goal here was to devise a method of quantifying how much 
knowledgee is expressed in a generation task of a sequence learning experiment. The 
distancee measure provided here does exactly that. For a complete description of 
thiss experiment, more elaborate analyses of the generation data, analyses of the 
RTT data and a discussion of the theoretical implications, see Visser et al. (2002). 
Thee distance measure provided in equation 5.5 can also be used more generally for 
comparingg similarity or dissimilarity between models. 

5.66 Summary and conclusion 

Markovv and latent or hidden Markov models have been popular in psychology for 
aa long time. They have proven to be very flexible models in describing all kinds of 
data,, mostly in the area of memory and learning (Wickens, 1982). In the 1980s, 
however,, there is a drop in the number of articles published on the subject. This may 
bee in part due to the lack of a comprehensive framework for estimating parameters 
off  such models. Hidden Markov models, and the associated maximum likelihood 
estimationn procedure, provide such a framework. However, latent or hidden variable 
modelss present extra challenges. Notably, model selection and the assessment of 
goodness-of-fit,, are notorious problems in fitting latent variable models. 

InIn section 5.3, we proposed and compared several candidate measures for model 
selection.. We found both AIC and BIC to work well in a simulation study. However, 
forr comparing larger models, we use an adjusted BIC, because in such models many 
parameterss tend to be estimated at zero. Hence, using the number of freely esti-
matedd parameters in computing the BIC overestimates the number of parameters 
thatt is used in computing the likelihood of a given data set. We also introduced 
andd compared two methods for fitting HMMs with equality constraints imposed 

1I nn our experience these data sets are about the size needed to get reliable parameter estimates, 
certainlyy in the case of explorative model fitting. With smaller data sets there is a real danger of 
selectingg models that have less states than the true model. In the setting described here, involving 
confirmatoryy model fits, data sets may be as small as 100 data points, however only at the cost of 
largee standard errors. 
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onn the observation parameters which to the best of our knowledge is novel in the 
contextt of fitting HMMs. We showed that the weighted average method is adequate 
andd can be used for general equality constraints, whereas the more laborious search 
methodd can be used for fitting HMMs with general linear constraints imposed on 
thee parameters. 

Inn two illustrative examples, we applied model selection criteria and likelihood 
ratioo testing of constraints. Moreover, we used the prediction error measure that we 
introduced,, in the concept identification example. In both examples we showed new 
wayss of analyzing data which provide insight into theoretical issues in the respective 
areass of investigation. 
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implici tt  sequenc e learnin g 

Testingg predictions by the simple recurrent network 

Abstract t 

Thee simple recurrent network model was used successfully by Cleeremans and McClel-
landd (1991) to describe implicit sequence learning. In the simple recurrent network, 
reactionn times are assumed to be inversely proportional to the activation value of the 
correspondingg node in the network. This activation can be interpreted as the level of 
anticipationn of the position of the next stimulus. Consequently, in a prediction task, 
thee prediction can also be derived directly from the activities of the output nodes of 
thee simple recurrent network. We investigate ability to predict subsequent stimuli 
andd reaction times in an implicit sequence learning experiment. In addition to mea-
suringg reaction times, we assess subjects' ability to predict the position of subsequent 
stimuli.. The simple recurrent network model does not predict a dissociation between 
predictionn and reaction times. Our results are in accordance with this. 

6.11 Sequence learning 

Althoughh implicit learning has been studied for over thir ty years start ing with 
(Reber,, 1967), detailed modeling of implici t learning behavior has only recently 
beenn undertaken. This modeling has been based mainly on the simple recurrent 
networkk (SRN) (Elman, 1990). Cleeremans and McClelland (1991) have used this 
networkk to model subjects reaction times (RT) in an implici t sequence learning 
experiment.. Dienes et al. (1999) have used a variant of the SRN to model transfer 
off  implici t knowledge. 

AA number of different paradigms have been developed for studying implici t 
learning.. One distinguishing characteristic of these paradigms is the way in which 
theyy establish the presence of implici t and/or explicit knowledge (see Jimenez 
ett al., 1996, for discussion). The aim of this chapter is to study and compare two 
measuress of implici t learning, namely reaction t imes (RT) and subjects' predictions 
off  upcoming stimuli. In implici t learning research the sequential implici t learning 
paradigm,, and the at tendant use of reaction t ime as the pr imary measure of per-
formance,, has become increasingly popular (see for example Nissen and Bullemer, 
1987;; Cleeremans and McClelland, 1991; Seger, 1997). In the present study we use 
ann augmented sequence learning paradigm which allows for online comparisons of 
reactionn times and predictions. 
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Inn sequence learning, sequences of stimuli are presented to subjects. Unknown to 
subjectss the sequences contain regularities that make them predictable. Regularity 
iss brought about by either using finite state grammars (Cleeremans and McClelland, 
1991;; Jimenez et al., 1996; Jimenez and Mendez, 2001) or short repeating sequences 
(Nissenn and Bullemer, 1987; Lewicki et a l, 1987; Perruchet and Amorim, 1992; 
Frenschh et al., 1994; Seger, 1997; Shanks and Johnstone, 1999). Responses are 
simplyy key presses on the keyword with a congruent mapping between stimulus and 
response.. The effect of learning is established by comparing RTs on predictable 
trials,, those trials that are generated say by a finite state grammar, with RTs on 
non-predictablee trials, that is, purely random trials. Typically, in exit interviews 
subjectss are unable to report the rules that were used to generate the sequence of 
stimuli.. This is taken to indicate that subjects are not aware of what they have 
learned. . 

Thee outline of the chapter is as follows. In the next section we will outline 
thee simple recurrent network model and derive predictions from it about RTs and 
predictionn ability of subjects. In section 6.3 several measures of implicit/explicit 
knowledgee are discussed as they are used in sequence learning experiments. In the 
nextt section our experiment and results is presented and in the final section the 
resultss are discussed. 

6.22 The simple recurrent network and sequence learning 

Inn the field of implicit learning, the work of Cleeremans and McClelland (1991) on 
thee SRN model is highly relevant. The architecture of the SRN that they used is 
duee to Elman (1990). The network, depicted in Figure 6.1, consists of three layers: 
input,, hidden and output nodes. In addition, the network has a context or recurrent 
layer. . 

Thee SRN is used as a model of implicit learning in the following way. Stimuli 
aree presented to the network at the input layer. Activation is propagated through 
thee network resulting in activations at the output nodes. The context units keep a 
copyy of the hidden unit activity that resulted from the presentation of the previous 
stimulus.. Hence the context units provide the network with a memory trace of 
thee previous stimuli. The SRN is trained using the backpropagation algorithm 
(Rummelhartt and McClelland, 1986). 

Cleeremanss and McClelland (1991) use the SRN to model RT performance of 
subjectss by assuming "that there is a linear reduction in RT proportional to the 
relativee strength of the unit corresponding to the correct response" (p. 244)1. As 
wee used a grammar with four letters (A, B, C and D) to generate our stimulus 
material,, the SRN in Figure 6.1 has four input and four output units labeled A, 
B,, C and D. The grammar and stimulus material are discussed in detail in the 
methodd section. The final step in using the SRN as a model of implicit learning 
iss the interpretation of the activities of the output units. The activities of the 

1Notee that by assuming this relationship between RT and the node corresponding to the correct 
unitt of the network, it is not possible for the network to predict an incorrect response. In practice 
thiss is not a problem since incorrect responses are very rare due to the simplicity of the task. 
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Figuree 6.1: Simple recurrent network. 

outputt units are normalized and then interpreted as relative probabilities of the 
nextt stimulus. The normalized activity of the correct output unit is thus used 
byy Cleeremans and McClelland (1991) as a measure of anticipation of the next 
stimuluss position. Hence, a large activity of the output node corresponding to the 
nextt stimulus results in a fast response. This anticipation in turn can also be used 
too make predictions of the upcoming stimulus location. The location corresponding 
too the output unit with the highest activity has the highest probability of being 
predicted.. This means that the SRN model predicts a negative relation between 
predictionn performance and RTs, with the RTs decreasing as prediction improves. 

Sincee Cleeremans and McClelland (1991) use the SRN to model implicit learning 
itt may seem strange to use the same model to model predictions. The prediction task 
iss generally taken to be a measure of explicit knowledge. Prediction and generation 
taskss have been used in this fashion since the introduction of the generation task 
byy Nissen and Bullemer (1987) and others after them (Cleeremans and McClelland, 
1991;; Jimenez et al., 1996; Perruchet and Amorim, 1992; Shanks and Johnstone, 
1999).. In our interpretation, the activation values of the output nodes of the 
networkk are anticipations or expectations about upcoming events. Subjects are not 
necessarilyy conscious or aware of anticipations and expectations of upcoming events. 
Inn the behaviorist literature it is shown that rats have expectations about upcoming 
eventss without our having to suppose that they are aware of these expectations 
(Rescorlaa and Wagner, 1972). In priming experiments similarly, people are not 
necessarilyy aware or conscious of their being primed for upcoming stimuli. 

Fromm the SRN model we can derive predictions about performance on a sequence 
learningg RT task which is alternated with prediction trials. The model predicts 
ann inverse relationship between RTs and correct predictions such that fast RTs 
correspondd to a high probability for making a correct prediction. Predictions and 
thee speed of reacting are both taken as measures of subjects' expectations. The 
pointt here is that, according to the SRN, we do not expect a dissociation between 
predictionss and RTs, whereas these measures are generally taken to represent differ-
entt kinds of knowledge and hence researchers have tried to find such dissociations 
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orr demonstrate their absence (Perruchet and Amorim, 1992; Shanks and Johnstone, 
1999).. Of course, this is not to say that subjects do not acquire explicit knowledge 
inn sequence learning experiments. In the next section we discuss in more detail 
differentt measures of implicit/explicit knowledge and dissociations and associations 
thatt are expected between these measures. 

6.33 Prediction, generation and reaction time 

Usingg the sequential implicit learning paradigm, Cleeremans and McClelland (1991) 
hadd their subjects respond to a sequence of stimuli generated by a probabilistic finite 
statee grammar, which we describe in some detail below. To determine the effects 
off  implicit learning, they measured reaction times, and found that these decreased 
ass subjects got more training. Similar studies have been done where a generation 
taskk is used to assess explicit knowledge: subjects are required to predict the next 
stimuluss at each trial instead of reproducing the stimulus as in the usual RT task 
(Nissenn and Bullemer, 1987). Still other researchers have used a free generation 
taskk to assess how much knowledge subjects have gained from the training phase 
(Perruchett and Amorim, 1992; Shanks and Johnstone, 1999). In free generation 
subjectss are required to produce a series of responses at will without feedback. 

Thee reason for using different measures is to gain insight into the nature of 
subjects'' knowledge in sequence learning experiments. The direct measures, pre-
dictionn and generation, but also verbal reports, are then taken as measures of 
explicitt knowledge and are contrasted with the indirect measure RT performance. 
AA dissociation between such measures is supposed to indicate that in fact different 
knowledgee bases are constructed during sequence learning. 

Certainlyy such dissociations between verbal reports and RT measures have been 
foundd in sequence learning and other implicit learning experiments . Usually sub-
jectss can not verbalize any knowledge of the sequence of stimuli that was presented 
too them (Cleeremans and McClelland, 1991; Reber, 1967, 1976). Dissociations, in 
sequencee learning, between generation, prediction and recognition tasks on the one 
hand,, and RTs on the other are disputed. It has been argued that verbal reporting 
iss not very sensitive in assessing subjects' explicit knowledge because subjects are 
reluctantt to report knowledge of which they are not very confident (Perruchet and 
Amorim,, 1992; Jimenez et al., 1996; Shanks and Johnstone, 1999). Therefore more 
sensitivee tests have been proposed such as generation and recognition tests. 

Perruchett and Amorim (1992) argue that the generation task, as it is usually ad-
ministeredd with feedback, likewise is not very sensitive to detect explicit knowledge. 
Givingg feedback on every trial makes the procedure difficult to compare with the 
normall  SRT situation where no feedback is given during a block of trials. Moreover, 
feedbackk may result in intentional learning during the task. Perruchet and Amorim 
(1992,, p. 787) therefore introduce the free generation test where no feedback is given 
att all and subjects are instructed to generate a series of trials "that looked like the 
seriess they saw in the preceding phases". 

Jimenezz et al. (1996) use a continuous generation task to test for explicit knowl-
edgee in a sequence learning paradigm. In continuous generation "the next stimulus 
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ass prescribed by the sequential structure is presented regardless of participants' 
predictionn responses" (Jimenez et al., 1996, p. 952). They use a probabilistic set 
off  rules, i.e. a finite state grammar, to generate their stimuli. This results in much 
moree complex stimulus material than in the typical sequence learning experiment, 
wheree a short repeating sequence is used (Shanks and Johnstone, 1999; Lewicki 
ett al., 1987, 1988; Perruchet and Amorim, 1992; Seger, 1997). 

Perruchett and Amorim (1992) did several experiments to establish the onset of 
thee availability of explicit knowledge by repeating their experiment with various 
lengthss of the training sequence. They used a free generation task to show that 
explicitt knowledge was available after only six repetitions of a ten trial sequence. 
Theirr free generation test, and recognition test and the continuous generation test 
ass used by Jimenez et al. (1996), however, share one disadvantage. They are 
administeredd at the end of the experiment only after sequence learning is finished. 
Itt is desirable to have an online test of explicit knowledge which can then be used 
too monitor the availability of explicit knowledge throughout the experiment. As far 
ass we know no such test has been used before in the literature on sequence learning. 
Heree we use such a test. 

Inn the present study, we use online cued prediction: RT trials are interspersed 
withh trials at which subjects have to predict the next stimulus. These trials are 
indicatedd by displaying question marks on the presentation screen. After such a 
predictionn trial the RT trials continue without feedback about the correctness of 
thee prediction. In online cued prediction the RT trials and the prediction trials 
aree very similar. Jimenez et al. (1996) emphasize the importance of this similarity 
too ensure the sensitivity of the test. There is no direct feedback on the prediction 
trials.. In the instruction we emphasize that at prediction trials subjects should just 
typee whatever key first comes to mind without pausing to think what it should be. 
Wee thereby ensure that the prediction trials have a minimal impact on the routine 
thatt subjects acquire when typing the responses to the RT trials. This procedure 
allowss for online comparisons between the indirect RT measure of learning and the 
directt prediction measure. This should also enable us to find dissociations between 
thesee measures, if this occurs, early on in the experiment. 

6.44 Experiment 

Too assess the relation between RTs and prediction of stimuli we carried out a 
sequencee learning experiment in which a series of RT trials was interspersed with 
predictionn trials. On the prediction trials subjects had to guess the location of 
thee next stimulus. Jimenez et al. (1996) propose a generation task where subjects, 
havingg been presented with a stimulus, are required to predict the next stimulus 
locationn at each trial. In contrast, we used a procedure where subjects have 
too predict just one item at a time, after which the sequence learning RT trials 
aree resumed. In so doing we ensure that the prediction trials have a minimal 
impactt on the routine that subjects acquire in reproducing the sequence. Another 
importantt difference between our procedure and other generation tasks (e.g. Nissen 
andd Bullemer, 1987), is that no feedback is given concerning the correctness of the 
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prediction.. Rather, after subjects have made their prediction, the next stimulus 
off  the sequence is presented with the same response-stimulus interval as between 
consecutivee RT trials. 

Inn the present experiment random sequences of trials are used to control for 
possiblee effects of motor training and to establish the effects of subjects' acquisition 
off  (implicit) knowledge of the grammar. We use a 2 x 10 within-subjects design. 
Twoo levels of grammaticality (grammatical and random) and ten levels of training 
practice.. The prediction of an inversely proportional relation between RTs and 
predictionn performance, as derived from the SRN, translates into three specific 
hypotheses.. The first concerns the standard implicit learning effect, which should 
resultt in an interaction effect of condition and level of practice on RTs: if (implicit) 
learningg occurs, RTs should decrease more on grammatical trials than on random 
trials.. The second hypothesis concerns the (implicit) learning effect for prediction 
performance,, which should result in an interaction effect of condition and level 
off  practice: over time, prediction should improve for the grammatical trials, but 
nott for the random trials. The third and most important hypothesis concerns the 
relationn between correct predictions and RTs: RTs should be faster on trials leading 
too correct predictions than on trials leading to incorrect predictions. 

6.4.16.4.1 Method 

Subjectss were given a four-choice serial RT task, consisting of a total of 5280 trials 
dividedd in 22 blocks of 240 trials each. The blocks were split into two sessions 
thatt were presented on two consecutive days. Unknown to subjects the sequence 
off  stimuli followed a pattern that was generated using the finite state grammar 
thatt is described below. Because of the rather complex structure of the sequences 
generatedd with such a grammar we used the rather large number of 5280 trials. 

Subjects Subjects 

Twenty-fourr subjects, undergraduates at the Department of Psychology of the 
Universityy of Amsterdam, participated in this experiment. They received either 
coursee credits or a fixed financial reward for their participation. In addition, they 
couldd earn financial bonuses for fast and accurate responding. 

DisplayDisplay for reaction time and prediction trials 

Theree were two types of trials: RT trials and prediction trials. On the RT trials 
subjectss were required merely to react to the current stimulus by pressing the 
appropriatee key (see Figure 6.2(a)). At prediction trials subjects were required to 
predictt the next stimulus by pressing the appropriate key (see Figure 6.2(b)). 

Thee alphabet of the grammar we used to generate stimuli has four letters. The 
letterss were translated into screen positions as shown in Figure 6.2(a). At each 
RTT trial an ' x' appeared in one of the quadrants of the computer display and the 
subjectss were required to press the corresponding key on the numerical keypad of 
thee keyboard. The keys 1, 2, 4 and 5 on the numerical keypad were used as the 
spatiall  configuration of the response keys is congruent with spatial configuration of 
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(a)) Computer display for the RT trials. 
Subjectss have to press the key corre-
spondingg to the quadrant of the screen 
wheree the X is shown. The letters in the 
top-leftt corner of the quadrants were not 
partt of the actual display. 

A A 

? ? 

D D 

? ? 

B B 

? ? 

C C 

? ? 

(b)) Computer display for the prediction 
trials.. Al l quadrants contain a question 
markk and subjects have to choose the 
quadrantt in which they expect the next 
stimuluss to appear and press the corre-
spondingg key. The letters in the top-left 
cornerr of the quadrants were not part of 
thee actual display. 

Figuree 6.2: Displays for RT and prediction trials. 

thee stimulus positions on the display. Subjects were instructed to hold their index 
fingerfinger over the middle of the four keys and press the appropriate key only with their 
indexx finger. 

Figuree 6.2(b) shows the display presented to subjects at prediction trials. In 
alll  four screen locations question marks were shown to indicate that the trial was 
aa prediction trial and subjects were supposed to choose one of the four positions. 
Subjectss were instructed to press any of the four keys at the prediction trials. In 
thee instruction they were told that on prediction trials they had to press the key 
thatt "seemed right to them" and that they "should not pause to think about what 
thee next stimulus should be but rather press the key that first comes to mind". 

Procedure Procedure 

Att the start of the experiment subjects were told that accuracy and speed were 
equallyy important. The experiment started with two small blocks of (twenty) trials 
too familiarize the subjects with the task. We did not record the responses to these 
trials. . 

Eachh of the 22 experimental blocks consisted of four subblocks in the following 
order:: 20 random RT trials, 100 grammatical RT trials, 100 grammatical prediction 
trialss and 20 random prediction trials. In the RT subblocks the subjects were 
requiredd only to reproduce the stimuli. In the prediction subblocks, RT trials were 
interspersedd with prediction trials. The response-stimulus interval was 300 ms. 

Thee random RT subblocks consist of 20 trials in which the only constraint on 
thee order of the stimuli was that no two consecutive stimuli were the same. This is 
standardd practice in the sequence learning paradigm because it prevents undesired 
speed-upp of responses due to priming effects (Nissen and Bullemer, 1987; Cleeremans 
andd McClelland, 1991; Perruchet and Amorim, 1992; Shanks and Johnstone, 1999). 
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Thee grammatical RT subblocks consisted of a series of one hundred grammatical 
trials.. The grammatical prediction subblocks consisted of a grammatical sequence of 
onee hundred trials interspersed with prediction trials. On average each grammatical 
predictionn subblock include 25.5 prediction trials, that is on average one in four 
trialss was a prediction trial. In the random prediction subblocks subjects were 
presentedd with 20 trials in random order (except for the fact that there were never 
twoo consecutive identical trials) interspersed with an average of 4.5 prediction trials. 

Too allow for a trial-by-trial comparison between prediction and reaction times, 
inn block 11 the series of trials in both the grammatical RT subblock and the 
grammaticall  prediction block was identical. In this way it is possible to compare 
directlyy the RT on a given trial with the prediction made on the same trial within one 
block.. In the last block, the order of the random and grammatical RT and prediction 
subblockss is reversed, first grammatical and then random, to check whether the 
orderr of the subblocks influences the responses. 

StimulusStimulus material 

Thee sequence of stimuli in the grammatical subblocks was generated from the finite 
statee grammar shown in Figure 6.3. Sequences are produced by this grammar in 
thee following manner. First start in state #1 and randomly choose (with equal 
probability)) one of the arcs leaving that state while noting the letter corresponding 
too the followed arc. This process is repeated in the next state by choosing a random 
arc.. Note that in some states there is only one arc leaving that state and hence 
thatt arc is chosen. The process ends when state #7 is reached and the process 
startss again in state #1 to create strings of unbounded length. For example, for 
thee grammatical prediction subblocks we generated a series of 100 trials from the 
grammarr and selected random positions in this series that became prediction trials. 

ExitExit interviews 

Afterr the experiment was completed all subjects were interviewed to assess whether 
subjectss had acquired any explicit knowledge of the grammatical sequence. The 
questionss were arranged to be increasingly specific. First they were asked about 
theirr thoughts on the purpose of the experiment. Second they were asked if they 
hadd anything to comment on the stimuli. Third they were asked whether they noted 
anythingg unusual in the sequence of the stimuli. Finally, after being told that there 
wass a certain pattern in the stimuli, subjects were asked whether they had noted 
anyy pattern and if so, they were asked if they could point out the pattern on the 
screenn or the keys. 

6.4.26.4.2 Results 

Thee data of one of the subjects were discarded, because the subject made too many 
errorss (over 50 %) in three consecutive blocks due to misplacing the index finger over 
thee numerical keypad. Comparison of the last two blocks revealed that the order 
off  the subblocks, random before grammatical or vice versa, did not significantly 
influencee reaction times. 
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Figuree 6.3: Finite state automaton used to generate strings for sequence 
learningg experiments. A string is formed by starting in state #1 and then 
randomlyy choosing one of the arcs leaving that state while noting the letter 
correspondingg to that arc. Continue stepping from state to state until the end 
statee #7 is reached; from there the process starts over again from state # 1. 

ReactionReaction time trials 

Thee first hypothesis states that RTs decrease more for the grammatical trials 
thann for the random trials. In order to test this hypothesis, RTs were averaged 
overr subjects and over two consecutive blocks. Grammatical RTs decreased from 
404.77 ms (sd = 35.8) at the beginning of the experiment to 342.6 ms (sd = 32.7) at 
thee end; random RTs decreased from 414.2 ms (sd = 43.2) to 370.3 ms (sd = 35.9). 
Meann RTs are displayed in Figure 6.4(a); bars around the means indicate standard 
errors.. A 2 x 10 repeated measures ANOVA with two within factors, blocks (10 
levelss of practice) x grammaticality (2 levels), indicated a significant interaction 
betweenn grammaticality and level of practice: as predicted, grammatical trial RTs 
decreasedd more over time than did random trial RTs, F(9,198) = 3.87; p < 0.001. 
Thee analysis also yielded significant main effects for orammaticalitv and block 
number:: grammatical trial RTs were significantly smaller than the random trial 
RTs,, F( l ,22) = 59.49;p < 0.001, and RTs became faster over blocks for both 
grammaticall  and random trials, F(3.78,198) = 25.75; p < 0.001 (with Greenhouse-
Geisserr correction for deviance from sphericity (Stevens, 1996)). 

PredictionPrediction trials 

Thee correctness of prediction trials was scored as follows: a trial was scored as 
correctt if the prediction made by the subject was identical to the actual successor 
inn the series of stimuli that we generated. Due to the probabilistic nature of the 
finitefinite state automaton used to generate the sequence of stimuli this means that in 
somee cases the prediction is scored as incorrect although it is in fact a legal successor 
too the preceding stimuli according to the grammar. This is necessary to be able to 
comparee percentages with the random blocks. The percentage of correct predictions 
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Figuree 6.4: Reaction times and predictions. 

inn grammatical subblocks increased from 36.0 % at the beginning to 52.2 % at the 
endd of the experiment. The corresponding percentages for the random predictions 
aree 30 and 34 %, respectively. The proportions of correct responses on predictions 
forr both random and grammatical subblocks are displayed in Figure 6.4(b); bars 
aroundd the means indicate standard errors. Note that the baseline for correct 
predictionss is 33 %. 

Thee second hypothesis states that prediction performance improves over time 
onn the grammatical trials, but not on the random trials. A significant interaction 
betweenn blocks (time) and grammaticality was found, F(7.9,198) = 2.25; p = 0.027, 
showingg that the grammatical predictions improved more over time than did the 
randomm predictions. More specifically, there was no change over time for the random 
triall  predictions when analyzed separately, F(l ,228) = 0.845; p = 0.359, as was to 
bee expected. 

PredictionPrediction and reaction time trials 

Too compare performance on prediction and RT trials directly, in block 11 subjects 
weree presented with an identical sequence of trials in the grammatical RT and 
predictionn subblocks. The mean RT on correctly predicted trials was 360.96 ms 
(sd=49.6)) and the mean RT on incorrectly predicted trials was 389.97 ms (sd=30.3). 
Ann ANOVA with one within factor (correct vs. incorrect) confirms that correct 
predictionss are associated with faster RTs, F ( l , 22) = 6.44; p = 0.019. 

TrialTrial  by trial analyses 

Too get a clearer picture of subjects' knowledge we carried out further analyses on 
bothh the RT and prediction data. We wanted to test whether subjects acquire a 
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Figuree 6.5: Proportion explained variance of RTs by frequencies. 

betterr anticipation of the upcoming stimulus due to learning. To do so, subjects 
wouldd have to encode the current state of the finite automaton (Jimenez et al., 
1996).. However, information about paths leading to a certain state suffices and 
hencee we use this for further analyses. We focus on paths of length three since most 
off  those paths determine the state of the grammar unambiguously. 

Firstt we computed the frequencies of all paths of length one to three from 
thee series of stimuli presented to subjects. This includes both the grammatical and 
randomm subblocks. Second, for all paths of length three, from the data we computed 
thee mean RT on the last stimulus of each path. For example, from the RT data 
wee compute the mean RT for an A after AB, a C after AB and a D after AB. In 
factt only a C after AB is grammatical but from the random subblocks the other 
combinationss are available as well. In the random subblocks a C after AB can also 
occur,, albeit less frequently than in the grammatical subblocks, and so these RTs 
aree also used in the analysis. Third, from the data we computed the conditional 
proportionn of predicting each stimulus given the preceding two stimuli. We did 
thiss for both grammatical and non-grammatical continuations. For example, we 
countedd the number of times subjects predicted an A after AB, a C after AB and a 
DD after AB and we then normalized these for each context, AB in this case. Both 
thee prediction and RT data were pooled over 4 consecutive experimental blocks. 
Restrictingg this computation to single experimental blocks would result in many 
emptyy cells because not all paths of length three necessarily occur in each prediction 
subblock.. Finally we carried out multiple regression (stepwise backward) analyses 
too determine which frequencies, that is of single symbols, pairs or triples, were the 
bestt predictors of the differences in both the RTs and predictions. In Figure 6.5 the 
resultss of these analyses are plotted for the RT data. A session refers to aggregate 
dataa of four experimental blocks. 

Ass can be seen in Figure 6.5 the proportion explained variance clearly increases 
withh practice. Note that only the single symbol and pair frequencies entered into 
thee analyses for sessions 1 to 4, indicating that subjects were basing their responses 
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Figuree 6.6: Proportion explained variance of predictions by frequencies. 

onlyy on a single previous stimulus. Also plotted in Figure 6.5 are the coefficients 
thatt in the regression analyses of the single and pair frequencies. At sessions one 
throughh four the partial correlation from the triple frequencies with the RTs are 
plotted.. At session five the coefficient from the regression analysis is plotted. The 
singlee frequencies become worse predictors over sessions whereas the pair and triple 
frequenciess become better predictors as learning continues. An exception to this is 
sessionn five, where the coefficient of the pair frequencies is smaller than in the first 
fourr sessions. This is due to the fact that in session five the triple frequencies are 
includedd in the analysis and the correlation between triple and pair frequencies is 
highh (0.621, p < 0.0001). At session five also the triple frequencies are included 
thee analysis indicating that at that point subjects based their responses on two 
precedingg stimuli. 

Inn Figure 6.6 a similar plot is shown for the proportion explained variance of the 
predictionn data. Only the single symbol and pair frequencies are included in the 
analysess at all points; that is, the triple frequencies were at no point a significant 
predictorr of subjects' predictions in the multiple regression analyses. This may 
bee partly due to the fact that the correlation between pair frequencies and triple 
frequenciess is high. Note that there is no clear pattern in the total proportion 
explainedd variance as was the case with the RTs. To get a clearer picture of the 
individuall  influences of the single symbol and pair frequencies, we also plotted the 
regressionn coefficients of single symbol and pair frequencies in Figure 6.6 . As 
cann be seen, the coefficient of the single symbol frequencies decreases whereas 
thee coefficient of the pair frequencies increases. This indicates that, as learning 
continues,, subjects base their predictions on pairs rather than on single symbol 
frequencies.. Incidentally, this explains why prediction ability increases during 
training.. For the triple frequencies separate simple regression analyses were done 
andd the regression coefficients are also shown in Figure 6.6. Al l five regressions 
forr triple frequencies were significant and the coefficients are clearly increasing in 
magnitude. . 

.7 7 

-66 -

.55 -

.4 4 

.3 3 
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Figuree 6.7: Path diagram of relationships between frequencies, predictions and 
RTs.. Pr denotes proportion predictions, RT denotes reaction times and Fl 
throughh F3 are the single, pair and triple frequencies respectively. The other 
estimatedd variables in the model are * i 2 , ^13 and *23 which are the covariances 
betweenn the frequencies; (p is the residual variance of Pr, £r is the residual 
variancee of Rt and finally sp is the measurement error of Pr. 

Too investigate the role of anticipation in sequence learning we performed another 
regressionn analysis on the prediction and RT data together. In Figure 6.7 the 
pathdiagramm of the model is shown. If subjects learn on the basis of frequencies, 
thosee frequencies determine their expectations about upcoming stimuli. Those 
expectationss in turn determine whether subjects are able to respond fast in case of 
ann RT trial. 

Usingg LISREL (Jöreskog and Sörbom, 1999) we fitted five models on the aggre-
gatee data of four experimental blocks each as with the regression analyses above. 
Wee used the correlation matrix of the frequencies, the prediction data and the 
RTT data, that is, a 5 x 5 correlation matrix in each model fit. In the model, we 
allowedd measurement error for the predictions, ep in Figure 6.7, since the prediction 
proportionss are all based on small numbers of actual predictions made, making those 
dataa quite unreliable. 

Inn Table 6.1 the estimated values are presented of the model parameters that 
aree relevant to our hypotheses. First in Table 6.1 the four (standardized) regression 
coefficientss are reported; i*2-Pr, for example, denotes the regression coefficient with 
thee pair frequencies as predictor and the predicted proportion of a stimulus as 
dependentt variable. The Pr-RT parameter is the regression coefficient from Pr to 
RT.. In the next three columns of Table 6.1 the \ 2 values are given along with the 
degreess of freedom and the associated p-values. In the final column the squared 
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Tablee 6.1: Parameter estimates for regression models of prediction and RT 
dataa combined. 

session n 

1 1 
2 2 
3 3 
4a a 
4b b 
5 5 

F3-Prr F2-Pr Fi-Pr 

0.000 .34 .82 
0.000 .41 .70 
0.000 .49 .66 
0.000 .58 .56 
.188 .47 .56 
.266 .41 .57 

Pr-RT T 

-.80 0 
-.91 1 
-.92 2 
-.95 5 
-.95 5 
-.94 4 

xx2 2 

1.75 5 
2.39 9 
1.39 9 
5.75 5 
1.96 6 
.74 4 

df df 
4 4 
3 3 
3 3 
3 3 
2 2 
2 2 

P P 
.78 8 
.49 9 
.71 1 
.12 2 
.38 8 
.69 9 

RR22 for RT 

.64 4 

.84 4 

.85 5 

.91 1 

.90 0 

.87 7 

multiplee correlation of RT is given, which is similar to the R2 in regression analysis. 
Al ll  models fit the data well. In the models for sessions one to three, the regression 

coefficientss from triple frequencies to Pr turned out to be not significant and hence 
weree set to zero. For session four we included two models in Table 6.1. In the 
secondd model, referred to as 4b in Table 6.1, all the regression weights are included. 
Settingg the regression weight F3-Pr to zero in model 4b results in model 4a. A \ 2 

differencee test shows that this regression weight is marginally significant, \2 — 3.79 
withh df = 1, p = 0.052. That is, the fit  of model 4b with the regression weight 
iss marginally better than the fit of model 4a which does not have the regression 
weight. . 

Ass can be seen in Table 6.1 this pattern of results corroborates the other 
regressionn analyses. The influence of the single symbol frequencies remains sig-
nificantt throughout the five sessions, but diminishes while the influence of the pair 
frequenciess and finally the triple frequencies in session four and five increases. For 
alll  five sessions the predictions turn out to be very good predictors for the RTs with 
regressionss over 0.90 except for the first session. 

ExitExit interviews 

Firstt subjects were asked about their thoughts on the purpose of the experiment. Six 
off  the 24 subjects mentioned things like 'trying to fathom the system' and 'learning 
aboutt the system'. When asked whether subjects noticed anything particular in the 
sequencee of stimuli, some of them felt there some 'regularity' in the sequence, but 
nonee of them could specify this. On this and the subsequent question whether they 
hadd noted any pattern in the stimuli, three subjects mentioned a combination of two 
screenn positions that according to them occurred rather frequently. In all three cases 
thiss turned out to be the positions that, in their condition, corresponded with AB, 
thatt is, the loop between the two top right nodes in Figure 6.3. This combination 
indeedd occurs frequently but is by no means the most frequently occurring pair of 
stimuli.. For example, DB occurs almost twice as frequently. In view of this it is 
hardd to imagine that this pair of stimuli is solely responsible for the speed-up in 
RTss and the increasing probability of making correct predictions. 
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6.55 Discussion 

Inn sequence learning both RTs and predictions have been used as a measure of 
performance.. The results of this experiment show that, when measured simulta-
neously,, it is possible to relate directly improvement in prediction performance to 
improvementt in RT performance. The comparison shows that, as expected, fast 
RTss are indicative of the subjects' level of anticipation of the next trial. The level 
off  anticipation also results in differences in prediction performance. This study also 
showss that prediction is possible in a fairly complex rule system that can not be 
verbalizedd by subjects. 

Thee results show that learning occurs: subjects give faster responses on gram-
maticall  trials than on random trials, and this effect becomes larger as learning 
continues.. Secondly, subjects gradually get better at predicting subsequent stim-
uli.. Thirdly, as expected, smaller RTs correspond with a better prediction of the 
subsequentt stimulus. This can be seen from the significant correspondence between 
fastt RTs and prediction ability in block 11. The close correspondence between 
predictionn ability and RTs is even more pronounced in the regression models where 
itt can be seen that the regression coefficients in the regression of RT on Pr are all 
veryy high. Only at the start of learning, in the first four blocks, is the regression 
coefficientt below 0.90. 

Thesee results are in line with our expectations as derived from the SRN model, 
whichh does not predict a dissociation between these measures. The SRN successfully 
describess subjects1 growing sensitivity to dependencies between successive stimuli. 
Subjectss first grow sensitive to first order frequencies, then to pair frequencies, 
thenn to triple frequencies. The regression analyses confirm this. The success of 
thee SRN model is due to its ability to capture the 'statistical constraints' inherent 
inn the sequence of stimuli (Cleeremans and Jimenez, 1998). The SRN model is 
usedd explicitly as a model of implicit learning and as such has been used successful 
(Cleeremanss and McClelland, 1991; Cleeremans and Jimenez, 1998). As we have 
shownn the SRN can also be used to explain prediction ability of subjects in the same 
experimentall  setting as is frequently used in sequence learning. It would therefore 
bee strange to interpret the SRN as a model of explicit knowledge in this case. 

Inn our interpretation, anticipation of the next stimulus determines both predic-
tionn ability and RTs. Since prediction ability is a direct measure of anticipation 
wee used prediction ability as such in the regression model. Anticipation in turn is 
usedd as a predictor of RTs. All the models fitted the data very well. These findings 
supportt the interpretation that implicit learning is based on a growing sensitivity 
too the previous stimuli and their predictive value for the upcoming stimulus. 

Thiss still leaves room for the interpretation that both the increasing prediction 
abilityy and the faster RTs result from subjects' gaining explicit knowledge instead 
off  implicit knowledge. However, the strong association between these measures 
andd the equally strong dissociation between these measures and subjects' ability to 
verbalizee their knowledge suggest that implicit learning has taken place. At least it 
pointss to the fact that in sequence learning, a single knowledge base is formed (see 
alsoo Perruchet and Amorim, 1992; Shanks and Johnstone, 1999). 
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77 Association s and dissociation s 
betwee nn direc t and indirec t 

measure ss of sequenc e learnin g 

Abstract t 

Thee (free) generation task in sequence learning is usually administered at the end of 
thee learning phase. In the current experiment an online version of the free generation 
taskk is used that allows comparison of free generation performance and reaction time 
performancee throughout the experiment. Hidden Markov models are used to analyze 
freee generation data so as to provide detailed information about subjects' knowledge 
off  grammatical rules in sequence learning. The results show a close correspondence 
betweenn reaction time performance and free generation performance implying the 
existencee of a common knowledge base for improvement on both measures. How-
ever,, generation performance continues to improve after the reaction times cease to 
decrease.. Verbal reports show that subjects have conscious knowledge of parts of 
thee grammar underlying the sequence of stimuli. Using hidden Markov models it 
iss possible to quantitatively compare verbally reported knowledge with knowledge 
expressedd in the generation data. Anticipatory responses were analyzed and they 
weree found to correspond closely with generation performance. 

7.11 Introduction 

Sequencee learning has become the paradigm of choice in studying implici t learning. 
I tt has been used by many researchers in the last 15 years (Nissen and Bullemer, 
1987;; Lewicki et al., 1987, 1988; Cleeremans and McClelland, 1991; Perruchet and 
Amorim,, 1992; Frensch et al., 1994; Jimenez et al., 1996; Seger, 1997; Shanks and 
Johnstone,, 1999; Jimenez and Mendez, 2001). In sequence learning, subjects are 
presentedd with a sequence of stimuli that is, unbeknownst to them, manipulated 
suchh that the order of presentation is not random. Subjects' task is simply to 
reproducee the stimulus, i.e. they type a unique key for each different st imulus. 
Thee behavioral effect of this manipulat ion is a decrease in reaction times (RT) as 
comparedd to a control condition in which the order of the stimuli is random. 

Inn order to gain better insight into the kind of knowledge that is formed during 
sequencee learning, a number of addit ional tasks and tests have been proposed and 
used.. Reber (1967) uses verbal reports to assess subjects' awareness of the structure 
off  the presented sequences. Since subjects failed to express any knowledge about 
thee presented material, Reber concluded that the learning process and the result ing 
knowledgee are implici t or unconscious. Later researchers argue that verbal reports 
aree not sensitive enough to bring out explicit knowledge (Perruchet and Amorim, 
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1992;; Jimenez et al., 1996; Shanks and Johnstone, 1999) and hence propose other 
tests.. Among these are the recognition and generation tasks. In the generation 
task,, instead of having to reproduce the current stimulus, subjects are asked to 
predictt the next stimulus. Nissen and Bullemer (1987) require their subjects to 
guesss the next stimulus at each trial and subjects continue guessing until they 
guesss the correct stimulus. Using this generation task, Cleeremans and McClelland 
(1991)) found that subjects score above chance level, but only slightly so. In their 
experiment,, they did not compare generation and RT performance directly so that 
itt is impossible to conclude whether there is either a dissociation or association 
betweenn these measures. The present chapter has two aims. The first aim is to 
designn an experiment that makes it possible to compare generation performance and 
RTT performance throughout the experiment. Second, to introduce a new method of 
analyzingg generation data that allows for quantification of the amount of knowledge 
expressedd in generation data. The same method is used to analyze knowledge 
expressedd in verbal reports. 

7.1.17.1.1 The generation task and explicit knowledge 

Thee generation task has a number of problems and shortcomings. First, generation 
taskss have hitherto been administered only after the learning phase was completed 
(cf.. Perruchet and Amorim, 1992; Cleeremans and McClelland, 1991; Jimenez et al., 
1996;; Nissen and Bullemer, 1987). A disadvantage of this is that there is no means 
off  assessing sequence knowledge in the early phases of training. Second, in the 
generationn task, subjects are, at least sometimes, made aware of the fact that there 
iss a regularity in the sequences, which they saw during the RT task, and are then 
askedd to reproduce it. In the experiment by Nissen and Bullemer (1987) subjects 
aree told that the accuracy of their responses is more important than the speed of 
responding.. As a result of such instructions, subjects may adopt a different strategy 
inn responding to the task as compared to the RT task. Also, memory requirements 
aree different in the generation task as compared to the RT task. The memory of 
previouss stimuli has to be used to make correct predictions, but it is disrupted by 
feedbackk and incorrect responses (see Shanks and Perruchet, In press, for a similar 
discussion). . 

Perruchett and Amorim (1992) introduced the free generation task in which 
subjectss are instructed to generate a sequence of trials that resembles the sequence 
thatt they are trained on before. Using this procedure, they find a close corre-
spondencee between free generation performance and improvement in RT as support 
forr "the assumption that there is common knowledge base for RT improvement 
andd introspective knowledge" (Perruchet and Amorim, 1992, p. 789). Using a ten 
triall  repeating sequence, they find that substantial explicit knowledge is present 
afterr only 200 trials. In this free generation task, the problems associated with 
feedbackk and memory requirements are avoided. However, Perruchet and Amorim 
(1992)) administer the task only after the learning phase, so that a comparison of 
RTT performance and generation is only possible at the end of the learning phase. 

Inn the present study a novel version of the free generation task is introduced, 
whichh is administered online. Subjects are required to generate short sequences of 
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trialss which are alternated with sequences of RT trials. No feedback is provided 
onn the generation trials. Hence, this setup provides detailed information about the 
acquisitionn of sequence knowledge. Also, the acquisition process and associations 
andd dissociations between generation performance and RT performance can be 
studiedd online. In several studies large associations have been found between 
generationn performance and RT performance (Perruchet and Amorim, 1992; Shanks 
andd Johnstone, 1999). These authors have argued that such associations should be 
viewedd as evidence for the hypothesis that sequence knowledge is in fact explicit 
knowledge.. In the next section, we argue that the standard model for implicit 
learning,, the simple recurrent network model, predicts perfect associations between 
RTT performance and generation performance without invoking a notion of explicit 
knowledge. . 

7.1.27.1.2 The simple recurrent network 

Cleeremanss and McClelland (1991) showed that the simple recurrent network (SRN) 
cann model RT performance very well in a sequence learning experiment. In order to 
derivee RTs from the trained network, they assumed that RTs were inversely related 
too the activities of the output units. When provided with a sequence of stimuli, 
thee network is trained to predict the next stimulus. The activities of the output 
unitss are normalized and interpreted as a probability distribution over the symbols 
fromm the stimulus sequence. The inverted probabilities were used as predictors in a 
regressionn analysis. They were shown to explain about 80 % of the variance in the 
RTss (Cleeremans and McClelland, 1991). 

Visserr et al. (2001b) argued that one can also predict generation performance 
fromm the simple recurrent network. From the probability distribution of the next 
stimulus,, which is generated by the SRN, a prediction of the next stimulus can be 
derivedd by randomly choosing one of the stimuli according to the distribution. As 
aa consequence, RT performance and generation performance should be inversely 
related.. Visser et al. (2001b) show that this is indeed the case for single predicted 
stimuli.. In a regression analysis, prediction responses accounted for 95 % of the vari-
ancee in RTs. Similarly, for series of free generation trials, such as those gathered in 
thiss study, high correlations are expected between generation and RT performance 
onn the basis of the simple recurrent network. 

Anotherr novel aspect of this study concerns the analysis of free generation data. 
Hiddenn Markov models are introduced here as a means of directly comparing the 
ruless that underly the sequence of stimuli presented to subjects and the gener-
atedd sequences. Before presenting the experiment, a concise description of hidden 
Markovv models is provided. 

7.22 Generation data and hidden Markov models 

Thee analysis of generation and free generation data can be done in several ways. 
Nissenn and Bullemer (1987) compute the percentage correct for single generation 
trialss and compare this with chance level (see also Cleeremans and McClelland, 1991; 
Jimenezz et al., 1996). Perruchet and Amorim (1992) compare triples of generated 
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sequencess between a group that is trained on structured stimuli and a group that 
iss trained on random sequences. Another possibility is to compare the number 
off  generated triples of the presented sequence and of a transfer sequence (Shanks 
andd Johnstone, 1999). In many studies on implicit learning, finite state automata 
(FSA)) are used to generate sequences of stimuli (Reber, 1967, 1976; Cleeremans 
andd McClelland, 1991; Jimenez et ah, 1996; Seger, 1997; Jimenez and Mendez, 
1999,, 2001). Hence, it would be interesting to know in such experiments how much 
off  the FSA subjects have learnt during the experiment. In none of these papers 
thatt use FSAs, subjects' performance on generation tasks is compared directly to 
thee grammar. Mostly, generation data are compared with chance level or with a 
controll  group. Using hidden Markov models (HMM) it is possible to compare in 
detaill  subjects' knowledge expressed in the free generation task and the structure 
off  the grammar. Instead of analyzing pairs and triples of symbols separately, using 
HMMs,, pairs, triples, quadruples, et cetera, are analyzed simultaneously, resulting 
inn a model of subjects' knowledge that can be compared quantitatively with the 
FSAA that is used to generate the stimuli. 

HMM ss can be described in two important ways, first, as Markov models with 
aa probabilistic response function, and second, as stochastic finite state automata. 
Thiss latter way of representing HMMs is important when applying them to sequence 
learningg (for an introduction to HMMs see Rabiner, 1989). We first describe HMMs 
inn the formal manner in which they are derived from Markov models and then 
comparee them to finite state automata. 

7.2.17.2.1 Markov and hidden Markov models 

HMM ss consist of a number of states Si, i = 1 n with probabilities P(Si|52). 
denotedd here as a,ij,i,j = 1 , . .. , n, governing transitions between states. The states 
andd the transition matrix A = {a^}  together form a Markov chain (see Wickens, 
1982,, for an overview of the use of Markov models in psychology). Markov chains 
havee been applied in many areas including recall and recognition (Kintsch and 
Morris.. 1965), paired associate learning (Nicolson. 1982) and conservation learning 
(Brainerd,, 1979). In HMMs, the observations are categorical. They are denoted 
heree as 03, j — 1, .. . , m. Such observations are also called observation symbols or 
responses.. In the present study, the observation symbols of the HMMs to be fitted 
aree the responses generated by subjects in the free generation task. The states and 
observationn symbols are linked by observation probabilities, alternatively called a 
responsee function, bl3,i = 1 . . .. , n, j = 1 , . .. , m. The parameter bij represents 
thee probability of observing symbol Oj in state Si. In a normal Markov model, 
thatt is not hidden or latent, the matrix B is the identity matrix. In that case, 
theree are as many observation symbols as states and each observation symbol is 
coupledd uniquely with a state. If there is no unique mapping from observation 
symbolss to states, an observation symbol does not uniquely identify the state of the 
Markovv process, hence the state is hidden or latent. In addition there are initial 
statee probabilities 7Tj, that represent the probability of starting in state Si. All 
parameterss together are denoted by A = (A, B, n). 
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(a)) Finite state automaton used to generate (b) H i d d e n Markov representation of the same 
FSA A stringss for the experiment. 

Figuree 7.1: Finite state automaton and hidden Markov model for the same 
grammar.. In both figures the thickness of the arrows represents the probability 
off  going from one state to the next where the probabilities of arcs leaving a 
statee sum to one. See the text for further details. 

Rabinerr (1989) describes a version of the EM algorithm for optimization of the 
parameterr matrices A and B and initial state vector IT given an observed sequence of 
responsess Ot, t— 1 , . .. , T or multiple sequences 0\ ,tk = 1 , . .. , Xfc, k = 1 , . .. , P 
withh P the number of sequences. In the analysis of generation data the sequences 
aree the responses of different subjects on the generation trials of the experiment. 

7.2.27.2.2 Finite state automata and hidden Markov models 

Inn the present experiment an FSA is used to generate stimuli for sequence learning. 
Thiss FSA is depicted in Figure 7.1(a). Sequences are generated using this FSA by 
movingg from state to state, starting and eventually terminating in state # 1 / 7. For 
example,, the sequence ADBD is a grammatical sequence that passes through states 
1,, 3, 4, 6 and 7. 

Finitee state automata can also be represented as HMMs (by shifting from a 
vertexx representation to an edge representation, that is, instead of having labeled 
arcs,, HMMs have labeled states (see e.g. Lind and Marcus, 1995, for different 
representationss of FSAs)). In Figure 7.1(b) the grammar is represented as hidden 
Markovv model. The generation of strings in the HMM is very similar to the 
generationn procedure in FSAs: starting in a given state, which provides the first 
letter,, one leaves the state via one the present arcs to arrive at the next state, 
whichh provides the next letter, et cetera. Again it can be seen that ADBC is a legal 
sequencee as it is in the FSA, but BAC is not; there is no sequence of nodes with 
thee labels B, A and C that are connected in that particular order. 

Inn order to classify free generation data, HMMs are used in the following way. 
HMMss are fitted to sequences of responses generated by subjects. This can be 
donee using the sequences of individual subjects, or using generation data from all 
subjects.. This results in a model of a grammar that a subject, or a group of subjects, 
hass learned. The fitted model is then compared to the HMM representation of 
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thee grammar which is used to generate the stimuli. This is done by computing 
aa distance measure between the true grammar and the learned grammar. This 
distancee measure, which is formally defined in the results section, indicates how 
muchh of the grammar has been learned. If sequence learning has an effect on 
subjects'' ability to generate grammatical sequences, the distance between the fitted 
HMM ss and the grammar is expected to decrease. The simple recurrent network 
forr sequence learning predicts that the decrease in distance is expected to correlate 
highlyy with the decrease in RTs as argued in the introduction. 

7.33 Experiment 

Too assess the relation between free generation and RT performance a sequence 
learningg experiment is carried out, in which series of RT trials are alternated with 
seriess of free generation trials. The goal of the experiment is to have concurrent 
repeatedd measurements of free generation performance and RT performance such 
thatt these can be compared in each phase of the experiment. 

7.3.17.3.1 Method 

Subjectss were given a 4-choice reaction time and free generation task consisting of a 
totall  of 12000 trials. Trials were administered in four sessions of approximately one 
hourr each; subjects did two sessions a day on two consecutive days. On each day, 
subjectss had a break of 15 minutes in between sessions. Each session comprised 6 
blockss of 500 trials. After each block there was a break of two minutes. At the end 
off  each block subjects' performance and financial rewards were presented on the 
computerr screen. 

Subjects Subjects 

Subjectss were 8 undergraduate psychology students from the University of Ams-
terdam.. They were given course credits for their participation in the experiment. 
Subjectss also received financial rewards for fast and accurate responding. There 
wass no financial reward for generation performance. The maximum reward was 
aboutt 50 Dutch guilders (about 20 US dollars) for participation in the experiment. 

ProcedureProcedure and stimulus material 

Theree were four experimental sessions comprised of six blocks of 500 trials each. Of 
thee 500 trials in each block, about 95 were free generation trials, the others were 
RTT trials. Each 6th block consisted of random order trials, the others consisted of 
grammaticall  trials. The sequence of trials for the grammatical blocks was produced 
byy generating a sequence of 500 symbols from the grammar in figure 7.1(a). The 
sequencess were produced by this grammar in the following manner. The generation 
processs starts in state #1 /7, then an arc departing that state is selected randomly 
andd the letter corresponding to that arc is noted. This process is repeated in the 
nextt state, et cetera. Note that in some states there is only one arc leaving that 
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statee so that that arc is necessarily taken when moving to the next state. For the 
grammaticall  blocks, sequences of 500 trials were generated from the grammar and 
thenn split into runs of RT trials and free generation trials according to the following 
scheme.. The sequences were split into alternating subsequences of different lengths. 

Eachh block consisted of consecutive runs of RT trials of length 17 to 23, alter-
natedd with runs of free generation trials of length 3 to 7. That is, runs of generation 
trialss had a mean length of 5 trials. There were 19 such runs, resulting in a mean 
numberr of 95 generation trials per block. Each block began and ended with a run 
off  RT trials, resulting in a total of 20 runs of RT trials. The sequence of trials in the 
lastt block of each session was random (not generated by the grammar). To ensure 
thatt grammatical blocks and random blocks were as comparable as possible, the 
randomm blocks also included runs of free generation trials alternated with runs of RT 
trials.. The only constraint in the random series was that there were no repetitions 
off  identical stimuli, as is common in sequence learning experiments (Cleeremans 
andd McClelland, 1991; Nissen and Bullemer, 1987). This last random block of each 
sessionn is used as a control in the assessment of the decrease in RTs. That is, 
thee decrease of RTs is partially due to non-specific training at the task. In the 
grammaticall  sequences, an additional decrease of RTs is expected due to subjects1 

growingg sensitivity to the contingencies inherent in the sequence. 

Display Display 

Inn Figures 7.2(a) and 7.2(b) the displays are shown, which are used for the RT trials 
andd for the generation trials, respectively. At RT trials a cross was placed in one of 
thee four quadrants of the screen and subjects had to press the key corresponding 
too the quadrant the cross was in. The response keys were the keys 1. 2. 4, 5 on 
thee numerical keypad of a keyboard. Subjects were required to use only their index 
fingerr in pressing the keys. At generation trials a cross was placed in the quadrant 
off  the previous trial (or in the quadrant of the previous generation response if the 
previouss trial was also a generation trial). In the other quadrants question marks 
weree shown to indicate that this was a generation trial. Subjects were required to 
presss any of the three keys corresponding to the quadrants in which the question 
markss were shown. The rationale for indicating the previous response or trial at 
generationn trials is that in the sequence of RT trials no repeating trials occur. In 
previouss studies it was found that subjects become aware of this very quickly in 
thee RT task (Visser et al., 2001b). In this experiment subjects were told in the 
instructionn that this was the case to prevent the generation of two or more identical 
responsess in a row. 

Instructions Instructions 

Subjectss were told that both accuracy and speed were important in this task. 
Subjectss were instructed that at free generation trials they should "continue pressing 
att approximately the same rate as during the RT trials". This was done so as to 
makee the generation trials as similar as possible to the RT trials. They were told 
nott to stop and think, but instead just type the response that seemed appropriate, 
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A A 

D D 

B B 

X X 

C C 

(a)) Computer display for the RT trials. 
Subjectss have to press the key corre-
spondingg to the quadrant of the screen 
wheree the X is shown. The letters in the 
top-leftt corner of the quadrants were not 
partt of the actual display. 

A A 

? ? 

D D 

? ? 

B B 

X X 

C C 

? ? 

(b)) Computer display for the generation 
trials .. Al l but one quadrants contain 
aa question mark and subjects have to 
choosee the quadrant in which they expect 
thee next stimulus to appear and press the 
correspondingg key. 

Figuree 7.2: Displays for RT and generation trials. 

orr to guess when they felt there was no appropriate response. Subjects were also 
madee aware of the fact that in the RT trials no repetitions occurred and that at 
thee free generation trials they should not produce consecutive identical responses. 

Post-experimentalPost-experimental interviews 

Subjectss were interviewed following the last session to check how much knowledge 
theyy could verbalize. They were asked a series of increasingly specific questions. 
First,, they were asked whether they had any idea what the experiment was about. 
Second,, they were asked if they noted anything particular about the stimuli. Third, 
theyy were asked whether they found or saw any regularity in the stimuli. Fourth, 
afterr the subjects were told that there was regularity in the sequences, they were 
askedd whether they could reproduce sequences that they thought they had seen. 
Fifth,, if they produced fragments of the sequence, they were asked at which point 
duringg the experiment they first became aware of this. Finally, subjects were asked 
whetherr they had used their knowledge in generating sequences at free generation 
trials. . 

7.3.27.3.2 Results 

AccuracyAccuracy data and outliers 

Thee first trial after each run of free generation trials proved to be prone to errors 
andd subjects responded much slower on these trials than on other trials. These trials 
weree therefore discarded for further analysis. The RTs on the remaining trials were 
judgedd to be outliers, if the RT deviated more than three standard deviations from 
thee mean. Outlier detection was done for each subject and block separately. In 
total,, 75 trials were detected as outliers from a total of 96000 trials. The mean 
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Figuree 7.3: Mean reaction times for each experimental block. Bars around 
thee means indicate standard errors. Every sixth block is a block with random 
sequences,, indicated by the filled dots. 

accuracyy in the RT trials was 97 %, ranging between 96 % and 98 % over the 24 
experimentall  blocks. 

ReactionReaction times 

Inn figure 7.3 the mean reaction times for each of 24 blocks of trials are shown. 
Everyy sixth block is a block with random sequences. As can be seen, there is 
aa large difference between mean RTs in the random sequences and those in the 
grammaticallyy structured sequences. The difference is larger in later sessions. To 
comparee the mean RTs obtained in the grammatical and random blocks an ANOVA 
wass run on the last two blocks of each session, that is, the last grammatical block 
andd the random block. The two-way ANOVA with repeated measures (grammatical 
versuss random by 4 levels of practice) revealed significant main effects for practice, 
F(3,5)) = 17.685, p < 0.005, and for grammaticalness, F ( l , 7) = 41.056, p < 0.001. 
Mostt important, there was a significant interaction between practice and grammati-
calness,, F(3, 5) = 42.421, p = 0.001, confirming that RTs in the grammatical blocks 
decreasedd significantly more than did RTs in the random blocks. 

Ourr next objective was to show at which point in the experiment RTs ceased to 
decreasee in the grammatical sequences. To test this, a repeated measures ANOVA, 
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whichh included Helmert contrasts, was done on the RTs in the grammatical blocks 
.. Again, the main effect of practice is significant, F(19.133) = 20.563, p < 0.001. 
Thee Helmert contrasts show in which block learning ceases to have an effect on RTs 
byy comparing the mean of a given block with the means of the subsequent blocks, 
thatt is, block one versus later blocks, block 2 versus later blocks et cetera. The 
resultss are clear and in agreement with the RT plot in Figure 7.3: the effect of 
practicee is significant at every level until block 11 at the end of the second session. 
Afterr that, none of the contrasts reaches significance indicating that practice has 
littl ee effect on the RTs after approximately 6000 trials. 

GenerationGeneration data 

Too be able to compare the results with an earlier prediction experiment by Visser 
ett al. (2001b), the responses on the first trial of each run of generation trials were 
analyzedd to see whether subjects were able to predict the next trial in a sequence. 
Trialss were scored as correct if they were predicted according to the sequence used 
too generate the trials, and incorrect otherwise1. The mean percentages correct 
weree computed for each two consecutive blocks of trials (percentages for single 
blockss would be very inaccurate due to the small number of datapoints involved). 
Predictionn accuracy increased from 39 % (sd=11.0 %) in the first two grammatical 
blockss to 61 % (sd=7.6 %) in the last two grammatical blocks. Note that the 
baselinee accuracy is 33 % since there are four choices but repetitions do not occur 
andd subjects were made aware of this in the instructions. In the first block, subjects 
hadd 35 % correct predictions on the first trial of each run of generation trials. A 
repeatedd measures ANOVA with ten levels of practice (for two consecutive blocks 
att a time) reveals that the increase in prediction ability is significant. F(9, 63) = 
9.938.. p < 0.001. The results agree well with earlier findings where the percentage 
correctt on single predictions increased from 36 % to 52.2 % over a total of 4800 
trialss Visser et al. (2001b). 

FittingFitting hidden Markov models In order to gain insight into the rules that subjects 
followw during the generation trials, hidden Markov models are used to analyze 
thee generated sequences. The procedure is as follows. Generated sequences were 
analyzedd for each block separately. The generated sequences of all subjects in a 
singlee block forms one data set, resulting in a total of 24 data sets to be analyzed. 
Too be able to compare the fitted models to the grammar, the fitted models must 
containn all the transitions between states that are part of the grammar. As a basis 
thee HMM representation for the grammar in Figure 7.1(b) is used. In the HMM 
representationn of the grammar, many transition probabilities are zero. For example, 
theree is no direct transition from the leftmost D to the rightmost A, nor the other 
wayy around from A to D. Of course, subjects do not follow all the rules of the 
grammarr so the model has to be able to accommodate arbitrary sequences. This 
iss achieved by setting all the transitions between states to non-zero values at the 

11 Note that in most states of the grammar, there are two possible continuations of the sequence. 
Hence,, the way of scoring the generated trials is conservative, but it does make the analysis 
comparablee with Visser et al. (2001b). 
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startt of optimization. The observation parameters are fixed at the values from the 
grammar.. Furthermore, the transitions in the HMMs that occur in the grammar 
weree constrained such that they could not become zero in the optimization of the 
models2.. This is necessary because for a model in which transition probabilities 
betweenn states are zero, it is impossible to compute the distance between the fitted 
modell  and the grammar. The reason for this is explained below. 

Inn fitting the model to each data set, 300 sets of starting values for the pa-
rameterss were generated and the resulting HMMs were optimized. From those 
3000 models the best model was selected using an adjusted Bayesian Information 
Criterionn (BIC). The BIC is defined as: BIC = -21ogL + log(T)p, where L is the 
likelihoodd of the model, T the number of data points used in fitting the model and 
pp the number of freely estimated parameters (see Bozdogan, 2000, for an overview 
off  different model selection criteria). The number of parameters p in the BIC is 
usuallyy the number of freely estimated parameters. In this case that would be all 
thee parameters of the transition matrix A and all the initial state parameters iti. 
Sincee the model has 7 states and each row of the transition matrix sums to one, 
thee transition matrix has 7 x (7 — 1) = 42 free parameters. The seven initial state 
parameterss also sum to one and so 6 parameters remain to be estimated. The 
observationn matrix parameters were all fixed and hence they do not contribute to 
thee number of parameters to be estimated. In total that would result in 48 free 
parameters.. In general, in fitting HMMs to data generated by finite state automata 
orr similar processes, many parameters are expected to be zero, and a parameter 
thatt is zero provides important information for interpreting the model. In the HMM 
representationn of the grammar only 10 transition parameters are non-zero. In the 
modelss fitted in this chapter these 10 transition parameters can never become zero. 
Eachh fitted models has these 10 parameters and additional transition parameters 
iff  needed. When counting all the parameters in the transition matrix this would 
resultt in an overestimation of the true number of parameters. Here an adjusted 
BICC is used employing the number of non-zero parameters instead of the number 
off  free parameters. In simulation studies it is found that this criterion works very 
welll  in selecting the correct model (Visser et al., 2001a). 

Thee resulting fitted HMMs were compared to the HMM representation of the 
grammarr by computing a distance measure between the fitted model and the 
grammar.. The expectation was that the distance between subjects' models and the 
grammarr would decrease due to learning. The distances are computed as follows: 

DD__ logP(Ot\Xf)- logPjOtM  ̂ ( 7 1 ) 

wheree Ot, t = 1 . .. T is a sequence generated by the true model, that is, the gram-
mar,, T is the length of the sequence, log P(Ot\Xt) is loglikelihood of the sequence Ot 

givenn the parameter values of the true model Xt (i.e. the HMM representation of the 
grammar)) and logP(Ot|A/) is loglikelihood of the sequence Ot given the parameter 

2I nn particular those parameters were constrained to be no smaller than 0.002. Since each data 
sett contains just under 500 datapoints a transition probability smaller than 1/500 means that the 
transitionn does not in fact occur in the data. This implies that the transition probability, if i t 
reachess this value, is not significantly different from zero. 
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Figuree 7.4: Distances from fitted models to the grammatical model. For the 
grammaticall  blocks, distances are averaged over two consecutive blocks. The 
randomm blocks are represented by filled dots. 

valuess of the fitted model A ƒ. This distance measure indicates how well the fitted 
modell  can describe data that are generated from the grammar in comparison with 
howw well the grammar itself does so. The distance measure can be interpreted as a 
cross-entropyy between the models (see e.g. Whittaker, 1990, for an introduction to 
entropyy and information distance measures)3. 

ModelModel fits In the analyses described here, subjects' data were pooled within each 
block.. That is, the free generation data of all subjects from block one formed the 
firstt data set, the data from block two the second, et cetera. This was also done 
forr the generation data in the random blocks. HMMs were fitted on the resulting 
244 data sets and distances from the fitted models to the grammar were computed 
ass shown in equation 7.1. The resulting distances are plotted in Figure 7.4. 

3Notee that the distance measure used here is not symmetric. It measures the distance from the 
grammarr to the fitted model but not vice-versa. In this case that would be impossible because 
inn general the fitted model allows for ungrammatical sequences that can not be modeled by the 
grammarr and hence the log-likelihood that occurs in the equation would be infinite. 
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Thee pattern of results for the distances is similar to the results for the RTs that 
aree shown in Figure 7.3. The correlation between the mean RTs for each block and 
thee distances for each block is 0.835 (p < 0.0001). When the random blocks are left 
out,, this correlation is 0.814 (p < 0.0001). There is a large effect of learning in the 
firstfirst two sessions, the distance drops from .619 to .485, which is consistent with the 
dropp in RTs during those sessions. After that, in sessions three and four, the RTs 
hardlyy decrease as confirmed by the Helmert contrasts. The distances, however, 
decreasee from 0.499 to 0.371 in sessions three and four. A regression analysis of 
distancee on block number confirms that the drop in distance within session three 
iss significant, R = —.888, p < 0.05. The similar regression for session four did not 
reachh significance, R = —.750, p = 0.144. Within the grammatical blocks of the 
fourr sessions, the correlation between distances and mean RTs are 0.646, 0.518, 
0.5477 and -0.074 respectively, showing a decreasing association between RT and 
freee generation performance as learning continues. In Figure 7.5 the best fitting 
modelss are shown for the first grammatical block of the first session and for the last 
grammaticall  block of the fourth session. 

(a)) Model for the first block (b) Model for the last block 

Figuree 7.5: Fitted models for block 1 and block 23. The solid lines with 
arrowss are connections that occur in the grammar; the dashed lines are 
connectionss that are ungrammatical. The thickness of the lines correspond 
withh the transition probabilities between states. Non-grammatical arrows with 
aa probability of less than 0.1 are left out for clarity of the picture. 

Thee distances of the models shown in Figure 7.5 are 0.619 and 0.371 respectively. 
Figuree 7.5 shows the improvement clearly. Connections that also occur in the 
grammarr have a higher probability (indicated by thicker lines) and connections 
thatt do not occur in the grammar are less pronounced or absent in the model from 
thee last block. In the model for block 1, there are 11 ungrammatical transitions, 
whereass in the model for block 23 there are only 8 ungrammatical connections, 
whichh have smaller probabilities. 

PostPost experimental interviews 

Inn the exit interviews subjects were asked a series of increasingly specific questions 
too elicit their explicit knowledge about the sequence. At the third or fourth question, 
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sevenn of the eight subjects mentioned some sequences that they thought occurred 
moree often than others. Six of these seven subjects mentioned sequences of length 
33 and the seventh mentioned two sequences of length four. Of course, subjects 
couldd only point out sequences on the screen or keyboard since they did not know 
thee labels from the grammar. The triples that were mentioned by more than one 
subjectt were DAD and ABC. The latter triple of symbols corresponds to the loop 
onn the right-hand side of the grammar in Figure 7.1(b). All subjects said they did 
nott make use of this knowledge in the generation task. Two subjects said they tried 
too do so at some stage, but found it '"easier and less tiring" to trust their 'feeling' 
orr 'intuition'. 

Inn order to establish how much knowledge the mentioned sequences represent, 
ann HMM was fitted on all the sequences that subjects mentioned, in the same way 
ass described before with the free generation data. Again the distance from the 
fittedd model to the grammar was computed. The result is a distance of .706 which 
iss larger than the distance of the models fitted to the sequences generated in the 
randomm blocks. It is in fact close to the baseline for the pooled distance measure, 
whichh equals .72. This baseline distance is computed by first generating a random 
sequencee without repetitions, then fitting an HMM to this sequence and computing 
thee distance to the grammar4. The conclusion from this is that, although subjects 
cann point out some sequences of the grammar, the knowledge that they can verbalize 
iss very limited in comparison with the knowledge expressed in the generation task. 

AnticipatoryAnticipatory responses 

Anotherr statistic that can be used as a measure of explicit knowledge is the number 
off  sub-threshold responses, or fast guesses, that occur in the RT data. At some 
trialss subjects wil l produce extremely fast responses which clearly could not have 
beenn reactions to the stimuli because they could not have seen them (see Luce, 1986. 
forr minimal RTs to visual stimuli). Note that in the current experiment, there is 
fixedfixed response-stimulus interval. As a consequence subjects know when the next 
stimuluss will be presented. Some of the fast guesses are produced by accident which 
resultss in a large probability of an incorrect response. Hence, when the response is 
correctt it is likely to be an anticipatory response, i.e. a response to a stimulus which 
iss anticipated by the subject. The following percentages of anticipatory responses 
weree computed using a threshold of 100 ms. When using thresholds between 80 ms 
andd 150 ms the percentages are hardly different. 

Inn the first two sessions of the experiment, the mean number of anticipatory 
responsess was less than 3 %. This percentage was due to one subject who had many 

44 We should remark here that the definition of chance level for free generation data is not 
straightforward.. Usually, chance level is taken to be the performance of a random generator, 
possiblyy with the added assumption that no repetitions occur in the stimuli and that subjects do 
nott produce these either. However, from the literature on the subject, we know that people are 
veryy bad random generators. As a consequence, the base level performance, i.e. actual performance 
off  subjects that have been trained on random sequences or subjects that have had no training at 
all,, may be very different from what is usually taken as chance level. In fact, when comparing 
generatedd stimuli with a grammar, base level performance can be much worse than chance level. 
Thiss runs counter to our intuition on what chance level performance should mean. 
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anticipatoryy responses, especially in the second session. Leaving out this subject, 
resultedd in a percentage of 0.3 %. In the third and fourth sessions the number of 
anticipatoryy responses increased rapidly from 3 % to 9.4 % in the last grammatical 
blockk of session four. Three subjects did not show any or very littl e (less than 
11 %) anticipatory responses in any block. When leaving out these subjects, the 
percentagee of anticipatory responses was 14.8 % in the last grammatical block. In 
contrast,, in the random blocks, the number of anticipatory responses was below 
11 %. The accuracy remained high throughout these blocks. In fact, there is a small 
(non-significant)) negative correlation between the number of errors and the number 
off  correct sub-threshold responses. If subjects had been fast guessing at those trials, 
thee expected percentage correct of those trials would be between 25 % and 33 %, 
butt in fact there were over 75 % correct fast responses. The number of anticipatory 
responsess in sessions three and four correlates highly with the distances of the 
fittedd HMMs with correlations of -.980 for session three (p < 0.005) and -0.695 
(p(p = .226, ns) in session four. The correlations between number of anticipatory 
responsess and RTs are much lower in these sessions, -0.570 and -0.319 respectively 
(bothh non-significant). 

7.44 Summary and discussion 

Inn sequence learning, differences in RTs on grammatical and ungrammatical trials 
aree seen as the main indicator of the effect of implicit sequence learning. Other 
measuress of sequence knowledge have been used, but their interpretation is open 
too debate. In particular, generation performance is usually seen as a measure 
off  explicit knowledge in sequence learning experiments. Hence, if implicit and 
explicitt learning are thought to be different processes, dissociations are expected 
betweenn RT performance and generation performance. However, some researchers 
havee found strong associations instead of dissociations, while at the same time 
findingg that their subjects were incapable of verbalizing any detailed knowledge 
(Perruchett and Amorim, 1992; Shanks and Johnstone, 1999; Visser et al., 2001b). 
Moreover,, an association rather than a dissociation is expected on the basis of the 
simplee recurrent model for sequence knowledge. Perruchet and Amorim (1992) 
usedd the free generation task as a measure of explicit knowledge and found a strong 
associationn between free generation and RT performance. From these results they 
concludedd that it is likely that a common knowledge base is effective in producing 
bothh improved RT and free generation performance. 

Inn previous applications, the generation task was always administered after 
sequencee learning was completed. This has two important disadvantages. First, 
afterr the RT phase of the experiment has been completed, subjects receive new 
instructions,, which may suggest to them that the sequences were manipulated. The 
taskk set is therefore quite different from the serial RT task they just completed. The 
instructionss and the new task set may disrupt their memory of the sequences that 
theyy have learned before (Shanks and Perruchet, In press). Second, administering 
thee generation task after the RT task makes it impossible to compare performance 
onn these measures during the time course of learning. For these reasons we designed 
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aa sequence learning experiment in which generation and RT performance were 
measuredd concurrently throughout the experiment. Despite this different design, the 
resultss show that the RT performance is very similar to RT performance in other 
sequencee learning experiments, in which FSAs are used to generate the stimulus 
sequencess (Visser et al.. 2001b; Cleeremans and McClelland, 1991; Jimenez et al., 
1996). . 

Freee generation data are usually analyzed by counting the numbers of triplets 
generatedd by subjects that are consistent with the grammar and by testing these 
numberss against a control group or control condition. For examples of this pro-
cedure,, see Perruchet and Amorim (1992) and Shanks and Johnstone (1999). For 
thee second-order-conditional repeating sequences that these authors use in their 
experiments,, using triplets in the analysis is adequate, because no more than two 
previouss stimuli are needed to predict a subsequent stimulus. In the stimulus 
sequencess produced by finite state automata, however, more previous stimuli are 
necessaryy to correctly predict the next stimulus. Moreover, because the sequences of 
stimulii  from FSAs are probabilistic in nature, at most points in the sequence, there 
iss no unique correct subsequent stimulus. A new way of analyzing free generation 
dataa is introduced here, which is suitable for the type of experiment in which FSAs 
aree used to generate sequences. HMMs can model all the contingencies inherent in 
suchh sequences, not only first- and second-order conditional information. Moreover, 
HMM ss model these contingencies simultaneously, and so provide more accurate 
informationn than that obtained in analyzing conditional dependencies separately 
(e.g.. Cleeremans and McClelland, 1991). Importantly, HMMs allow us to quantify 
differencess between free generation performance and the grammar by computing a 
distancee measure between the fitted HMMs and the grammar. 

Ass can be seen in the distance plot, in Figure 7.4, the improvement in free 
generationn performance follows essentially the same pattern as the RT performance 
forr the entire experiment. This association is confirmed by the correlation of .835 
betweenn the distances and the RTs. The plot also shows that the association 
betweenn RTs and free generations is present in the early stages of learning which 
iss confirmed by the high correlations in these sessions between mean RTs and 
distances.. This association was predicted from the simple recurrent model proposed 
byy Cleeremans and McClelland (1991) for implicit learning. 

Thee distances, however, also show dissociations between RTs and free generation 
performance.. Notably, RT performance does not improve after the second session, 
butt free generation performance does show improvement, especially within sessions 
threee and four. In fact, the improvement of free generation performance from 
sessionn three to four is only slightly smaller than the improvement from session one 
too two. How these dissociations should be interpreted is an interesting issue for 
futuree research. Also the number of anticipatory responses is used as a measure of 
sequencee knowledge. The increase in the number of anticipatory responses agrees 
veryy well with the distance measures in sessions three and four. 

Fromm the exit interviews it is clear that the amount of knowledge that can be 
verbalizedd is much less than the amount of knowledge that can be expressed in free 
generation.. In fact, the amount of knowledge that can be verbalized is close to 
chancee level as it is measured with the distance of the fitted HMM to grammar. 
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Subjectss indicated that only in the third or fourth session they became aware of the 
factt that there were regularities in the sequences. This coincides with the increasing 
numberss of anticipatory responses that are found in these sessions. The present 
studyy shows that early in learning, sequence knowledge can expressed through free 
generation.. Only much later in learning can this sequence knowledge be expressed 
throughh both anticipatory responses and verbalization. In fact, this happens only 
afterr RTs have ceased to decrease. These results are consistent with a common 
knowledgee base for both improvement in RTs and free generation. 
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8 8 Discussio n n 

Inn this thesis we investigated rule-following behavior as manifest in implicit learning, 
andd different models of such behavior. We addressed the issue whether neural 
networkss can represent formal language,s like symbolic models in chapter 2 and 
3.. It emerges from the discussion in chapter 2 that recurrent neural networks and 
thee classical model of cognition, i.e. the syntactic model, share the characteristics 
off  systematicity and productivity. That is, at the level of finite state automata, 
thee classical model and the simple recurrent network perform equally well. For 
higherr order languages, the equivalence is not as well established, although some 
resultss suggest that context-free and possibly context-sensitive languages can also 
bee represented in recurrent neural networks (Rodriquez et al., 1999). In fact, the 
representationss that arise in the simple recurrent network while learning regular 
languagess resemble symbolic representations. The main difference between symbolic 
andd subsymbolic representations is that the latter are distributed. This brings with 
itt a host of advantages such as frequency effects in learning, graceful degradation 
andd resistance to noise (Bullinaria, 1999). 

Inn chapters 4 and 5, I presented solutions to statistical problems that arise 
inn fitting hidden Markov models to psychological data. Confidence intervals of 
estimatedd parameters are important in assessing whether a fitted model is adequate. 
Inn chapter 4, three methods for computing confidence intervals were compared. 
Likelihoodd profiling and bootstrapping produced similar results, whereas the finite 
differencess approximation to the Hessian turned out to be inaccurate. Likelihood 
profilingg provides very detailed information about the likelihood function in a neigh-
borhoodd of the maximum likelihood estimate of a parameter. It can result in skew 
confidencee intervals, which may be of interest in some applications. When compared 
withh likelihood profiling, bootstrapping is easier to implement and computationally 
lesss demanding, certainly in the case of large models with many parameters. 

Markovv and hidden Markov models form a large class of models that have 
provenn to be particularly useful in analyzing learning behavior. Appendix B details 
thee program that I developed for fitting (hidden) Markov models on sequences of 
categoricall  data. In chapter 5, statistical issues in fitting hidden Markov models 
weree addressed that are necessary for applications to psychological data. First, I 
presentedd a general method of fitting models with equality constraints. Second, 
modell  selection criteria were compared using a simulation study. In practical 
applications,, the adjusted BIC criterion is to be preferred. Third, I introduced a 
goodness-of-fitt measure, the prediction error, which is novel in the context of hidden 
Markovv models. In two applications these techniques were illustrated. In particular, 
aa novel way of analyzing generation data from implicit learning experiments is 
introduced.. This analysis allows quantification of subjects' performance in implicit 
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learning,, which in turn can be to test hypotheses about the nature of sequence 
knowledge. . 

8.11 Implici t learning 

Implici tt learning has been the subject a great deal of research in the past ten years. 
Thee most important issue in this field seems to be the status of implicit learning, 
i.e.. does implicit learning really occur? In memory research, which has a much 
longerr history (see Raaijmakers and Shiffrin. In press, for an historical review of 
memoryy modeling), there is some consensus as to what is implicit and what is 
explicitt memory. Implicit memory is defined in terms of priming effects, whereas 
explicitt memory is associated with recall and recognition. Such consensus seems to 
bee lacking in the field of implicit learning. 

Att the outset of implicit learning research, with the seminal paper by Reber 
(1967),, this kind of learning was referred to as unconscious learning. As such, it 
wass contrasted with learning processes in which subjects make a conscious effort to 
acquiree knowledge. Because of this, implicit learning has also been called uninten-
tionall  or accidental learning. Reber (1967) used verbal reports of subjects to check 
whetherr they had any conscious knowledge of the material they had studied. Upon 
thiss criterion, this turned out not to be the case. 

Inn recent research, verbal reporting has been replaced by the generation task 
andd the recognition task (e.g. Nissen and Bullemer, 1987; Perruchet and Amorim, 
1992;; Shanks and Johnstone, 1999). These latter tasks are more comparable with 
theirr counterparts in memory research: priming, recall and recognition. Another 
distinctionn that is frequently made in the implicit learning literature is that between 
directt and indirect measures of sequence knowledge. Reaction times are seen as 
ann indirect measure and generation and recognition are seen as direct measures 
(Jimenezz et al., 1996). One could ask. however, as a measure of what? 

Somee researchers claim that reaction times are a measure of implicit know-
ledgee and the knowledge that results from implicit learning is unconscious know-
ledgee (Cleeremans and McClelland, 1991; Reber, 1993). Direct measurements of 
sequencee knowledge are generally interpreted as indicative of explicit knowledge. 
Hence,, other researchers argue, since they found large associations between direct 
andd indirect measurements of sequence knowledge, that sequence knowledge must 
bee (largely) explicit (Perruchet and Amorim, 1992; Shanks and Johnstone, 1999). 
Logically,, however, this is not the only possible interpretation of these results. There 
aree at least two other possible interpretations. First, it can be argued that in 
sequencee learning both implicit and explicit knowledge are acquired. Second, it can 
bee argued that generation performance should be interpreted as an expression of 
implici tt knowledge. 

Thee first interpretation, that both implicit and explicit knowledge are acquired 
duringg sequence learning, is at odds with the parsimony principle. In experimental 
settings,, large associations have been found between direct and indirect measure-
mentss of sequence knowledge. Hence, suggesting that there are two separate knowl-
edgee bases at work in producing these results seems overkeen. On the other hand, 
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somee dissociations have also been found in experiments (Shanks and Perruchet, 
Inn press; Destrebecqz and Cleeremans, 2001), suggesting that there implicit and 
explicitt knowledge have different bases. 

Thee second interpretation, to the effect that generation performance can be 
interpretedd as an expression of implicit knowledge rather than an expression of 
explicitt knowledge, runs counter to our intuitions. That is, in a generation task 
subjectss have to consciously choose which stimulus they think wil l appear next. 
Iff  anything may be viewed as explicit, certainly conscious choice making may. 
However,, subjects report that they are not well aware of making such decisions. 
Rather,, they 'go with the flow' and rely on 'intuition' in responding to generation 
trials.. In fact, subjects may be tapping their implicit knowledge in responding to 
generationn trials. 

Thiss interpretation can also accommodate the results from post-experimental 
interviews.. Subjects can express only littl e knowledge in post-experimental inter-
views.. When taken at face value, verbally expressed knowledge simply is explicit 
knowledge.. Some researchers have argued that verbal reporting is not very sensitive 
inn bringing out explicit knowledge. To me this is a strange argument. It leads to a 
multiplicationn of explanatory processes. There is, in this view, implicit knowledge 
andd explicit knowledge. On top of that, there is conscious knowledge, which is a 
partt of the explicit knowledge, i.e. the part of explicit knowledge that is consciously 
accessible. . 

Thee results that I presented in chapters 6 and 7 are consistent with the second 
interpretationn above. In both experiments strong associations are found between a 
directt and an indirect measure of sequence knowledge. In fact, associations were 
closee to one in both cases. Also, for a number of theoretical reasons, I maintain that 
thiss interpretation is tenable. First, generation or prediction performance need not 
necessarilyy be interpreted as an indicator of explicit knowledge. It is certainly 
consistentt to maintain that anticipation of an upcoming stimulus is guided by 
implicitt processes although the response itself is a conscious act. It is not necessary 
too suppose that subjects have any reasons for responding in a particular way, i.e. 
reasonss in the Wittgensteinian sense that I discussed in the introduction. Subjects 
justt respond without being able to provide a reason or motivation for doing so. 
Second,, I think it is warranted to take verbal reports at face value. Verbal reports 
aree an expression of consciously accessible knowledge, and that is that. Certainly 
differentt task sets may bring out different aspects of knowledge, just as is the case 
inn implicit and explicit memory. However, both forms of knowledge, if indeed there 
aree two forms, seem to be largely unconscious, i.e. not consciously accessible. 

Inn chapter 7, we used quantitative methods to compare verbally reported se-
quencee knowledge and sequence knowledge expressed through the generation task. 
Fromm the analyses, it emerges that knowledge expressed in the generation task is 
muchh more akin to knowledge expressed in the reaction times than to verbally 
expressedd knowledge. 
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8.22 Rules revisited 

II  started this thesis with a discussion of the notion of rule-following behavior. I 
describedd the formal notion of rule-following that is part and parcel of the cognitivist 
traditionn (Chomsky, 1980; Fodor and Pylyshyn, 1988). Implicit learning can be 
interpretedd as an experimental paradigm in which the acquisition of rule-following 
behaviorr is elucidated. From our analyses using hidden Markov models, it may be 
concludedd that the knowledge that subjects acquire in implicit learning is a form 
off  rule-based knowledge. That is, subjects' behavior is certainly consistent with 
suchh an interpretation. On the other hand, the neural network model introduced by 
Cleeremanss and McClelland (1991), seems to suggest that implicit learning is a form 
off  associative learning. In chapters 2 and 3,1 argued that the representations in the 
simplee recurrent network are very closely related to the canonical representation of 
regularr languages in finite state automata. Combining these results, the conclusion 
mayy be drawn that associatively built representations, as in the simple recurrent 
network,, may be rule-based representations. 



AA Hidde n Marko v interpretation s of 
neura ll  network s 

Commentaryy on Connectionist Modelling in Psychology: A Localist Manifesto by 
Mik ee Page. Published in the Behavioral and Brain Sciences, 23(4), 494-495. 

Abs t ract t 

Mikee Pages manifesto makes a case for localist representations in neural networks, one 
off  the advantages being ease of interpretation. However, even localist networks can 
bee hard to interpret, especially when at some hidden layer of the network distributed 
representationss are employed as is often the case. Hidden Markov models can be used 
too provide useful interpret able representations. 

Inn his manifesto for the use of localist neural network models Mik e Page mentions 
manyy advantages of such a scheme. One advantage is the ease of interpretation 
off  the workings of such a network in psychologically relevant terms (section 7.6, 
Problemss of Interpretat ion). 

Ass Page just ly remarks, a localist model does not imply that distr ibuted rep-
resentationss are not used in any part of the model; rather a localist model is 
characterizedd by employing localist respresentations at some (crucial) points such 
ass the output level of the network. More specifically he states that any entity 
thatt is locally represented at layer n of the hierarchy is sure to be represented in 
aa distr ibuted fashion at layer n-1 (section 2.6, So what is a localist model?). Why 
shouldd the problem of interpretation not apply to these distr ibuted representations 
att lower levels as well? I think it does, and its best to i l lustrate this with an example. 

Followingg the work of Elman (1990), Cleeremans and McClelland (1991) used a 
simplee recurrent network, SRN, to model implici t learning behavior using localist 
representationss at both input and output layers, but a distr ibuted representation 
att the hidden layer of the network. As they show in their paper the SRN model 
capturess the main features of subjects performance by growing increasingly sensitive 
too the temporal context [of the current stimulus]. This sensitivity to the temporal 
contextt of stimuli is somehow captured by representations formed at the hidden 
layerr of the network. In exactly what sense differences in temporal context affect 
activityy at the hidden layer is unclear: what does a certain pat tern of activity of 
thee hidden layer units mean? 

Visserr et al. (2002) used hidden Markov models to characterize learning. By 
analyzingg a series of responses it is possible to extract a hidden Markov model that 
is,, in its general form, closely related to the sequence of stimuli that were used in 
thee sequence learning experiment. In fact a hidden Markov model is a stochastic 
versionn of a finit e state automaton, the kind of automaton used by Cleeremans 
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andd McClelland (1991) to generate the stimuli for their implicit sequence learning 
experiment. . 

Suchh a procedure can also used in analyses of a neural network by having the 
networkk generate a series of responses or predictions. Using a version of the EM 
algorithmm a hidden Markov model can be extracted from the network (see e.g. 
Rabiner,, 1989). Extraction of a hidden Markov model of the network partitions the 
statee space of the hidden layer of the network in discrete (hidden) states. This model 
iss then interpretable in the sense that the presence or absence of connections between 
statess indicates which sequences of stimuli are admissable and which are not; that 
is,, the states can be regarded as statistically derived proxies of local representations. 
Inn addition, the extraction procedure does not rely on inspection of the activities at 
thee hidden layer of the network as is done for example by Cleeremans et al. (1989) 
andd Giles et al. (1992). 

Extractionn of hidden Markov models, and by implication of finite state machines, 
cann in principle be applied to any neural network but is especially suitable for those 
thatt are used for modelling sequential behaviors. This is not to say that those 
networkss should be replaced with HMMs. For example the work of Cleeremans 
andd McClelland (1991) shows that their SRN model is very succesful in describing 
subjectss behavior in implicit sequence learning. Although I strongly support Mike 
Pagess manifesto for localist modelling it does not solve all problems of interpretation 
thatt arise in neural networks. Hidden Markov models are a highly useful tool to 
gainn a better understanding of the internal workings of such networks in terms of 
proxiess of local representations. 
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Abstract t 

Markovfi tt  1.6 implements the EM-algorithm for maximum likelihood estimation 
off  hidden Markov model parameters. It can also be used to estimate or compute 
parameterss for standard Markov models with data from multiple subjects. It also 
computess confidence intervals for (hidden) Markov model parameters using either 
likelihoodd profiling or bootstrapping. In addition separate routines are available for 
generatingg data according to a specified (hidden) Markov model and for explorative 
searchh for models. The hidden Markov model is suitable for modeling sequences of 
categoricall  responses or single categorical timeseries. Both the number of categories 
andd the length of the sequences are unlimited in principle. 
Keywords:: hidden Markov model; Markov model; EM algorithm; maximum likeli -
hoodd estimation; confidence intervals; likelihood profiles; bootstrapping; data gener-
ation;; error computation; fitmeasures; categorical data; categorical timeseries. 

B.ll  The hidden Markov model 

Hiddenn Markov models (HMM ) are mainly used in the area of speech recognition 
(c.f.. Schmidbauer et al., 1993; Chien and Wang, 1997; Rabiner, 1989), but have also 
foundd their way into psychological modeling, for example in coding of recall data 
(Durbinn et al., 2000). Other applications are in physiology (Becker et al., 1994) and 
inn computat ional genetics (Krogh, 1998). 

HMM ss are stochastic finite state machines but they come in many different 
guisess and have many different designations: latent Markov models, (analytically 
tractable)) Boltzmann machines, (analytically tractable) belief networks and (ana-
lyticall yy tractable) state space models to name but a few. 

A nn HMM consists of a Markov transit ion process, the hidden part of the model, 
andd a observation process. The hidden process is a, not necessarily stationary, 
Markovv process over a finite number of states. The observation process is a function 
thatt determines the observation given the hidden (or latent) state of the process. 

mailto:ingmar@dds.nl
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Formallyy an HMM consists of the following elements (notation from Rabiner, 
1989): : 

1.. a set of states St. i — 1 . . .. , N 

2.. a set V of observation symbols V*. k = 1 M 

3.. a matrix A of transition probabilities a  ̂ for moving from state Si to state Sj 

4.. a matrix B of observation probabilities bj(k) of observing symbol Vjt while being 
inn state Sj 

5.. a vector IT of initial state probabilities TTJ corresponding to the probability of 
startingg in state St al t — 1 

Thee equations describing the dynamics of the model are as follows: 

St+iSt+i = ASt + Ct+i 

OOtt+i+i  = BSt + St+u 

wheree St is the hidden (Markov) process and Ot is the observed process; Ct+i  a nd 
£t+ii  are zero mean martingale increment processes (c.f. Elliott et al., 1995, p. 20 
forr further details). 

Ann HMM becomes a normal Markov model when the response process is known 
andd fixed. Some authors add the requirement that the observation process is a 
deterministicc function. In terms of the above described model, this means that the 
observationn matrix B is known and fixed and in fact is the identity matrix. Often, 
inn ordinary Markov modeling the initial state distribution is also known and fixed. 

B.B. 1.1 Markov models versus hidden Markov models 

Inn the literature on Markov models the terminology is somewhat different from 
thatt in the hidden Markov literature. In particular, the observation function (or 
observationn matrix) in hidden Markov models is referred to as the response function 
inn Markov models. The state space for which the (hidden) Markov process is 
definedd is sometimes referred to as the knowledge state space in literature on Markov 
models.. The response function maps the (knowledge) state space onto a response 
statee space, i.e. the possible responses. In a large part of the literature on Markov 
modelss the response state space consists of two states: a correct and an incorrect 
response.. This limitation to two possible responses, however, is not a principled 
limitation;; in general, any finite number of categorical responses is allowed. In the 
remainderr of this manual the transition function is referred to as the t r a n s i t i on 
matr ixx and the response function is referred to as the observat ion matr ix. 

B.22 Running Markovfit 1.6 

Inn order to fit (hidden) Markov models on a dataset, two things are needed: a 
datafilee and a command or syntax file. Markovfit does not have a graphical user 
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interface.. Al l configurations and data specifications have to be fed to the program 
inn syntax file that from here on wil l be called the command f i l e . In the following 
sectionss the requirements for both the data fil e and the command file are described. 

B.2.1B.2.1 Data f He format 

Thee d a ta f i l e should contain the da ta and, importantly, nothing else. Da ta that 
cann be fitted with Markov f i t are single categorical timeseries or mult iple sequences 
off  categorical responses. For both these types of da ta it is required that the possible 
responsee categories are numbered from 1 through M where M is the number of 
possiblee response categories. Note in part icular that 0 and 1 response categories for 
incorrect/correctt responses are not recognized by the program so these have to be 
recodedd to 1 and 2 respectively. Al l response categories have to occur in the data. 
Inn particular, it is not possible to have response categories 1, 2 and 4 but not 3. In 
thiss case response category 4 should be recoded to response category 3. 

Inn the case of a single timeseries the responses have to be writ ten in the da ta file 
inn order of recording them, separated by white space. Whi te space can be either 
spaces,, tabs, newlines or returns. The specific type of white space does not mat ter. 
Inn the case of multiple sequences of responses, for example sequences generated 
byy different subjects, the responses should be listed in order separated by white 
space.. For the program it is not necessary to separate the different sequences of 
responsess by returns or other types of white space. For example, the d a ta f i l e of 
aa single timeseries of 1000 responses with 4 categories may look exactly the same as 
thee d a ta f i l e of 10 sequences of 100 responses with the same number of response 
categories.. However, for purposes of readability it is of course advisable to have a 
clearr separation between different sequences of responses. 

Notee that, al though all response categories have to occur in the data, it is not 
necessaryy that, when fitting multiples sequences, each sequence should contain each 
responsee category. 

B.2.2B.2.2 Command f He format 

Whenn running the program it requests the name of the command f i l e . After typing 
thiss name and hi t t ing return, the command f i l e is read, checked and executed. 
Thee command f i l e has four main sections: the type of analysis the program has to 
perform,, a description of the data, a description of the model and a specification 
off  the desired outputs. Al l the commands can appear in any order in the command 
f i l ee although it is advisable to stick to the above mentioned order to prevent errors 
andd to simplify finding them if any occur. The command f i l e is ended with the 
commandd end. I t tells the program to stop reading the command f i l e . Al l the 
filess that are read by the program have to be in the same directory/folder as the 
programm itself. 

Comments Comments 

Afterr the end-line any amount or form of commentary is allowed; it wil l be ignored. 
I tt is allowed to write commentary anywhere in the command f i l e . However, care 
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shouldd be taken that a comment line does not start with any of the commands 
thatt are used by the program. To prevent this, it is recommended that comment 
liness start with , the usual C++ keyword for end-of-line-comments but anything is 
allowedd as long as it does not start with the name of a command used in Markovfit. 

CommandCommand line format 

Eachh (non-comment) line of the command f i l e has the following format: <command 
name>> followed by the <command value>. The <command name> and the <command 
valuee > should be separated by one or more spaces or tabs but they should be on 
thee same line. There are a few exceptions to this, notably the strings-command 
andd the pa-command that are described below. 

TheThe job-command 

Theree are three types of analyses possible with Markovfit. The type of analysis 
requiredd is specified with the command name job followed by one of the following 
threee command values: f i t t i n g , explore or generate. Here's a description for 
eachh job: 

f i t t i n gg This routine fits an HMM with a fixed number of (hidden) states to a given 
dataa set. Optional outputs include a number of measures of fitness and confidence 
intervalss for the parameters. Optional starting values for the optimization can 
bee specified along with a number of parameters that control optimization. 

exp loree This routine fits a series of HMMs with a increasing number of hidden 
statess to a given data set. This should be used when no a priori structure of the 
modell  is available or desired. The output of this routine is a list of the fitted 
modelss and a number of measures of fitness for each of them in order to facilitate 
modell  selection. 

batchh This routine does the same thing as the explore routine for a number of 
differentt datasets. 

genera tee This routine generates a data set of specified dimensions according to a 
givenn model. 

Inn the following three sections the required and optional commands for each of 
thesee jobs wil l be listed along with an example command f i l e . 

B.2.3B.2.3 Standard run: fitting 

Too fit an HMM the command f i l e should have the line: job f i t t i n g . Apart from 
thatt it has to contain data description commands and model description commands 
and,, optionally, output specifications. 
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Tablee B.l: Data description commands 
Command d 

da ta f i le e 

ca tegor ies s 

datapo in ts s 

s t r i ngs s 

Status s 

obligatory y 

obligatory y 

optional l 

optional l 

Possiblee values 

<filename> > 

positivee integer 

positivee integer 

positivee integer 

Description/use e 

specifiess the file that con-
tainss the data 
thee number of response 
categoriess in the data 
numberr of datapoints of a 
singlee timeseries 
numberr of separate se-
quences/strings s 

DataData description commands 

Dependingg on the type of data there are the following data description commands. 
Eitherr one of the datapo in ts or the s t r i ngs is required to describe the data. 

Iff  a number of individual sequences is to be fitted the str ings-command is used. 
Afterr the command line that has s t r i ngs <number of s t r ings> the lengths of 
eachh of the strings or sequences have to be listed, separated by white space. 

ModelModel description commands 

Thesee commands define the model to be fitted. 

Tablee B.2: Model description commands 
Command d 
s t a t es s 

modelf i le e 

pa a 

Status s 
obligatory y 

optional l 

optional l 

Possiblee values 
positivee integer 

HMMM parame-
ters s 

seee details below 

Description/use e 
thee number of (hidden) 
statess of the HMM 
startingg values for opti-
mizationn can be provided 
here,, see details below 
withh this command values 
forr parameters that should 
bee fixed or constrained to 
bee equal to another para-
meterr can be provided 

StartingStarting values: modelfile The file that contains the starting values should list 
thee number of states, the number of observation categories (both positive integers) 
andd then the three model matrices, t r a n s i t i on matrix, observat ion matr ix 
andd i n i t i a l s t a te d i s t r i b u t i on vector, in this order. See section B.l for the 
definitionn of these parameters. 
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FixingFixing parameters: pa When parameters have to be fixed on certain values this 
cann be done with the pa. Also parameters that should be estimated equal can 
bee set using this command. After the pa-command, on the next lines, the three 
modell  matrices should be listed with zeroes for the parameters that should be fixed 
andd with non-zero integer values for the parameters that are to be estimated free. 
Iff  parameters need to be estimated equal they should be given the same positive 
integerr value in this listing of parameters. For more on the order of the parameters, 
seee the section about that. When parameter should be fixed, the value of that 
parameterr that is read from the modelfi le is the value at which it wil l be fixed. 
Thee other values in the model f i le are used as starting values. 

OutputOutput specifications 

Thee output of the f i t t ing-rout ine is written to a file called <dataf i le>.out, in 
f i t t i n g .. Outputs are appended to this file if it already exists. Outputs that are 
alwayss given are the following (in that order in the output file): 

1.. Starting values of the model (parameters in the same order as described above 
forr the modelf i le). 

2.. Number of datapoints or number of strings and their lengths. 

3.. Fitted model (parameters in the same order as described for the modelf i le). 

4.. Number of iterations until convergence. 

5.. Loglikelihood of the data given the model. 

6.. Number of parameters of the model. 

7.. Number of free parameters: number of parameters minus the number of con-
straintss imposed. This is the number of degrees of freedom in likelihood ratio 
X2-tests.. It is also used for computing the AIC and BIC measures of fitness. 

8.. AIC 

9.. BIC 

10.. Adjusted free parameters: same as the number of free parameters minus the 
numberr of parameters that is estimated at zero (in general for large models many 
parameterss arc estimated zero and hence the adjusted number of parameters may 
bee quite different from the number of free parameters). 

11.. Adjusted AIC, same as AIC but using adjusted free parameters instead of the 
freee parameters. 

12.. Adjusted BIC, same as BIC but using adjusted free parameters instead of the 
freee parameters. 

13.. Lempel-Ziv entropy of the data. 
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14.. Lempel-Ziv entropy of the model (based on ten resampled datasets of the same 
dimensionss as used for fitting the model) (not yet). 

Al ll  the following output specification commands are optional. These outputs, 
iff  requested, appear in the order specified here, except for the most likely state 
sequencee which is written to a separate file. 

Tablee B.3: Output specification commands 
Command d 
p ro f i l e e 

boots s 

samples s 

e r ro rs s 

v i t e r bi i 

mod d 

Possiblee values 
0/1 1 

0/1 1 

positivee integer 

0/1 1 

0/1 1 

0/1 1 

Default t 
0 0 

0 0 

100 0 

0 0 

0 0 

0 0 

Descriptionn use 
11 for profile likelihood con-
fidencefidence intervals (this is 
nott implemented) 
11 for bootstrapped confi-
dencee intervals 
thiss is the number of 
bootstrapp samples used 
too compute bootstrapped 
confidencee intervals 
11 for computing \2 predic-
tionn error measures 
11 for computing the most 
likelyy state sequence 
putt a 1 for loglikelihood 
ratioo modification indices 

LikelihoodLikelihood profiles profile Likelihood profile based confidence intervals are not 
implementedd in this version. 

Bootstrapping:Bootstrapping: boots When the boots-command is given value 1 confidence in-
tervalss will be bootstrapped. Outputs that are then produced are the following: the 
valuee of the parameter, the mean of the fitted values of that particular parameter, 
thee standard error, i.e. the standard deviation of the distribution from the bootstrap 
samples,, the confidence interval, i.e. 1.96 x stderr and the t-ratio of the parameter. 
Thee t-ratio is an indication if the parameter value is significant. The t-ratio given 
heree is the parameter value divided by its standard error. As a rule of thumb 
itt should be more then 2 for a parameter value to be significant. Also see the 
paragraphh on modification indices. All the bootstrap samples are written to a fil e 
calledd bootstrapsamples. 

Bootstrapping:Bootstrapping: samples When bootstrapped confidence intervals are requested 
withh the boots-command, it is possible to set the number of bootstrap samples 
usingg the samples-command. Usually one hundred bootstrap samples gives results 
thatt are precise enough for practical purposes but more samples can be requested. 
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PredictionPrediction errors: errors By setting the errors-command to 1 prediction errors 
wil ll  be listed in the output file. These prediction errors are \ 2 differences between 
observedd and predicted frequencies of single observation symbols, pairs of observa-
tionn symbols, triples et cetera. Prediction errors can only be computed for ergodic 
modelss or models without absorbing states. This is checked by the program and 
errorr computation is skipped if this is the case. 

MostMost likely state sequence: viterbi For timeseries it is often useful to know the 
mostt likely state sequence, that is, the fitted sequence of hidden states that optimizes 
thee loglikelihood. It can be requested by putting v i t e r bi 1 in the command f i l e . 
I tt can also be used for multiple sequences. The result is written to a file called 
<da ta f i l e> . v i t. . 

ModificationModification indices: mod When the mod is set to 1, modification indices are 
computedd for the parameters. The modification index is the loglikelihood ratio of 
thee fitted model and the constrained model that is construed by setting a parameter 
too zero. The loglikelihood ratio that is reported is: 

R=-2xR=-2x (Lc-Lf), 

wheree Lc is the loglikelihood for the constrained (with a specific parameter set 
too zero), and Lf is the fitted model. Equality constraints are incorporated in 
computingg R, that is, when two parameters are constrained to be equal, they will 
bothh be set to zero for computing their modification index. 

Modificationn indices are not in general available for all parameters. First, they 
aree not computed for fixed parameters. Second, setting some parameter to zero 
mightt lead to an inadmissible model, i.e the data can not be described anymore 
withh the data. Third, sometimes setting a parameter to zero leads to a model 
thatt is either not identified or not ergodic anymore, although the model may be 
ann admissible model. In theory this would lead to a loglikelihood of minus infinity. 
Whenn this is the case this is reported in the output file and the loglikelihood ratio 
iss reported as nan (not-a-number). 

OrderOrder of parameters 

Inn two output routines the parameters are numbered consecutively in a special 
order.. These are the bootstrap and modification indices routines. The parameters 
aree numbered as follows: first the transition matrix parameters, for example, 1 
throughh 4 in case of two-state model. After that the observation matrix parameters 
aree numbered and then the initial state distribution. For a two-state, three-category 
model,, parameter number 9 is thus the probability of observing a symbol of category 
22 in (hidden) state 2. 

SampleSample command file 

Thiss is a sample command f i l e using most of the commands described above. Note 
thatt the line numbers are not part of the actual command f i l e . 
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11 title testing Markovfit 1.6 
22 job fitting 
3 3 
44 //data description 
55 datafile testmodel.dat 
66 strings 10 
77 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 
88 categories 3 
9 9 
100 //model description 
111 states 2 
122 modelfile testmodel 
13 3 
144 pa 
155 1 2 
166 3 4 
17 7 
188 5 0 6 
199 7 8 5 
20 0 
211 0 
222 0 
23 3 
244 //requested outputs 
255 boots 1 
266 errors 0 
277 end 
288 any comments are allowed here 

Here'ss a description of each line and what it results in: 

1.. This line is ignored since titl e is not a keyword used in Markovfi t 1.6 

2.. This line specifies the job to be performed, in this case simply fitting a model. 

3.. Empty lines have no effect whatsoever but they do make the command f i l e more 
readable. . 

4.. This is a comment line for purposes of clarity. 

5.. Name of the file that the data has to be read from. 

6.. This line indicates that the data consists of 10 separate strings of observations. 

7.. This line lists the lengths of each of these 10 separate strings, in this case they 
alll  have the same length but this is not necessary. 

8.. This line gives the number of categories in the data, alternatively called the 
numberr of observation symbols. 
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9.. Empty lines have no effect whatsoever but they do make the command f i l e more 
readable. . 

10.. Comment line (not starting with a command or keyword. 

11.. The number of states in the model. 

12.. The name of the file with the starting values of the model. 

13.. Empty line .. . 

14.. The pa-command indicates that some parameters of the model should be esti-
matedd to be equal and/or fixed 

15.. This line and the next are the transition parameters, they are all estimated free. 

16.. They have no equality constraints imposed on them. 

17.. Empty line .. . 

18.. This line and the next tell Markovfit that parameters &n and 623 should be 
estimatedd equal. 

19.. Parameter number 6, 612 should be fixed. 

20.. Empty line .. . 

21.. This line and the next indicate that the initial state probabilities have no equality 
constraintss imposed on them. 

22.. . .. and both are fixed. 

23.. Empty line .. . 

24.. Comment line . .. 

25.. The boots-command indicates that bootstrapped confidence intervals are re-
questedd (with the default number of samples since samples is not in the command 
file). . 

26.. The errors-command indicates that no prediction errors are requested. Since 
thiss is the default this line is actually superfluous. 

27.. The end tells Markovfit to stop reading the command file here. 

28.. After the end-command the command f i l e is not read anymore so any comments 
aree allowed. 
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B.2.4B.2.4 Explorative fitting of models: explore 

Inn order to exploratively fit HMMs the command f i l e should have: job explore. 
Apartt from that it has to contain data description commands and model description 
commandss and, optionally, output specifications. The explore-routine wil l fit a 
seriess of HMMs according to specifications given in the command file. Usually 
thiss means fitting a series of models with an increasing number of hidden states. 
Forr each number of hidden states this can be done a number of times, which is 
recommendablee since not always the same models are found given different starting 
values.. See section B.2.4 below on starting values. 

DataData description commands 

Dataa description is the same as it is when using the normal f i t t ing-rout ine. Refer 
too section B.2.3 for a complete description of the required commands. 

ModelModel description commands 

Thesee commands define the models to be fitted. When exploratively fitting HMMs 
itt is required to specify the range of model to be fitted. 

Tablee B.4: Model description commands in explore 
Command d 
s ta tbeg in n 
s ta tend d 
f i t sPerS ta te e 

Status s 
optional l 
obligatory y 
optional l 

Possiblee values 
positivee integer 
positivee integer 
positivee integer 

Description/use e 
seee details below 
seee details below 
seee details below 

NumberNumber of states: statbegin and statend Wit h the statbegin the number of 
hiddenn states to begin exploring is specified. It is an optional command. When 
it'ss left out of the command-file, exploring is started with an HMM with one hidden 
state.. Exploring stops with s ta tend number of hidden states. For each number of 
hiddenn states, f i t sPerS ta te number of models are fitted, with the exception of the 
singlee hidden state model, since the single hidden state model is uniquely identified. 
I tt is in fact the model where the entries of the observat ion matr ix correspond to 
thee proportion of each observed category. Although it is a trivial model, it is good 
too have it as a reference model in model selection. 

StartingStarting values In explorative fitting of models, starting values can not be provided 
byy the user. For each model to be fitted ten sets of random starting values are 
generated.. Each of these sets of starting values are iterated through the EM-
algorithmm i t e r S t a rt times; see section B.2.7 below for a complete description of 
thiss command. 

FixingFixing parameters Fixing parameters is not possible in routine explore for obvious 
reasons. . 
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OutputOutput specifications 

Outputt options in the explore-routine are the same as in the f i t t ing-rout ine; 
theyy are, however, written to different file called <dataf i le>.models. Outputs are 
appendedd to this file if it already exists. Before each model's outputs the numer of 
thee fitted model is given. That is, models that are fitted are numbered consecutively 
startingg with the models with the least number of states. Outputs that are always 
givenn are the same ones as in the f i t t ing-routine, see section B.2.3. 

Al ll  the following output specification commands are optional. These outputs, 
iff  requested, appear in the order specified here. The only difference with outputs 
inn the f i t t ing-rout ine is that the most likely state sequence can not be requested. 
Al ll  others can be but it should be noted that all of them, except the modification 
indices,, are computationally demanding. When fitting a long series of models it is 
recommendablee to not specify any of these outputs to save on computation time. 
Forr detailed descriptions of what all these commands amount, refer to the respective 
paragraphss in section B.2.3. 

Tablee B.5: Output specification commands 
Command d 
p r o f i l e e 

boots s 

samples s 

e r r o rs s 

mod d 

Possiblee values 
0/1 1 

0/1 1 

positivee integer 

0/1 1 

0/1 1 

Default t 
0 0 

0 0 

100 0 

0 0 

0 0 

Descriptionn use 
11 for profile likelihood con-
fidencefidence intervals (this is 
nott implemented) 
11 for bootstrapped confi-
dencee intervals 
thiss is the number of 
bootstrapp samples used 
too compute bootstrapped 
confidencee intervals 
11 for computing \ predic-
tionn error measures 
putt a 1 for loglikelihood 
ratioo modification indices 

Apartt from the models file, another output file is created in the explore-
routinee which has all the information needed for model selection. This file is called 
<dataff  i l e> .f i t s. Outputs are appended to this file if it already exists. The has 
filefile  contains one row for each fitted model. Each row has the following information: 

expp nr The number of the model which is the same as in the output file that 
containss the fitted models. 

i tt The number of iterations needed until convergence. 

statess The number of (hidden) states of the model. 

poll  The loglikelihood of the data given the model. 

AI CC Akaike's Information Criterion. 
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A-AI CC Adjusted AIC, see section B.2.3. 

BI CC Bayesian Information Criterion. 

A-BI CC Adjusted BIC, see section B.2.3. 

parss The number of parameters of the model. 

freee The number of free parameters of the model, see section B.2.3. 

A- freee The number of adjusted free parameters of the model, see section B.2.3. 

B.2.5B.2.5 Explorative fitting of models: batch 

Thiss routine does essentially the same as the explore routine. However, it does it 
forr a number of datasets. As a consequence the command file is essentially identical 
thee command file for the explore routine. There are two differences. First, the 
dataff  i l e should specify a file which contains the names of the files that have 
thee datasets to be analysed. Second, there should be an extra command named 
inputff  i l es which specifies the number of datasets to be processed. From there 
on,, the rest is the same as for the explore routine. Each dataset that is analysed 
getss its own output files. Note that this only works for datasets that are identical, 
thatt is, they should have the same number of datapoints and the same number of 
categories. . 

B.2.6B.2.6 Generating data: generate 

Generatingg data according to a given HMM can be done with the command line 
jobb generate. After this command line the command f i l e should have the data 
descriptionn commands that are again identical to those in the f i t t i n g and explore 
routines.. See section B.2.3 for a full description of all the optional and required 
commands.. After the data description commands the model according to which 
thee data should be generated is to be specified using the s t a t es and model f i le 
commands.. The generated dataset is written to a file called <modelf i le> .data. 
Notee that this file is overwritten if it already exists. 

B.2.7B.2.7 Other commands 

Theree are some other commands that relate to optimizing models which can be 
usedd with either the f i t t i n g or explore routines. They are the following: 

iterMaxx The maximum number of iterations used in optimizing models. It has a 
defaultt value of 999. 

i t e r S t a rtt The minimal number of iterations used in optimizing models. It has a 
defaultt value of 6. i t e r S t a rt iterations are done before the loglikelihood criterion 
iss tested. This number of iterations is also used in selection of random starting 
valuess in the explore routine. In the explore routine ten sets of random starting 
valuess are generated. Each of the resulting models are iterated i t e r S t a rt times 
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andd then the best of these models is selected, that is. the model with the highest 
loglikelihood. . 

kmeanss If this command is specified and given a value of one. K-means estimation 
off  the model wil l be done at the start of optimization. This can speed up 
optimizationn considerably but in some cases also results in suboptimal solutions. 
Seee Rabiner (1989) for a description of the algorithm. At the end of optimization 
anotherr K-means estimate of the model is generated and written to the output 
file. . 

op tCr i te r ionn With this command the optimization criterion can be specified. Its 
defaultt value is 1.0 10- 9. 

se tze roo By default at every step of the EM-algorithm parameters are checked for 
sigfnicance.. If they are found to be non-significant parameters they are set to 
zeroo and optimization continues from there. The reason for doing this is that it 
speedss up optimization considerably. Although some checks are performed to see 
iff  setting the parameter to zero leads to an impossible or otherwise inadmissable 
model,, these checks are not 100% foolproof. As a result it is possible that setting 
aa parameter to zero leads to a loglikelihood that is not a number (nan on the 
consolee output). Setting the setzero to 0 in the command file takes care that 
optimizationn is done without setting parameters to zero. This can result in 
parameterr estimates that are very close to zero but nevertheless do not reach zero 
beforee optimization is over. Also this can lead to slow optimization and hence it 
mayy be necessary to increase the maximum number of allowed iterations. 

verbosee If this command is specified and given a value of one, screen outputs will 
bee provided during optimization and exploration. 



CC Regels en Associatie s 
Nederlands ee samenvattin g 

Overzicht t 

Hett onderzoek in dit proefschrift draait om drie thema's: regelgestuurd gedrag, 
hett aanleren van regelgestuurd gedrag en modellen die dit leerproces en de resul-
terendee kennis beschrijven. Het begrip regelgestuurd gedrag speelt een centrale 
roll  in het cognitivisme en wordt gebruikt in het beschrijven van talloze gedragin-
genn en vaardigheden zoals de produktie van taal, probleem oplossend vermogen en 
schaken.. Het alternatief voor regelgestuurd gedrag is associatief gestuurd gedrag. 
Ditt speelt een belangrijke verklarende rol bij de grootste concurrent van het cog-
nitivisme,, het connectionisme. Het cognitivisme en het connect ionisme leiden tot 
verschillendee formele modellen, respectievelijk regelgebaseerde modellen, bijvoorbeeld 
hiddenn Markov modellen, en neurale netwerken. In hoofdstuk 2 gebruik ik wiskundige 
eigenschappenn van deze modellen om te laten zien dat de beschrijvende kracht van 
dezee modellen identiek is. In hoofdstuk 3 wordt dit gegeven voor twee specifieke 
modellenn uitgewerkt, een recurrent neuraal netwerk als representant van associatief 
lerende,, connectionistische modellen, en het hidden Markov model (HMM) als voor-
beeldd van een regelgebaseerd cognitivistisch model. In hoofdstuk 4 en 5 ontwikkel ik 
eenn aantal statistische technieken die noodzakelijk zijn om hidden Markov modellen 
tee kunnen gebruiken voor de analyse van experimentele data. In hoofdstuk 6 en 
77 tenslotte wordt impliciet leren onderzocht als een voorbeeld van een taak waarin 
opp associatieve wijze regelgestuurd gedrag wordt aangeleerd. Hierbij worden hidden 
Markovv modellen gebruikt om gedragsmaten van impliciet leren te analyseren. 

C ll  Regelgestuurd gedrag 

Regelgestuurdd gedrag is een cruciaal begrip in het cognitivisme. Chomsky (1959b) 
zett regelgestuurd gedrag in als alternatief tegen associatief gestuurd gedrag zoals dat 
gebruiktt werd in het behaviorisme. Centraal in het cognitivisme, dat voortgekomen 
iss uit dit alternatief, zijn gestructureerde representaties en regels om deze te manip-
ulerenn (Fodor & Pylyshyn, 1988). Het feit dat voor bepaalde soorten gedrag, met 
namee taal, schaken, wiskunde et cetera, gestructureerde representaties nodig zijn 
iss nauwelijks onderwerp van discussie. Het verschil van mening over de implemen-
tat iee van regelgestuurd gedrag daarentegen definieert een belangrijke kloof in de 
psychologie,, die tussen de cognitivisten en de connectionisten. In het onderhavige 
onderzoekk worden deze verschillende implementaties van regelgestuurd gedrag met 
elkaarr vergeleken. Enerzijds op theoretisch nivo, door de formele eigenschappen 
vann modellen naast elkaar te zetten, anderzijds door de modellen te toetsen aan 
menselijkk gedrag in het impliciet leren paradigma. 
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Inn hoofdstuk 2 en 3 worden neurale netwerken en regelgebaseerde modellen 
mett elkaar vergeleken op formele eigenschappen. Deze vergelijking is van belang 
omdatt een aantal notoire tegenstanders van het connectionisme beweren dat neu-
ralee netwerken eenvoudigweg te weinig representationele capaciteiten hebben om 
complexee kennis te bevatten. Levelt (1990) zegt het als volgt in een kritisch artikel 
overr connectionisme: "I t makes littl e sense to spend years implementing a domain 
off  knowledge in a network that cannot contain it." Een formele karakterisering van 
dee representationele capaciteiten van neurale netwerken is nodig om de reikwijdte 
vann Levelt's stelling te kunnen bepalen. 

Uitt een aantal wiskundige stellingen volgt dat neurale netwerken dezelfde re-
presentationelee capaciteiten hebben als regelgebaseerde systemen. In het bijzonder 
iss het mogelijk om een Turing machine, het schoolvoorbeeld van een regelgebaseerd 
systeem,, te implementeren in een neuraal netwerk (Siegelmann &; Sontag, 1995). 
Hiermeee vervalt Levelt's kritiek op het connectionisme. Ieder kennisdomein dat in 
eenn regelgebaseerd systeem geïmplementeerd kan worden, kan ook in een neuraal 
netwerkk gerepresenteerd worden. Daarmee is de discussie echter niet afgelopen. 
Ookk de vorm van de gerepresenteerde kennis is van belang. 

Connectionistischee representaties kunnen gedistribueerd zijn. Dat wil zeggen dat 
bijvoorbeeldd een concept niet door één maar door meerdere knopen in het netwerk 
gerepresenteerdd wordt; en omgekeerd dat één knoop in het netwerk onderdeel is 
vann meerdere representaties. Hierdoor hebben connectionistische representaties een 
aantall  voordelen ten opzichte van regelgebaseerde representaties. Neurale netwerken 
kunnenn met name beter omgaan met ruizige stimuli en zijn minder gevoelig voor 
beschadigingen.. Een ander pluspunt van neurale netwerken is dat ze representaties 
lerenn op basis van aangeboden stimuli; het leerproces is een natuurlijk onderdeel van 
neuralee netwerken. De netwerken zoals geconstrueerd door Siegelmann en Sontag 
(1995),, waarop de eerder genoemde stelling gebaseerd is, missen echter deze gunstige 
eigenschappen.. Ondanks het feit dat deze netwerken voldoende representationele 
capaciteitt hebben, leveren ze als psychologisch model derhalve geen voordelen boven 
klassiekee regelgebaseerde modellen. 

Neuralee netwerken die hier minder last van hebben zijn die van Cleeremans en 
McClellandd (1991) en van Rodriquez, Wiles en Elman (1999). Deze onderzoekers 
lerenn formele talen, als voorbeeld van een regelgebaseerd kennisdomein, aan neurale 
netwerkenn op zo'n manier dat ze resulteren in gedistribueerde representaties met alle 
voordelenn van dien. Neurale netwerken, en meer in het algemeen gedistribueerde 
representaties,, hebben echter ook een belangrijk nadeel: de interpretatie is vaak 
ingewikkeld.. Als gevolg daarvan is het gebruik van neurale netwerk modellen 
problematischh als model voor cognitie, aangezien het model vaak beperkt inzicht 
geeftt in de manier waarop een bepaalde taak wordt opgelost. In hoofdstuk 3 gebruik 
ikk hidden Markov modellen om dit probleem het hoofd te bieden. 

C.22 Hidden Marko v modellen 

Hiddenn of latente Markov modellen kunnen toegepast worden om te laten zien dat 
eenn systeem, proefpersoon of model, een regelgebaseerd systeem van kennis bezit, 
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onafhankelijkk van hoe deze kennis gerepresenteerd is. Het hidden Markov model 
iss een paradigmatisch voorbeeld van een regelgebaseerd cognitivistisch model. In 
hoofdstukk 3 laat ik zien dat een recurrent neuraal netwerk een reguliere taal kan 
leren.. Voor het geven van een interpretatie van de geleerde representaties van het 
netwerk,, gebruik ik hidden Markov modellen die gepast worden op de output die 
hett netwerk genereert. 

Eerderee methoden om neurale netwerken te analyseren en daarmee te voorzien 
vann interpretaties gingen altijd uit van de interne activiteit van zo'n netwerk. Voor 
toepassingg bij neurale netwerken is dat geen probleem. Dezelfde methode kan 
echterr niet toegepast worden bij proefpersonen die een zelfde soort taak gedaan 
hebben.. Door gebruik te maken van HMMs is het mogelijk om het gedrag van 
neuralee netwerken en van proefpersonen op dezelfde manier te analyseren en met 
elkaarr te vergelijken. De HMMs geven een exacte weergave van het gedrag van 
hett netwerk in termen van duidelijk interpreteerbare regels. Automaten extractie, 
zoalss toegepast door bijvoorbeeld Giles et al. (1992) op neurale netwerken, levert 
soortgelijkee interpretaties op. HMMs hebben echter het voordeel dat ze goed 
ingebedd zijn in de statistiek waardoor bijvoorbeeld de selectie van het juiste model 
eenduidigerr en eenvoudiger is. De analyse laat zien dat het netwerk een reguliere taal 
geleerdd heeft. Bovendien heeft het netwerk gedistribueerde representaties gevormd 
tijdenss het leerproces met de bijbehorende eerder besproken voordelen. 

Inn hoofdstukken 4 en 5 heb ik een aantal statistieken ontwikkeld en getest die van 
belangg zijn voor het toepassen van HMMs in de psychologie en voor het gebruiken 
vann HMMs als methode voor automaten extractie. In hoofdstuk 4 worden drie 
methodess vergeleken om standaardfouten van geschatte parameters van HMMs 
tee berekenen. Standaardfouten zijn een belangrijk diagnostisch criterium bij het 
bepalenn van de passing van een model: is het model goed genoeg om de data te 
beschrijven?? De likelihood profiel methode (Venzon & Moolgavkar, 1988; Meeker 
66 Escobar, 1995) blijk t de meest nauwkeurige methode om standaardfouten te 
bepalen.. Nadeel van de methode is dat zij nogal bewerkelijk is en derhalve veel 
computertijdd vergt. Een zuiniger en gelijkwaardig alternatief is het bootstrappen 
vann standaardfouten (Efron & Tibshirani, 1993). 

Inn hoofdstuk 5 worden een aantal andere statistieken voor HMMs vergeleken 
aann de hand van twee datasets. Deze datasets zijn representatief voor de gewoonlijk 
relatieff  kleine datasets die bij psychologische experimenten verkregen worden. Een 
aangepastee versie van het Baysian Information Criterion (BIC) blijk t de meest 
bruikbaree selectiemaat voor deze datasets. In hoofdstuk 5 worden ook drie methodes 
voorr het passen van gelijkheidsconstraints vergeleken. De makkelijkste en meest 
voorr de hand liggende methode blijkt niet tot de juiste oplossing te leiden en 
derhalvee zijn andere methodes noodzakelijk. 

Dee belangrijkste toepassing van hidden Markov modellen voor dit proefschrift 
iss die op impliciet leren. Met behulp van HMMs kunnen we laten zien dat er bij 
impliciett leren sprake is van regelgestuurd gedrag, dit in tegenstelling tot de gang-
baree opvatting. In hoofdstuk 5 is de noodzakelijke statistiek ontwikkeld om HMMs 
tee kunnen passen op data van een impliciet leren experiment. In hoofdstukken 6 en 
77 worden twee experimenten besproken waarin verschillende maten voor impliciet 
lerenn worden vergeleken. 
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C.33 Impliciet leren 

Impliciett leren wordt hier gezien als een paradigma waarin op associatieve manier 
eenn talige structuur geleerd wordt. Taal is het schoolvoorbeeld van regelgestuurd 
gedrag.. De mogelijkheid om taal op een associatieve manier te leren is dan ook van 
groott theoretisch belang. Om te kunnen spreken van regelgestuurd gedrag moet aan 
eenn aantal voorwaarden voldaan zijn. Ten eerste moet het gedrag de juiste regelmaat 
vertonenn en van een zekere complexiteit zijn. Een simpele associatie tussen twee 
dingen,, bijvoorbeeld een lamp en een stuk vlees waar bij Pavlov sprake van is. 
geldtt niet als regelgestuurd. Ten tweede moet het gedrag in een zekere praktijk 
geleerdd zijn en vertoond worden. Taal heeft betrekking heeft op een gemeenschap 
diee die taal spreekt. De betekenis van de taal hangt af van de gebruiken van 
diee gemeenschap (Wittgenstein, 1978). Het impliciet leren paradigma biedt de 
mogelijkheidd om in detail de acquisitie van regelgestuurd gedrag te bestuderen en 
daarmeee in abstracto de acquisitie van taal. 

Inn het impliciet leren paradigma wordt proefpersonen een serie visuele stimuli 
aangebodenn op een computerscherm, die gegenereerd wordt met behulp van een 
artificiëlee grammatica (Reber, 1967). Een belangrijk gegeven bij zulke experi-
mentenn is dat proefpersonen niet weten dat een regelmaat ten grondslag ligt aan 
dee volgorde van de aangeboden stimuli. Desalniettemin blijk t dat proefpersonen 
tijdenss het experiment kennis hebben opgedaan van de onderliggende regels. Dat 
blijk tt bijvoorbeeld doordat reactietijden bij het reproduceren van de stimuli sterker 
afnemenn bij grammaticale stimuli dan bij willekeurige stimuli. Het belang van dit 
paradigmaa is dat het laat zien dat het mogelijk is regelgestuurd gedrag te leren, 
zelfss zonder dat proefpersonen zich daar bewust van zijn. 

Impliciett leren is niet onomstreden. Vooral de vraag of er in een impliciet leren 
experimentt wel echt sprake is van impliciete kennis, of dat er ook expliciete kennis 
geleerdd wordt, wordt hevig bediscussieerd. Daaraan gekoppeld is de vraag hoe 
explicietee kennis, die in het experiment verworven is, gemeten moet worden. In het 
traditionelee impliciet leren paradigma werd expliciete kermis gemeten door proef-
personenn achteraf te vragen of ze de regelmaat van de onderliggende grammatica 
kondenn aangeven (Reber, 1967). Aangezien proefpersonen dit niet bleken te kunnen 
wass de conclusie dat de opgedane kennis wel impliciet en onbewust moest zijn. 
Eenn nadeel van de methode van verbale reportage is dat zij nogal verschilt van de 
normalee experimentele procedure, waarin proefpersonen slechts stimuli hoeven te 
reproduceren.. De vraag is dus of het verbaal rapporteren van eventuele opgedane 
explicietee kennis die kennis wel naar boven brengt. Andere voorgestelde methoden 
omm expliciete kennis te meten zijn zogeheten predictie- en generatietaken. Hierbij 
moetenn de proefpersonen de volgende stimulus in de reeks voorspellen, in plaats van 
dee aangeboden stimulus te reproduceren. Als ze hierbij boven kansnivo presteren 
iss de conclusie dat er sprake is van expliciete kennis. 

Inn hoofdstuk 6 en 7 worden twee impliciet leren experimenten behandeld waarin 
gebruikk gemaakt wordt van zowel een predictie- als een generatietaak. Voor beide 
experimentenn is een nieuwe procedure ontwikkeld die het mogelijk maakt predictie 
trialss en generatie trials tijdens het leerproces af te nemen in plaats van, zoals 
gebruikelijk,, aan het eind van de leerfase. Uit het eerste experiment, in hoofd-
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stukk 6, blijk t dat de correlatie tussen de afname in reactietijden en de toename in 
predictievaardigheidd vrijwel 1 is. Ook in het tweede experiment, in hoofdstuk 7, is 
dee correlatie tussen generatie vaardigheid en reactietijden erg hoog. Hoe moeten 
dezee resultaten geïnterpreteerd worden? 

Eenn aantal onderzoekers is van mening dat predictie- en generatietaken gezien 
moetenn worden als een maat voor expliciete kennis. Reactietijden daarentegen 
wordenn meestal gezien als maat voor impliciete kennis. Een hoge correlatie tussen 
dezee twee maten wordt door sommigen uitgelegd als evidentie tegen de notie van 
implicietee kennis (Perruchet &; Amorim, 1992; Shanks & Johnstone 1999). De 
redeneringg hierachter is dat de geproduceerde expliciete kennis, zoals bepaald door 
bijvoorbeeldd een generatietaak, vrijwel alle variantie in de reactietijden kan verk-
laren.. Derhalve is het niet noodzakelijk om nog een aparte bron van impliciete 
kenniss te veronderstellen. 

Alternatievee verklaringen zijn ook mogelijk. De hierboven beschreven redenering 
kann net zo goed omgedraaid worden. De generatie en predictietaken meten dan 
ookk impliciete kennis en geen expliciete kennis. Hieruit volgt dan dat er alleen 
sprakee is van impliciete kennis en juist niet van expliciete kennis. Deze conclusie 
komtt overeen met Rebers stelling dat impliciete en onbewuste kennis primair is 
(Reber,, 1993). Iemand die beweert dat er sprake is van expliciete kennis heeft 
daarvoorr een extra argument nodig. Ook het standaard model voor impliciet leren, 
hett simple recurrent network (Cleeremans en McClelland 1991) ondersteunt deze 
conclusie.. Uit het model kan afgeleid worden dat er een exacte samenhang is tussen 
reactietijdenn enerzijds en prestaties op de generatie- en predictietaken anderzijds. 
Aangezienn neurale netwerken in het algemeen worden beschouwd als implementaties 
vann impliciete kennis is de conclusie dat ook generatie- en predictietaken impliciete 
kenniss meten. 

Eenn ander criterium voor het onderscheid tussen impliciete en expliciete kennis, 
zoalss blijk t uit het laatste argument, hangt samen met modellen die gebruikt 
wordenn voor de representatie ervan. Het simple recurrent network, dat gestoeld 
iss op associatief leren, is een bekend model voor het modelleren van impliciet leren. 
Daaruitt volgt dan ook dat er bij impliciet leren blijkbaar sprake is van een associatief 
leerproces.. Is het nu toch nog mogelijk impliciet leren als regel gestuurd gedrag te 
zien?? Immers, een van de uitgangspunten van impliciet leren is dat het een voorbeeld 
zouu zijn van het aanleren van regelgestuurd gedrag. In hoofdstuk 7 worden hidden 
Markovv modellen gebruikt om data van de generatie taak te analyseren in termen 
vann regelgestuurd gedrag. Die analyse levert een aantal belangrijke bevindingen 
op.. Ten eerste blijk t het mogelijk een dergelijke analyse uit te voeren met data 
vann een generatietaak, een novum in de literatuur over impliciet leren. De analyse 
resulteertt in een interpretatie van het gedrag van de proefpersoon in termen van 
dee grammatica die gebruikt is om de stimulus sequenties te genereren. Ten tweede 
toontt de analyse aan dat gedrag op de generatie taak zich uitstekend laat beschrijven 
inn termen van regelgestuurd gedrag. Ten derde levert de analyse een kwantitatieve 
beschrijvingg op van het generatie gedrag. Deze beschrijving kan gebruikt worden 
voorr een kwantitatieve vergelijking met de reactietijden. De vergelijking laat zien 
datt er een sterke samenhang is tussen prestatie op de generatietaak en de afname 
vann reactietijden. 
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C.44 Conclusies 

Hoewell  de definitie van regelgestuurd gedrag niet eenduidig gegeven kan worden, is 
err overeenstemming dat zulk gedrag bestaat. In dit proefschrift heb ik regelgestuurd 
gedragg vanuit verschillende perspectieven belicht. Enerzijds vanuit de verschillende 
mogelijkee modellen ervoor en hun theoretische achtergrond — het cognitivisme en 
hett connectionisme —, anderzijds vanuit een bekend experimenteel paradigma — 
impliciett leren — waarin sprake is van het aanleren van regelgestuurd gedrag. 

Dee formele analyse van neurale netwerken en regelgebaseerde modellen laat 
zienn dat beide klassen van modellen hetzelfde bereik hebben. De interpretatie van 
neuralee netwerken in termen van regelgestuurd gedrag is echter nieuw en omstreden. 
Dee analyse van het simple recurrent network laat zien dat deze modellen goed 
beschrevenn kunnen worden als regelgestuurde systemen, niettegenstaande het feit 
datt de interne representaties geen expliciete regels bevatten. Hetzelfde geldt voor 
proefpersonenn in een impliciet leren taak: de — nieuwe — toepassing van hidden 
Markovv modellen voor de analyse van deze data laat zien dat er sprake is van 
regelgestuurdd gedrag. Als model voor impliciet leren heeft het simple recurrent 
networkk als toegevoegde waarde dat het ook een beschrijving geeft van het leerpro-
ces,, wat in hidden Markov modellen lastiger is. 

Dee verschillen tussen regels en associaties blijken zowel in een formele analyse 
alss in de praktijk vrij klein te zijn. In neurale netwerken kan regelgestuurd gedrag 
nett zo goed geïmplementeerd worden als in cognitieve modellen, zoals bijvoorbeeld 
hett hidden Markov model. In de praktijk geeft het leren van complexe associaties, 
zoalss bij impliciet leren, aanleiding tot regelgestuurd gedrag. 
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Recurringg under different names in different times, 
thee question whether human behaviour is governed 
byy associationist principles or by cognitive rules has 
beenn the driving force behind one of the 
fundamentall  debates in psychology. It formed the 
dividee between Locke and Kant, between Skinner 
andd Chomsky, and, most recently, between neural 
networkk models and classical cognitive 
architectures.. By integrating insights from 
philosophy,, psychology, and mathematical 
modelling,, Visser provides a highly original account 
off  the essential tensions in this classical debate. 
Contrastingg neural network models and hidden 
Markovv models for grammar learning, he clearly 
showss when, how and why these models diverge. 
Thiss thesis offers new methodological approaches, 
experimentall  designs, statistical results, as well as 
innovativee software that may be important in 
disentanglingg rules from associations. 

Ingmarr Visser was born in 1969, Zoetermeer, the 
Netherlands.. He finished his master's in tHe 
philosophyy of mind and language (1996) while douig 
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AA selection of reviewers comments: " 

'Thee authors have developed aiskill|in tnis matter 
andd I appreciate that very mucfeHoWever, the work 
iss not very original.' 

'II  found the exposition cleas^and compellmg.' 

'Inn fact, detailed comparisons between correspon-
dingg direct and indirect measures, such as recogni-
tion,, prediction, or generation on the one hand, ana 
reactionn time on the other hand, have become some-
thingg of a hot topic these days, which makes tiflF 
presentt manuscript particularly relevant to the cur-
rentt literature. 
Thiss is interesting, but very preliminary research 
thatt fails to be compelling in addressing the issues 
itt aims to explore.' 

'Yourr project sounds extremely interesting, I hope 
you'lll  let me know how it turns out.' 

'Inn a nutshell, I don't see how this paper contributes 
muchh to what is already known about sequence 
learning,, the SRT task and implicit learning.' 

'Thankk you so very much for sending the reprints. I 
reallyy appreciate it.' 

'II  express my warmest feelings for this very nice 
thesis.' ' 


